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Medical Marijuana Grower/Processor Permit Application 
Part A - Applicant Identification and Facility Information 

(Scoring Method: Pass/Fail) 
FOR THIS PART, THE APPLICANT IS REQUIRED TO PROVIDE BACKGROUND AND CONTACT INFORMATION FOR THE BUSINESS OR 

INDIVIDUAL APPLYING FOR A PERMIT. 

 

Section 1 – Applicant Name, Address and Contact Information 
Business or Individual Name and Principal Address 

Business Name, as it appears on the applicant’s certificate of incorporation, charter, bylaws, 
partnership agreement or other legal business formation documents: 
 
Vessel Life Science, LLC 

Other trade names and DBA (doing business as) names: 
 
 

Business Address: 1106 Forsyth Lane 

City: West Chester State: Pennsylvania Zip Code: 19382 

Phone: (347) 703-9624  Fax: N/A Email: 
info@vessellifescience.com 

 

 

☐Primary Contact or ☒Registered Agent for this Application 

Name: Collin Palmer 

Address  

City:  State:  Zip Code:  

Phone  Fax: N/A Email: 
 

 

 

Section 2 – Facility Information 

By checking “Yes,” you affirm that you possess the ability to obtain in an expeditious 
manner the right to use sufficient land, buildings and other premises and equipment to 
properly carry on the activity described in the medical marijuana grower/processor 
permit application, and any proposed location for a grower/processor facility. 

☒ 
Yes 

☐ 
No 

 

PROPOSED GROWER/PROCESSOR FACILITY (PLEASE INDICATE THE FACILITY NAME AS YOU WOULD LIKE IT TO APPEAR ON THE 

PERMIT) 

Facility Name: Vessel Life Science – Keystone Park 

Facility Address: 1526 Grundy’s Lane 

City: Bristol Township State: PA Zip Code: 19007 

County: Bucks Municipality: Bristol Township 

☐ Owned by the applicant          ☐ Leased by the applicant        ☒ Option for applicant to buy/lease 

Is the facility located in a financially distressed municipality? ☐ ☒ 

DOH DOH DOH 
DOH DOH DOH DOH DOH 

DOH DOH 
DOH DOH DOH DOH DOH 
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 Yes No 

Does the facility have an excess maintenance agreement or road use agreement with 
PennDOT, the local municipality, or the county? 

☒ 
Yes 

☐ 
No 

 

Part B – Diversity Plan 

(Scoring Method: 100 Points) 
IN ACCORDANCE WITH SECTION 615 OF THE ACT (35 P.S. § 10231.615), AN APPLICANT SHALL INCLUDE WITH ITS 

APPLICATION A DIVERSITY PLAN THAT PROMOTES AND ENSURES THE INVOLVEMENT OF DIVERSE PARTICIPANTS AND DIVERSE 

GROUPS IN OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, EMPLOYMENT, AND CONTRACTING OPPORTUNITIES. DIVERSE PARTICIPANTS 

INCLUDE A PERSON, INCLUDING A NATURAL PERSON; INDIVIDUALS FROM DIVERSE RACIAL, ETHNIC AND CULTURAL 

BACKGROUNDS AND COMMUNITIES; WOMEN; VETERANS; INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES; CORPORATION; PARTNERSHIP; 

ASSOCIATION; TRUST OR OTHER ENTITY; OR ANY COMBINATION THEREOF, WHO ARE SEEKING A PERMIT ISSUED BY THE 

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH TO GROW AND PROCESS OR DISPENSE MEDICAL MARIJUANA. DIVERSE GROUPS INCLUDE THE 

FOLLOWING BUSINESSES THAT HAVE BEEN CERTIFIED BY A THIRD-PARTY CERTIFYING ORGANIZATION: A DISADVANTAGED 

BUSINESS, MINORITY-OWNED BUSINESS, AND WOMEN-OWNED BUSINESS AS THOSE TERMS ARE DEFINED IN 74 PA. C.S. § 

303(B); AND A SERVICE-DISABLED VETERAN-OWNED SMALL BUSINESS OR VETERAN-OWNED SMALL BUSINESS AS THOSE 

TERMS ARE DEFINED IN 51 PA. C.S. § 9601. 

 

Section 3 – Diversity Plan 
By checking “Yes,” the applicant affirms that it has a diversity plan that establishes a 
goal of opportunity and access in employment and contracting by the medical 
marijuana organization. The applicant also affirms that it will make a good faith effort to 
meet the diversity goals outlined in the diversity plan. Changes to the diversity plan 
must be approved by the Department of Health in writing.  
 

The applicant further agrees to report participation level and involvement of Diverse 

Participants and Diverse Groups in the form and frequency required by the Department, 

and to provide any other information the Department deems appropriate regarding 

ownership, management, employment, and contracting opportunities by Diverse 

Participants and Diverse Groups. 

☒ 
Yes 

☐ 
No 

 

 

DIVERSITY PLAN 

 

IN NARRATIVE FORM BELOW, DESCRIBE A PLAN THAT ESTABLISHES A GOAL OF DIVERSITY IN OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, 

EMPLOYMENT AND CONTRACTING TO ENSURE THAT DIVERSE PARTICIPANTS AND DIVERSE GROUPS ARE ACCORDED 

EQUALITY OF OPPORTUNITY. TO THE EXTENT AVAILABLE, INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING: 

 

The diversity status of the Principals, Operators, Financial Backers, and Employees of the 

Medical Marijuana Organization. 

An official affirmative action plan for the Medical Marijuana Organization. 
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Internal diversity goals adopted by the Medical Marijuana Organization. 

A plan for diversity-oriented outreach or events the Medical Marijuana Organization will 

conduct during the term of the permit. 

Contracts with diverse groups and the expected percentage and dollar amount of revenues 

that will be paid to the diverse groups. 

Any materials from the Medical Marijuana Organization’s mentoring, training, or professional 

development programs for diverse groups. 

Any other information that demonstrates the Medical Marijuana Organization’s commitment 

to diversity practices. 

A workforce utilization report including the following information for each job category within 

the Medical Marijuana Organization: 

The total number of persons employed in each job category, 

The total number of men employed in each job category, 

The total number of women employed in each job category, 

The total number of veterans in each job category, 

The total number of service-disabled veterans in each job category, and 

The total number of members of each racial minority employed in each job category. 

A narrative description of your ability to record and report on the components of the diversity 
plan. 

 

 

Vessel Life Sciences – Diversity Plan 

January 2017 

1. Introduction  

Vessel Life Science LLC (VLS) realizes the importance of a diverse working environment and has made 

this a top priority in its overall business strategy. VLS fully supports the Governors Executive Order on 

Diversity and firmly believes that creating an environment that respects, understands and recognizes 

the diverse components of our workforce, workplace, and the community that we serve will create a 

competitive advantage in the marketplace. The more comfortable that our employees feel at their jobs 

the better they can express themselves and thus the more productive that they are. VLS has an 

agreement with Packer, Oesterling & Smith (PPO&S) award-winning, woman-owned integrated 

marketing communications firm.  In addition, through our comprehensive agreement with Reynolds 

Construction, we will provide opportunities to SDB trades and companies as more fully described in the 
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building construction plan. Lastly, VLS has reached out to local SDB's for more recurrent tasks such as 

waste disposal (AMS Waste Disposal), janitorial (Watson Cleaning Services) and office outfitting (AAAA 

Surplus), just to name a few.  

Vessel Life Science LLC’s diversity and inclusion program has been designed with the philosophy that 

diversity in the workplace is signified by the existence of different perspectives, ideas, and approaches 

to business. We believe that it takes a culture of inclusion and support for these inherent differences to 

produce enhanced creativity, innovation, and successful outcomes. 

The entire executive team of VLS is committed to this diversity plan and supports the following actions: 

• Establishment of a The Diversity & Community Outreach Committee (“DCOC”) made up of a 

range of stakeholders across the business and community. 

• The timely and appropriate handling of any outstanding diversity concerns with our employees, 

vendors, patrons, or community. 

• Establishment of a safe, easy to use, and accountable communication system where employees, 

patrons, and the community can connect with each other, or with the executive team, to 

address any diversity issues. 

• Consistent communication to employees, patrons, doctors and the community regarding 

positive information and stories that support local diversity initiatives through a company 

newsletter or blog postings. 

• Continual solicitation of a diverse set of employees, contractors, subcontractors, assignees, 

lessees, agents, vendors and suppliers by exploring different advertising and job posting 

mediums.  

• Routine meetings to analyze the entire organization from a higher-level perspective to 

determine that the strategic initiatives currently in place are effective.  

• Our community already represents a broad spectrum of underserved demographics that we 

must respect and create avenues for our opportunities throughout. Based on the recent Bristol 

data (2010/2014), VLS will be using the following demographic data as the initial benchmark:  

 Racial (as of 2010) 

White Alone – 73.8% 

Hispanic – 14.2% 

Black alone – 8.9% 

Two or more races – 2.2% 

Asian alone – 0.6% 

American Indian alone – 0.2% 

Other race alone – 0.2% 

 

Gender (as of 2014) 

Males – 45.1% 

Females – 54.9% 
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2. Objective  

Our objective is straightforward - to always maintain a diverse and proficient staff, supplier base, 

advertising standards, hiring practices and promotion by focusing on the following goals:  

1. Sourcing, interviewing, hiring, training, retaining, and further developing staff to maintain the 

desired level of ethnic and cultural diversity in comparison to the Southeastern Pennsylvania 

area. 

2. Purchasing services and goods from diversified and minority owned businesses including 

vendors, contractors, and other professional service providers, in comparison to the 

Southeastern Pennsylvania area. 

Diversity Participation Goals: 

- Job creation and employment opportunities   35% 

- Procurement and contracting    45% 

 

Diversity Budget: 

- Community support initiative    1.5% of net profit 

- Education and wellness support    1.5% of net profit 
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Job Category Descriptions 

Senior Level Officials/Managers – These include the CEO, CFO, COO. They are highly qualified with a 

proven track record, extensive background in multiple sectors of business, and the specialized 

experience necessary to ensure successful execution within their individual positions.  

Mid-Level Officials / Managers – Examples of mid-level officials are the Quality Assurance Manager, 

Chief Security Officer, Chief Marketing Officer, Operations Manager, Cultivation and Processing 

Technician, Information Technology Manager, and Business to Business Sales Manager. Applicants are 

expected to have extensive business background and a proven record of accomplishment in their field.  

Professionals/Technicians – Initial professionals that will be needed on staff include but aren’t limited 

to a Horticulturist, Analytical Chemist, Extraction Technician, Harvest and Processing Technician. These 

are highly technical positions and applicants are expected to have extensive background and training in 

their area of expertise. 

Sales – The initial sales staff will consist of Business-to-Business Area sales representatives. They will be 

trained in sales processes and acceptable procedures.  

Administration – The Administrative roles include Controller, Account Supervisor, Bookkeeper, 

Receptionist, and Internal Compliance Auditor. They are expected to have a general working knowledge 

of their position with some training. 

Semi-skilled operatives –  This includes positions such as Property Maintenance, Premises Security 

Patrol, Cultivation and Processing Assistant. The applicant is expected to have a general knowledge of 

the position they are applying for and will receive any specialized training within 1-2 weeks on the job.  

General Labor – Examples of general labor include Janitorial staff, Package Handler, Shipping and 

Receiving, and Inventory Inspectors. The position requires no specialized knowledge and applicants 

should be fully trained within the first 1-2 days.  

Trainees – While trainees will be brought on for multiple positions, the initial focus will be on Sales, 

Cultivation and Processing, and Administration. Applicants are expected to have a high interest in the 

position, show extreme motivation and exemplary performance. They are not expected to have 

specialized knowledge and will be educated on the job through VLS trainee programs.  

4. Workplace Diversity Reporting and Recording Process 

Internal Processes 

Vessel Life Science LLC (VLS) ensures diversity reporting, recording and monitoring within the 

organization through the TheraCannSYSTEM enterprise relational planning (ERP) secure web based 

software. By following established data entry procedures when bringing in new employees, VLS will be 

able to automatically monitor diversity statistics in real time. If preferential treatment appears to be 

occurring, TheraCannSYSTEM will alert the appropriate Human Resources Manager, as well as the 

Diversity Committee, who will then investigate and take corrective action. 

TheraCannSYSTEM also provides data and information for proactive hiring, providing recommendations 

to the HR department depending on the current diversity statistics within the company. This will allow 
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to HR department to ensure that they are marketing employment opportunities in a manner that 

increases diversity and encompasses people from all backgrounds and social classes.  

While VLS will take continuous proactive action to ensure diversity in the workplace, it will be 

supplemented by routine internal and external audits, creating a system of checks and balances. 

Records of all audits and reports will be kept within TheraCannSYSTEM, allowing VLS to provide statistics 

and details to external agencies at any given time, satisfying any external reporting requirements.  

External Processes 

VLS has adopted multiple techniques to guarantee diversity within the vendor base. Utilizing the 

TheraCannSYSTEM, they employ diversity data enrichment techniques to collect the necessary 

information and make informed purchasing decisions. The sources for this information include data 

provided by the supplier directly, as well as cross referencing information available from NAICS code 

look ups, Pennsylvania Unified Certification Program, Vetbiz VIP Verification Program, and other publicly 

available data.   

All vendor data is kept within TheraCannSYSTEM and correlated to purchasing spend. This will provide 

personnel real time data to ensure the proper utilization of all suppliers, and discourage discrimination 

in purchasing decisions. Reports will be assembled on a regular basis and provided to appropriate 

management, as well as the Diversity Committee, including Diverse Supplier Count and Diverse Supplier 

purchasing volume. These will be supplemented by regular and random audits, ensuring that all data 

reported is consistent and accurate. All reports and audits will be recorded within TheraCannSYSTEM, 

providing a fully auditable trail of all supplier diversification efforts.  

5 Diversity & Community Outreach Committee (DCOC) 

The Diversity & Community Outreach Committee (“DCOC”) will be established at VLS to ensure all 

related policies, procedures, and programs are being effectively implemented at, and to address any 

outstanding issues in a timely and professional manner. They oversee several independent departments 

to accurately sample employee diversification. The DCOC is additionally responsible for the following:  

• Implementing any changes needed in the work force to help VLS meet its predetermined 

diversity goals; 

• Actively creating an environment that teaches employees about diversity, brings awareness 

to the importance thereof, and that communicates the executive teams support of such 

initiatives. 

• A routine communication schedule with a clear strategy to get diverse groups of 

stakeholders to participate. 

• Engaging minority owned firms and ensuring fair competition, and the procurement 

thereof, available contracts. 

• Hiring of minority applications and the providing of training or mentorship opportunities 

for career development and to help develop future community leaders. 
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• Donation of 1.5% net profits towards community initiatives to support specific and relevant 

causes. 

• Donation of 1.5% net profits towards education and wellness to relevant organizations 

such as the school districts or underserved food and health care programs in the area. 

• Work to facilitate relations between minority-owned business and industry procurement 

managers. 

• Assist minority owned business to establish relationship with each other and to develop 

teaming arrangements. 

• Research, benchmark, and share nationwide opportunities. 

• Provide information on regulations, requirements, and pertinent updates. 

On a quarterly basis, the committee will analyze and review the current efforts and then compile a 

report to deliver to the executive leaders. All reports, notes, and other recorded material shall be 

periodically reviewed by an Internal Audit department to verify the validity of all said information and 

will be recorded in the TheraCannSYSTEM.  

6. Community Involvement  

VLS will be deeply involved with the Pennsylvania Diversity Council (“PDC”) as we feel closely aligned 

with its mission statement to foster a learning environment for organizations to grow and leverage their 

knowledge of diversity. VLS believes that its medical marijuana cultivation program is one of the few 

currently in existence that is capable of reliably achieving results desirable to the PDC. It is only through 

the disciplined collection of quantifiable data, and the real time tracking of changes in the corporate 

environment, that an organization can set realistic goals and then, taking the proper steps to achieve 

them, promote changes that support diversity.  

We continually strive to work with and contribute to other organizations that share our aspirations, 

offering additional support and assistance to minority & woman operated organizations whenever 

possible. 

7. Recruitment & Employment  

As part of Vessel Life Sciences LLC’s commitment to the Governors Executive Order on Diversity, we 

have designed the strictest adherence to the Equal Employment Opportunity Act. Our internal policies 

and procedures ensure compliance in all employment practices including the recruitment, transfer, 

disciplining, termination, evaluation, hiring, compensation, and promotion of employees.  

Our Human Resources department works closely with the Marketing Department to develop materials 

that are attractive to a diverse set of potential employees; targeting various demographic segments and 

helping us to recruit from a wide variety of applicants. Internally we have devised a referral network 

that allows for employees to share information about other potential applicants we may be interested in 

recruiting. We utilize the following instruments to further our recruitment efforts: 

• Online Job Postings Through 3rd Parties & Company Website 
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• PPC Campaigns 

• Print Ads in Specific Local Papers & Publications 

• Outreach Programs & Relationships with Local Organizations 

• Involvement with State & City Managed Occupational Centers 

We have found that exploring the typical channels for recruitment was not sufficient in ensuring that we 

maintain a diverse workforce at VLS. Therefore, we have added the following activities to our ongoing 

recruitment efforts: 

• Subscription to specialized websites that focus on workforce diversity through independent 

marketing efforts. 

• The establishment of intimate relationships with independent organizations that focus on 

diversity efforts full time, such as employment agencies, training centers, as well as trade & 

vocational schools, 

• Subscription and contribution to printed publications that seek to provide support to 

females, minorities, disabled, and economically disadvantaged persons. 

• Direct involvement with, and support of, local groups and organizations that mirror our 

values and goals in regards to diversity so that they can be utilized to share job 

opportunities or other pertinent information with the community. 

• Participation in other initiatives, support groups, charity events, or related activities that are 

developed by organizations with similar aims. These include minority groups, community 

agencies, leaders, schools, or colleges. 

VLS is committed to providing equal opportunities for employment as well as maintaining a diverse 

workforce by engaging in some of the following efforts: 

• Providing an easy to use, and anonymous if preferred, communication system  by using 

TheraCannSYSTEM Chat and / or New Alert function in which employees can interact with 

each other and the executive team can post updates or other news of interest. 

• Utilization of our TheraCannSYSTEM software with periodic third party audits to make sure 

that we are properly representing a level of diversity that is consistently above the general 

that is found in the population of the Southeastern Pennsylvania community. 

• Routine internal and external audits that provide a thorough analyses and corresponding 

reports to confirm the level of employment diversity at VLS. The executive team is 

committed to responding to said reports in a timely fashion to maintain the desired goals 

outlined in this diversity plan. 

• A pledge to constantly strive to create and compose job descriptions that are fair and with 

requirements that do not inhibit any employee that may be otherwise at a disadvantage.  
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• A perpetual optimization strategy that guarantees our level of diversity is always 

increasing. This effort shall be further supported by routine internal employee reviews that 

seek to specifically identify exceptional minority or woman employees whom should be 

considered for promotion or future training to prepare them for managerial roles and 

opportunities for promotion.  

Through our relationship with TheraCann USA, their strategic partner TriWest Technologies, and our on 

staff security advisor from Vulnerability Solutions Group, we are implementing a unique security 

program designed to specifically serve veterans as they are coming out of service. This program has 

been designed to mimic the environment that veterans are familiar with in the military, giving them a 

comfortable environment in which they can get reacclimated into society. This will additionally allow 

them to utilize the skills that they learned in the service while at the same time training them to explore 

further career opportunities. VLS will be hiring local veterans, purchasing assets from veteran owned 

businesses, and giving back to a variety of such charitable organizations.  

8. Dissemination of Diversity Policy  

Our partnership with TheraCann USA has given us access to  one of the most sophisticated ERP software 

solutions, in the industry. TheraCannSYSTEM has been custom programmed to support all our current 

diversity related efforts and beyond. TheraCannSYSTEM holds everyone accountable and is completely 

transparent, meaning that all performance is tracked in real time and recorded in a fraud proof 

environment that is reviewed by management on a continual basis. This helps to eliminate potential 

fraud, corruption, nepotism, and bias while at the same time giving us a solid framework to benchmark 

and thereby optimize the entire diversity program. The quantifiable results obtained can then be shared 

with the community, inspiring others to set the proverbial bar high, while at the same time serving as a 

platform for other organizations in the community to learn from, implement, and to then utilize. This 

kind of technology allows for accountable, easy to use, and nearly instantaneous communication 

allowing for our entire team to discuss important issues and to challenge attitudes.   

VLS certifies that it will expend great efforts to ensure that the public knows its position as a firm 

advocate for Equal Employment Opportunity Employment and diverse workplaces. These aims are 

achieved by various means, both internal and external; but the process begins when an employee is first 

hired. During the orientation, the recruit is familiarized with the diversity plan and it is then 

reintroduced through the employee handbook that gets distributed to them. This same handbook is 

available for review at any time within TheraCannSYSTEM, which also harbors a comprehensive FAQ 

section as well as an area to ask further questions if further clarity is needed regarding a certain subject 

matter. As the diversity plan gets continually updated by the executive team, the DCOC, and human 

resources, each incremental change is recorded and then new copies of the diversity plan are 

automatically distributed to the entire organization. The  TheraCannSYSTEM tracks dissemination of the 

updated plans and can verify that said information has been opened and sufficiently reviewed. 

VLS utilizes various other mediums to encourage feedback and suggestions regarding the diversity plan, 

such as a simple suggestion box, and the DCOC reviews all such information regularly to continually 

improve its operations. VLS makes a strong effort to showcase stories, events, and accomplishments of 

its employees from a diverse background including minorities, individuals with disabilities and woman 

through its marketing department. 
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9. Construction  

Vessel Life Science has partnered with Reynolds Construction to provide Design-build construction 

services. In partnership with Reynolds, Vessel has established a Small Diverse Business goal of 25% for 

the construction fit-out and modular installation of our facility located at 1526 Grundy’s Lane, Keystone 

Park Bristol Township, Bucks County, PA.  

Our selection of Reynolds as our Construction Services Provider was due in large part to their 

commitment to diversity in construction. Reynolds has demonstrated the accomplishment our goal of 

25% diversity participation on several projects, utilizing both in-house diversity managers and working 

with independent diversity consultants. The project target goals will be included in the bid documents, 

identified in the pre-bid meetings, and monitored at contract award and through the entire construction 

phase. Reynolds has run many successful Diversity Programs and have met Target Goals to the 

satisfaction of their clients.  

The key to a successful Diversity Program is developing a strategy for maximizing the number of 

qualified SDB firms bidding the project and ensuring that those with successful bids are awarded 

contracts or subcontracts. This requires a knowledge of the SDB contracting community and a proactive 

approach. 

Reynolds has a database with over 80 SDB contractors and vendors that work in Pennsylvania. They also 

collaborate with local organizations that promote diversity in the construction community including: 

• African American Chamber of Commerce of Central Pennsylvania – AACCCP 

• National Association of Minority Contractors – NAMC 

• The Minority Supplier Development Council 

• PA Diversity Council 

• Eastern Minority Supplier Diversity Council 

This extensive network allows Reynolds to inform the SDB contracting community of upcoming 

opportunities. Reynolds regularly attends Chamber, Council, and Association meetings/events.   

Reynolds commitment to diversity is deeper than past project results and data. Reynolds Management 

stresses that to have a Diversity Program achieve continued success, the SDB contractors must also 

succeed. SDB contractor success is a product of being given an opportunity, being treated fairly and 

having the capability to perform, both in the field and administratively. To that end, Reynolds has 

promoted continuing education for the SDB contracting community through participation in several 

events: 

• Accelerated Construction Training Program – AACCCP and Penn State University 

• Construction 101 – AACCCP, The City of Harrisburg, Reynolds and Pinnacle Health 

• Construction Estimating – York City School District and Reynolds Construction 

Our team believes that to get the greatest SDB participation during the bidding process, resulting in 

subcontracts awarded to SDB firms, a Diversity Workshop should be conducted at the beginning of the 
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10. Vendors and Suppliers  

VLS continually searches for new opportunities to procure goods and services from diverse suppliers and 

companies owned by woman and ethnic minorities, utilizing 3rd party services and updated lists 

provided by the State of Pennsylvania. When a diverse company has been deemed qualified, we do 

everything within our power to solidify a business to provide them with a substantial amount of work. A 

“diverse supplier” to VLS is a supplier that holds one or more of the certifications listed below. We 

encourage all diverse suppliers to maintain their status and meet periodic recertification requirements 

that may exist. As a rule, VLS looks to find diverse suppliers that are based near our facilities and tries to 

identify suppliers whose ethnicity represents the population in the State of Pennsylvania. Typically, a 

diverse supplier is one in which the business is more than 51% owned or managed by an individual or 

individuals who would fall into the following certified categories or in some cases in based on the zone 

in which the business is located; 

• Disabled Business Enterprise (DIS)  

• Disabled Veteran Business Enterprise (DVET)  

• Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE)  

• Minority-Owned Business Enterprise (MBE)  

• Small Business Administration 8(a) Program (SBA 8(a))  

• Small Business Enterprise (SBE)  

• Small Disadvantaged Business (SDB)  

• Veteran-Owned Business Enterprise (VET)  

• LGBT Owned Business (LGBTBE)  

• Women-Owned Business Enterprise (WBE)  

• Historically Underutilized Business Zone (HUBZone) 

11. Diversity Awareness Training Program  

VLS takes a disciplined approach to its diversity plan and enforces a zero-tolerance policy towards 

discrimination of women, ethnic minorities, or any person with disabilities. The Diversity Awareness 

Training Program is designed to help bring awareness to the issues regarding diversity so that our 

employees understand what is expected of them when dealing with co-workers or clients. By taking a 

proactive and educational approach to diversity, it is our belief that most problems can be avoided all 

together. However, any complaint related to diversity, discrimination, or any other related offense will 

be handled with the utmost concern; each instance will be thoroughly investigated with a full report 

submitted to the executive leadership team to review. At the initial orientation, employees will 

complete the Diversity Awareness Training Program. Quarterly meetings will be held to remind 

employees of the principles they are to abide by, any updates made to the program, the procedure for 
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submitting discrimination or harassment complaints, and to continue providing the training necessary to 

foster an internal culture where the customer’s diverse needs are well respected & served.  

12. Diversity Training for Managers  

VLS takes extra measures to ensure that its managers, department heads, and supervisors receive 

additional management training to help them implement and maintain this diversity plan. The Diversity 

Management Training shall be held by Human Resources and will be supported by general management 

and the executive team leaders. These training classes will be held quarterly and focus on topics to 

include the following: 

• Recent news or inspirational stories to share with employees 

• Examples of proper implementation of training & of failures 

• Current stats regarding company wide diversity 

• Comparison charts to show yearly progress report 

• Establishment of goals or aspirations 

• Review of policies and procedures 

• Specific training exercises that teach about the importance of diversity, cultural & racial 

sensitivity, stereotypes & personal awareness. 

• Tools or manuals that can be of further assistance. 

 TheraCannSYSTEM has been programmed to track all concerns reported so that proper records can be 

referenced when attempting to resolve the issue. It allows for staff and management to communicate in 

an environment without worrying about information being withheld or used improperly, even allowing 

employees to make anonymous reports if they feel it is in their best interest. The automated workflow 

functionality ensures we have a consistent process in place to share information and opportunities with 

the public and to respond in a timely fashion. With the integrated scheduling functionality, arranging for 

routine meetings get handled automatically with attendance reports and recorded notes that are crucial 

for performance reviews and to continually improve the program.  

13. Ownership Commitment  

VLS has not only made a firm commitment throughout the entire organization to do all that they can to 

support a diverse work environment, but we have additionally placed the right protocols in place to 

ensure strict compliance with these goals. The partnership of Packer, Oesterling, technology 

(TheraCannSYSTEM ) and commitment to the Governors Executive Order on Diversity holds everyone 

accountable, regardless of their position or ownership interest. Routine internal and external audits help 

to further ensure fair treatment, enforcement of these polices, and that  TheraCannSYSTEM is 

functioning properly.  

14. Periodic Performance & Program Review  

From time to time the DCOC will create a Diversity Review Sub-Committee that is responsible for routine 

internal audits that are to be performed by staff quarterly. The sole purpose of the Diversity Review 
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Committee is to review progress reports that help to ensure policies are adhered to company wide, 

including relationships with vendors, suppliers, and contractors. The goal is to consistently provide 

verifiable & effective results. The Diversity Review Sub-Committee will provide the executive leadership 

team with a full report, and file any related reports required by the State of Pennsylvania regarding the 

performance of the VLS diversity plan. Including: 

• Detailed financial records indicating the total value and number of contracts awarded for 

goods & services. 

• A comparison outlining the above-mentioned figures in relation to those contracts or 

transactions awarded to minority or woman owned providers. 

• Detailed financial records indicating the total value and number of contracts awarded for 

goods & services that contain a participation plan. 

• A comparison outlining the above-mentioned figures in relation to those contracts or 

transactions awarded to minority or woman owned providers that contain a participation 

plan. 

• Detailed financial records indicating the total value and number of subcontracts awarded 

for goods & services that contain a participation plan. 

• A comparison outlining the above-mentioned figures in relation to those subcontracts 

awarded to minority or woman owned providers that contain a participation plan. 

• Detailed explanation and documentation to support all efforts made by representatives to 

enforce and monitor the participation plan. 

• Records and information regarding any minority or women investment, equity ownership, 

or other ownership or management opportunities championed by VLS;  

• A complete breakdown of the current work force with ability to provide real time 

comparison of minority and women representation in comparison to general populace in 

regards to the following variables; position, salary, training, retention, infractions, and 

longevity. 

• Any other information that is deemed necessary to ensure compliance with the diversity 

plan or other State requirements. 

15. Continuous Improvement & Industry Best Practices  

VLS is committed to a perpetual optimization strategy that will help ensure our organization is 

continually improving, offering a diversified work environment where our employees can thrive and 

where our customers can enjoy top quality service catered to their specific needs. With the real-time 

tracking, analytics, and reporting capabilities provided by TheraCannSYSTEM integration into the VLS 

diversity plan, we will be able to constantly evolve and to adapt to any changes in the local community 

as needed. 
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Part D – Plan of Operation 

(Scoring Method: 550 Points) 
A PLAN OF OPERATION IS REQUIRED FOR ALL GROWER/PROCESSOR PERMIT APPLICATIONS. THE PLAN OF OPERATION MUST 

INCLUDE A TIMETABLE OUTLINING THE STEPS THE APPLICANT WILL TAKE TO BECOME OPERATIONAL WITHIN SIX MONTHS 

FROM THE DATE OF ISSUANCE OF A PERMIT. THE PLAN OF OPERATION MUST ALSO DESCRIBE HOW THE APPLICANT’S 

PROPOSED BUSINESS OPERATIONS WILL COMPLY WITH STATUTORY AND REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS NECESSARY FOR THE 

CONTINUED OPERATION OF THE FACILITY. 

Plan of Operation 
What must be covered in a Plan of Operation? 

Applicants must identify how they will comply with relevant laws and regulations regarding: 

• Security and surveillance 

• Employee qualifications and training 

• Transportation of medical marijuana and medical marijuana products 

• Storage of seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, medical 
marijuana, and medical marijuana products 

• Labeling of medical marijuana products 

• Inventory management, including management of returns of medical marijuana product that is 
expired, damaged or recalled 

• Appropriate nutrient practice, using fertilizers or hydroponic solutions, and the recording of 
information on the use of fertilizers and growth additives 

• Quality control and testing of medical marijuana and medical marijuana products for potential 

contamination 

• Growing of medical marijuana, including a detailed summary of policies and procedures for its 
growth and harvest 

• Recordkeeping 

• Preventing unlawful diversion of medical marijuana and medical marijuana products 

• Timetable outlining the steps required for the applicant to become operational within six 
months from the date of issuance of a permit 

By checking “Yes,” you affirm that you are able to continuously maintain effective 

security, surveillance and accounting control measures to prevent diversion, abuse and 

other illegal conduct regarding medical marijuana plants and medical marijuana. 

☒ 
Yes 

☐ 
No 

 

Section 8 – Operational Timetable 

IF ISSUED A PERMIT, PLEASE DESCRIBE BELOW THE STEPS AND TIMEFRAMES FOR BECOMING OPERATIONAL AS A 

GROWER/PROCESSOR WITHIN SIX MONTHS FROM THE DATE OF ISSUANCE OF A GROWER/PROCESSOR PERMIT. 
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• Develop a high-quality business strategy and plan to ensure the alignment of the 

companies short-term and long term objectives.  

• Leading and motivating the rest of the team to advance internal and community 
engagement and to develop a high performing managerial team in this new industry. 

•  Overseeing all operations and business activities to ensure that they produce the 
highest quality medical cannabis and that the products are consistently meeting the 
markets demand.  

• Supervision and control of all strategic and business aspects of Vessel Life Science.  

• The first in command, serving to move the team in the right direction with the vision 
for success that he has created.  

• Providing sensible leadership as he uses his ability to see the big picture to be an 

inspiring manager.  

• Responsible for building and maintaining relationships with partners, investors, and 
employees, acting as the point person to facilitate communications and conflict 

resolution when needed. 

• Constant analysis of market trends and data to foresee any potential issues coming 
down the pipeline and to deal with them proactively to avert unneeded crisis. 

Ultimately these actions will enhance the company’s cash flow while at the same time 

building a loyal and tight knit internal culture thereby increasing efficiencies. The CEO will 
oversee reinvesting the company profits, in a manner outlined within the community 

impact and diversity report. Enforcing strict adherence to legal guidelines and business 

ethics is a critical responsibility, as well as the ongoing review of financial and 

performance reports; these activities are all supported and tracked through the secure 
ERP ISO 17025(2005) and Safe Quality Food (SQF) compliant seed-to-consumer software. 

 

David Milberg –Chief Operating Officer:  

Reporting only to the CEO, maintaining control of diverse business operations is his sole 
priority. As this takes admirable people skills, business acumen, and exemplary work ethic, 

David is perfectly suited for such a task. His responsibilities include; 

• The design and implementation of business strategies, plans and procedures.  

• Setting of comprehensive business goals that are focused on performance and 
growth strategies.  

• Establishment of policies that support the CEO’s vision and help foster a cohesive 
company culture.  

• The oversight of all daily operations and review of the work performed by the 

executives.  
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• Employees will be encouraged to perform at their maximum capacity through the 

evaluation of data driven metrics and the corresponding proprietary coaching and 
training as provided by TheraCann USA and the TheraCannSYSTEM as further 

updated by Vessel Life Science at time of deployment for this project.  

• Provide all pertinent reports for final review by CEO, DOH, shareholders and 
government agencies.  

• Assistance in all fundraising goals and constantly looking for opportunities to further 

expand through investments, alliances, and acquisitions.  

• Managing and building trusted relationships with all strategic partners and vendors. 

Samantha Proietto – Chief Financial Officer: A very important role that is responsible for 
effective risk management and for planning the company’s financial strategy. In an emerging 

market, it is crucial to have the proper safeguards in place and to properly investigate all 
financial activity. With complicated rules and regulations, such as the IRS 26 U.S. Code § 
280E, this is no small feat. Samantha is responsible for protecting the company’s revenue and 

profits, and for achieving full financial control and sustainable growth. Utilizing the 
TheraCannSYSTEM, and all the required information entered within, makes this task 

achievable, but it takes a keen operator that is always updating the financial models and 

strategies implemented to accommodate for legislative or tax related changes. Related tasks 
include: 

• Driving the company’s financial planning and analyzing the organizations’ liabilities 
versus investments. Investigating further ways to mitigate the inherent risk 
associated with the industry through the utilization of creative solutions such as 

diverse insurance products and cashless transactions.  

• Helping the COO and CEO to decide on the proper investment strategies by 

considering current cash flow and liquidity risks.  

• Control and evaluation of the company’s fundraising plans and capital structure. 

•  Management of all vendor relationships, including the invoicing and collection of 
outstanding fees.  

• Preparation of reliable forecasting reports so that the executive team can decide if 
they are moving in the right direction or not. 

• Understand and mitigate key elements of the company's risk profile  

Brian Krause – Chief Security Officer:  

The Security Manager is responsible for keeping the facility and the premises safe and secure 

be ensuring all approved security programs are being deployed and followed at all times. This 
includes:  

• Conducting monthly maintenance inspections and ensuring that all necessary repairs, 
alterations, and upgrades are made for the proper operation of all security systems 
and devices.  
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• Continuously monitoring the security system and surveillance system at the facility 

and working in conjunction with Tri West Technologies for monitoring of all systems 
remotely.  

• Promptly reporting security device defects to the authorizing manager for Vessel Life 

Science LLC and coordinate with Tri West Technologies for arranging service and 
repair.  

• Checking the identification, person, and property of anyone who wishes to enter the 

facility at any time. 

• Managing the security officers working at the facility. 

• Tracking the TheraCannSYSTEM seed-to- consumer software including performing 
ongoing company wide audits to ensure that the product is being tracked, labeled, 

stored, and shipped in the proper fashion.  

This job requires the executive to consider all possible threats to the company and to 

devise the proper security programs to mitigate such potential issues before they 

happen.  TheraCann USA’s BenchmarkBUILD team has been contracted to provide the 
“gold standard” with respect to site plan, floor plan security technology and integration 

of security equipment to TheraCannSYSTEM for future review and / or reference in 
relation to “trouble ticket” events.  

Security events are recorded within TheraCannSYSTEM for future review by the DOH and 

will be stored for a minimum of four years for future reference, corrective action reports 
(CAR’s) and / or training purposes. Goals and objectives will be set, and reviewed on an 

ongoing basis by other executive staff. Financial considerations and constraints must be 
considered, as well as the impact they will have on overall security measures.  

Robin Heffner – Quality Assurance Manager:  

• Ensuring that all legal and safety requirements are met before the product leaves the 
facility. This includes assistance enforcing all predetermined inspection protocols and 

procedures as well as devising strategies to identify mistakes and to prevent 

problematic situations from causing any harm.  

• Managing the standard operating procedures (SOP’s), good management practices 
(GMP’s) and methods that have been utilized successfully in other jurisdictions.  

• Constant monitoring of all operations related to quality control. This is achieved 
through the analyses of multiple data points that are managed by the Quality 

Assurance Manager and stored in TheraCannSYSTEM.  

• The supervision and guidance of staff members, contractors, or technicians.  

• Product and premises testing for pathogens and other contaminants 

• Establishing a good working relationship with local analytical laboratories.  

• TheraCannSYSTEM provides Vessel Life’s facility  with an “out of the box” ISO 

17025(2005) and SQF compliant systems.  It is then the goal of Vessel Life to become 
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accredited for ISO 17025(2005) and SQF. Customer satisfaction can be multifaceted 

and span from quality control through packaging and labeling, all things that must be 
considered and constantly improved to meet market demands and to create a loyal 

client base.  

• Record all “assets” that are onsite that require ongoing maintenance and / or 
support are recorded in TheraCannSYSTEM.  

• Record all maintenance and / or “trouble ticket” events in regards to equipment 
operation is recorded in TheraCannSYSTEM.  Any malfunctioning equipment needs to 
be identified and fixed immediately, requiring further relationships and protocols for 

maintenance to be firmly in place. 

• Coordination with local officials and the state health department for inspection of 

the premises and other official interactions as scheduled and recorded within 

TheraCannSYSTEM.  

• Management of employee safety and efficiency training as scheduled and recorded 
within TheraCannSYSTEM.    

Tim McGinty – Master Grower 

• Perform all the tasks in the grow including: cloning, transplanting, feeding plants, 

defoliation, super cropping, topping, flushing, foliar and preventative sprays, 

trimming, packaging, waste disposal and inventory management as scheduled and 

recorded within TheraCannSYSTEM.  

• Develop and/or maintain grow warehouse protocols and nutrient regiment as 
scheduled and recorded within TheraCannSYSTEM.  

• Manage grow warehouse working crew of 6+ employees as scheduled and recorded 
within TheraCannSYSTEM.  

• Manage plant scheduling and organization to precisely project all garden needs on a 

daily, weekly, and monthly basis as scheduled and recorded within 

TheraCannSYSTEM.  

• Execute preventative maintenance and elimination of all types of mold, powdery 
mildew, spider mites, root aphids, fungus gnats, etc. as scheduled and recorded 
within TheraCannSYSTEM.  

• Maintain a clean and organized work environment as scheduled and recorded within 
TheraCannSYSTEM.  

• Mastery of Ebb & Flow, DWC and Aeroponics growing methods, including in-depth 
knowledge of PH; PPM and EC counts as scheduled and recorded within 

TheraCannSYSTEM.  

• Mastery of Soil growing methods including micronutrients, beneficial bacteria and 
nutrient implementation. 
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• Working knowledge in container systems with soil and hydro as well as 

understanding temperature and humidity manipulation as scheduled and recorded 
within TheraCannSYSTEM.  

• Expert knowledge of plant diseases, insects and fungi, as well as plant treatment 

options 

• Well researched in new techniques and insight to expand knowledge in nutrient 
requirements of individual strains, high yield recipes, controlled stress environments 

to different lighting systems and set ups. 

• Comprehensive knowledge of Strains; Sativa, Indica and Hybrids and mastery of 
medicinal implementation and knowledge of effects of strains and types of medicinal 

administration. 

Zachary Wojcik –General Manager:  

• Assist the COO to ensure that all products are manufactured correctly, in a cost 
effective and timely manner that meets the standards implemented by the QAM as 

scheduled and recorded within TheraCannSYSTEM.  

• Improve the operational systems, processes, and policies in support of the 
organizations mission -- specifically, support better management reporting, 

information flow and management, business process and organizational planning as 

scheduled and recorded within TheraCannSYSTEM.  

• Monitor performance of quality controls and monitoring of production KPI’s to 

ultimately improve company’s profitability as scheduled and recorded within 
TheraCannSYSTEM.  

• Weekly, monthly and annual reports to provide KPI review with focus on improving 
best practices, processes, and auto-workflows that will help to guarantee the 
organizations long-term success and health as scheduled and recorded within 

TheraCannSYSTEM.  

• Recruitment, training, and supervision of human resources while making sure that 

the company is catering to the employees and clients needs.  

Brian Palmer – Chief Marketing Officer 

The VLS CMO will ensure that brand design, development, and implementation is consistent 
across online (company website, online campaigns, and social media), and traditional media. 
His duties include: 

• Content: Develop all marketing content and collateral for use across multiple 
platforms 

• Online: Manage social media presence, create and measure online campaigns, 
leveraging email campaign management technologies 

• Traditional: Create and manage traditional media campaigns 
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• Gathering and analyzing customer insight. 

• Measuring and reporting performance of all marketing campaigns, and assessing 
against goals (ROI and KPIs) as scheduled and recorded within TheraCannSYSTEM.  

• Work with executives to developing and solidifying brand messaging 

• Monitor progress and submit performance reports 

• Conduct general market research to keep abreast of trends and competitor’s 

marketing movements 

Scott Milberg – Investor 

• Evaluate investment opportunities 

• Conduct due diligence  

• Negotiate and structure deals 

Adam Milberg – Investor 

• Evaluate investment opportunities 

• Conduct due diligence  

• Negotiate and structure deals 

PLEASE DESCRIBE THE EMPLOYEE QUALIFICATIONS OF EACH PRINCIPAL AND EMPLOYEE. 

Collin Palmer – Hailing from a diverse professional background, with over sixteen years in the 
advertising industry, he has won multiple awards for his print and video work while equally 

devoting his time to branding and marketing strategies. Six years ago, he opened his own 
studio and since then, has worked on global advertising initiatives for high-profile clients such 

as Hearst, Procter and Gamble, Chrysler, Philips, Samsung, Unilever, Toyota and more.  

Leading both business operations and creative strategy.  

Collin brings a unique perspective with his ability to view the market from an objective 
standpoint, identify needs and execute innovative, creative solutions. With Vessel Life 
Science, his skill set translates into leading a company focused on patients’ needs—setting 

rather than following trends, to evolve the medical marijuana landscape. 

Collin has witnessed the tremendous potential of medical cannabis to greatly improve and 

transform people’s lives. Collin’s father, a 101st Airborne Vietnam Veteran, developed 
Parkinson’s from his exposure to Agent Orange. After years of struggling to find the right 

treatment and battling chronic pain, he was offered opiate-based pain management or high 
dosages ulcer-inducing medication. Knowing veterans who had suffered the downsides of 
both of these options, he decided to take a chance on using cannabis-derived non-

psychoactive CBD pills. The incredibly positive results, not only allowed him to avoid 
addictive and physically harmful treatments, but have managed pain, improved sleep, and 

increased energy levels, to make daily life with Parkinson’s dramatically easier.  
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The valuable partnerships that Vessel Life Science brings to the table, all stem from the 

personal relationships that Collin cultivated through research and outreach in hopes of 
finding a better pain treatment for his father. Under his leadership, Vessel Life Science, 

through its partnership with United Cannabis and Prana, gains exclusive access to industry 
best practices, top talent and proprietary IP as it relates to growing and extraction. Under 
Collin’s vision as CEO, VLS is uniquely positioned to bring the world’s most advanced 
medication to market in the state of Pennsylvania.   

Working hand in hand with the science, doctors, medical and patient communities, VLS is 

fast-tracked to bring advanced, innovative medication paired with a HIPA-A compliant, cloud-

based EHR (electronic health records) software to distinctly focus and exceed patients’ 
needs. Furthermore, Collin has spearheaded VLS community outreach by advancing the 
company’s vision and mission throughout the state by obtaining multiple endorsements from 

municipal offices in both townships we intend to operate in and with the DOH directly. 

The drive to ensure a better life for his father led Collin on a search of passion. The immense 

sense of relief after witnessing the positive benefits of medical cannabis, is what inspires 

Collin to lead Vessel Life Science to do the same for as many patients as possible. 

David Milberg - A lifelong resident of Pennsylvania, earned his business degree from the 

University of Maryland. For over 20 years, David was the CEO of a national manufacturer and 
importer of products supplied to the whole sale food service and sanitary supply industry.  

During his career, his responsibilities included organizational leadership, strategic planning, 

inventory control, staffing and strategic planning for long term growth.  

David’s personal passion for medical marijuana and patient care comes as a result of a 
physical injury he endured in 2001. After a very successful tenure as CEO, David is now 
applying his skill set and experiences to the medical marijuana industry to help patients in 

need of clean medicine.  

David is a seasoned business man, well respected and established in the south-eastern 

Pennsylvania community with philanthropic interest that include a variety of programs that 

specialize in providing life experiences for under privileged children. 

Samantha Proietto - a graduate from West Chester University in Pennsylvania where she 
received degrees in Accounting, Finance and Philosophy. She began her career in public 
accounting specializing in tax preparation and estate planning for high net worth individuals 
and partnerships. Today, Samantha specializes in accounting and the financial organization of 

advanced investment partnerships. Samantha has experience with hedge funds, private 
equity, and direct investing.  

Samantha has worked on two notable family office teams as a Senior Associate for high 
profile figures in the Private Equity and Hedge Fund space. She has an in depth 
understanding of the accounting and financial preparations involved with a variety of 
business models.    

Brian Krause - Prior to his position as a founding member of Vulnerability Solutions Group, 
LLC, Brian served 25 years as a Trooper with the Pennsylvania State Police. In this time, he 
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focused primarily on conducting risk and vulnerability assessments of public and private 

facilities and events throughout the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Brian also has extensive 
experience and expertise in conducting complex and sensitive investigations.  

In the course of his career, he has worked with countless local, state, federal and 
international law enforcement officials, as well as prosecutors at every level. He is an 
articulate professional with a proven ability to manage multiple projects while meeting 
challenging deadlines.  

Vulnerability Solutions Group (VSG), LLC is a Pennsylvania based, independent security 

consultancy whose members have over 100 years of combined experience in security 

operations, federal and state law enforcement, software design, and business management. 
VSG specializes in risk and vulnerability assessments of public and private facilities, personal 
risk mitigation, executive security, and asset protection.  VSG founding partners have had 

careers as supervisors and senior investigators with the PA State Police, as a management 
executive with the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives, the president of a 

successful software design firm specializing in process improvement, and honorably served in 

the United States Military, separating with service-related disability ratings.  

Members of Brian’s team have managed the security details for PA governors, supervised 
security operations during national disaster relief missions, conducted hundreds of state and 

federal criminal investigations, planned and lead hundreds of high-risk federal law 
enforcement operations, conducted international security operations on several continents, 
and performed hundreds of site security assessments for the PA State Government.  

Brian has complete knowledge of Pennsylvania State, federal, and local law enforcement 
rules and regulations, we can ensure that your security and protection measures meet your 

needs and follow applicable laws. 

Robin Heffner – Currently serves as a regulatory compliance officer at the Valley Forge Sewer 

Authority. Robin oversees a strict industrial pretreatment program that requires wet 

chemistry analysis of samples and enforcement of quality control procedures associated with 

sample collection and analysis. With a strong attention to detail, Robin has always exceeded 
job expectations and risen through the ranks quickly in her professional career.  

As a production technician at her previous job at Bilcare Incorporated she had relevant 
experience with packaging quality control and assembly, something that is of the utmost 
importance in medical marijuana operations. With a M.S. in earth science and a B.A. in 
environmental conservation, she is uniquely qualified to both ensure the facilities compliance 

and quality manufacturing processes as well as to minimize the impact the operations will 

have on the environment.  

With a long-standing career in waste water treatment, she is capable of spotting trends that 

others less experienced would otherwise miss. She can devise strategies that prevent 
mishaps while at the same time managing to optimize efficiencies. 

Tim McGinty - A true nursery man, Tim’s work ethic is undeniable. He is dedicated to his staff 

and strives to create a family atmosphere between North Creek’s 5.7 acre growing facilities. 
Tim is a mentor in every sense of the definition, always going the extra mile to teach and 
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share his vast horticultural, agricultural and worldly knowledge. For the industry, Tim’s keen 

growing practices have provided millions of healthy, well-rooted native plants to the 
wholesale trade and ecological restoration market. His leadership and tactical execution have 

fostered North Creek throughout the years and molded the company into the outstanding 
highly reputable growing operation that it is today. 

Education 

• Studied Biology at SUNY Oswego  

• Agricultural Field Scout and Research Assistant for Cornell University Vegetable IPM 

Program in Central NY while at SUNY Oswego and in Western New York 

Career 

• Agricultural Field Scout and Research Assistant for Cornell University (1981 – 1985) 

• Started a small greenhouse operation producing vegetable crops, cut flowers and 
bedding plants to be sold at a local Farmers Market in upstate NY (1983 – 1987) 

• Congdon & Weller Nursery, Propagation Manager (North Collins, NY) (1985 – 1996) 

• The Conard Pyle Company (Star Roses & Plants), Propagation Manager (1996 – 2003) 

• North Creek Nurseries, General Manager (2003 – 2011) 

• North Creek Nurseries, COO (2012 – Present) 

Zachary Wojcik - A native of Delaware County PA, over the past thirteen years, Zachary 
Wojcik has followed a diverse professional path. He has continuously expanded his skillset by 

taking a fully integrated approach, immersing himself in all aspects of the job at hand, to 

prioritize long-term success. Starting as a chef in the hospitality industry, Zachary quickly 

evolved into taking on a managerial role, which over the next several years, found him 
running both the kitchen and operations for multiple high traffic Philadelphia restaurants. In 

this role, Zachary was responsible for performance of quality controls, ensuring menu 
profitability against operational costs, securing vendors to operate within target budgets and 

continued improvement and innovation of services rendered. Further, his handling of 

recruitment, training and supervision of staff, played a key role in meeting target benchmarks 

of success.  

While simultaneously working in management, Zachary advanced his part-time photography 

into full-time work, being commissioned by top brands such as New York Times, San 
Francisco Chronicle, Billabong, Elle Magazine, The Mavericks Invitational Surf Contest and the 
World Surfing League for both his photo and video work. Seamlessly transitioning between a 
multi-faceted managerial role to a more creative, production focus, further illustrates 

Zachary’s versatility, dedication and work ethic—vital attributes he brings to the role of 
General Manager at Vessel Life Science. 

Over the past year, Zachary has worked closely with Collin Palmer from the beginning stages 

of building Vessel Life Science. Having lived in California for a number of years, Zachary is well 
versed in the benefits of the medical marijuana industry, having seen the immense benefit 
experienced by a cousin treated for pain management. After suffering from a truck collision, 
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by using medical marijuana, his cousin was able to completely eliminate his prescribed opiate 

based drugs and to actually return the drugs, in favor of purely cannabis-derived products. 

Working with VSL’s board of advisors to execute training and manage sops, understanding 

production needs to source the right location for their build, and working with the local 
community to develop a mutually beneficial relationship prove the value Zachary brings in his 
role as operations manager at Vessel Life Science. 

Brian Palmer - is an American Director, Creative Director and Executive Producer. As a 
founding member of the award winning, multidisciplinary production company SURROUND 

(founded in 2003) he is considered a creative leader in the field of advertising, brand 
marketing and digital media content.  

Known for his multi-disciplinary approach he and his company SURROUND have created long 

and short form motion projects in advertising and music video for Rihanna, Usher, American 

Express, Estée Lauder, The Smashing Pumpkins, and Microsoft to name a few.  

In 2015 SURROUND helped Johnson & Johnson launch their first ever digital campaign for 

Visine which consisted of 75 spots created entirely by SURROUND. They recently created a 
digital campaign on "Sports Science" for the Pepsi owned sports drink Gatorade which is the 
forerunner in this years highly sought after Cannes Lion Award for Excellence in Digital 

Craftsmanship. Brian’s pedigree brings a unique combination of skill sets to Vessel Life 
Science team. 

Scott Milberg - Scott was born and raised in Chester County, Pennsylvania. He is a graduate 

of Johnson and Wales University and West Chester University where he received degrees in 
Entrepreneurship and Business Management. After graduating, Scott immediately applied his 

education to his family’s business; Royal Paper Products, a long-standing paper 

manufacturing company located in Coatesville, Pa, dating back to 1949.  

His responsibilities evolved from sales into a leadership role, responsible for Royal’s day-to-

day operations. Scott has also overseen the expansion of Royal’s sales organization and IT 

systems, including the implementation of a sales management system and 2 ERP 
implementations. Scott received a B.A. in Business from West Chester State University. 

 

Scott is an investor in VLS, NOT an operator. 

 

Adam Milberg - Born in Chester County Pennsylvania in 1984. Adam was raised amongst a 
family of business leaders and entrepreneurs. At a young age, he was exposed to many 

aspects of running a business and managing investments. Currently he resides in Delaware 
County Pennsylvania. Adam graduated from Muhlenberg College in 2006 with a degree in 
business marketing. After graduation Adam joined the family business, a multi-million dollar 
manufacturing and distribution company.  

Adam began his career in customer service to establish an understanding of the customer 
centric values of the business. From his tenure in customer service, Adam moved on to 
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oversee the marketing department for several years. His time in the marketing department 

provided him with invaluable personnel management skills and an advanced understanding 
of growing a brand. Adam’s passion for supply chain management led him to make his next 

move. Adam’s career shifted to managing all aspects related to the supply chain of the 
organization including but not limited to replenishment, procurement, and both international 
and domestic logistics.  

Adam has experience implementing both supply chain management systems, as well as 
replenishment systems for multi-million dollar organizations. Adam has also been responsible 

for qualifying vendors and is familiar with GMP protocols and SQFI requirements for food 

safety.  

Adam has worked with a number of international agencies in implementing and auditing 
these programs such as AIB International, SGS International, NSF International, SAI, Silliker 

and more.  

Adam is an investor in VLS, NOT an operator. 

 

PLEASE DESCRIBE THE STEPS THE APPLICANT WILL TAKE TO ASSURE THAT EACH PRINCIPAL AND EMPLOYEE WILL 

MEET THE TWO-HOUR TRAINING REQUIREMENT UNDER THE ACT AND REGULATIONS. 

1. See Attached 

2. See Attached 

3. See Attached 

4. See Attached 

5. See Attached 

6. See Attached 

7. See Attached 

8. See Attached 

 

IF MORE SPACE IS REQUIRED FOR ANY OF THE ABOVE THREE COMPONENTS OF SECTION 9 (A, B AND C), PLEASE SUBMIT 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IN A SEPARATE DOCUMENT TITLED “EMPLOYEE QUALIFICATIONS, DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES AND 

TRAINING (CONTD.)” IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ATTACHMENT FILE NAME FORMAT REQUIREMENTS AND INCLUDE IT WITH 

THE ATTACHMENTS. 

 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON EMPLOYEES QUALIFICATIONS, DUTIES AND TRAINING PLEASE REFER 

TO: VESSEL LIFE SCIENCE LLC_03182017_GROWER - PROCESSER_ATTACHMENT N  
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Section 10 – Security and Surveillance 
A GROWER/PROCESSOR FACILITY MUST HAVE SECURITY AND SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS, UTILIZING COMMERCIAL-GRADE 

EQUIPMENT, TO PREVENT UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY AND TO PREVENT AND DETECT DIVERSION, THEFT, OR LOSS OF ANY SEEDS, 

IMMATURE MEDICAL MARIJUANA PLANTS, MEDICAL MARIJUANA PLANTS, MEDICAL MARIJUANA AND MEDICAL MARIJUANA 

PRODUCTS. 

 

PLEASE PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF YOUR PROPOSED SECURITY AND SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT AND MEASURES THAT WILL 

BE IN PLACE AT YOUR PROPOSED FACILITY AND SITE. THESE MEASURES SHOULD COVER, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO, THE 

FOLLOWING: GENERAL OVERVIEW OF THE EQUIPMENT, MEASURES AND PROCEDURES TO BE USED, ALARM SYSTEM, 

SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM, STORAGE, RECORDING CAPABILITY, RECORDS RETENTION, PREMISES ACCESSIBILITY, AND 

INSPECTION/SERVICING/ALTERATION PROTOCOLS. 

 

 

DISCLAIMER 

 

Please note that this document and all others in relation to Security for Vessel Life Sciences LLC will be 

detailed in ‘general’ terms of how they will meet the required security requirements with Theracann 

USA and Tri West Technologies Inc. systems and commercial professional equipment. The sole reason 

for the ‘general structure’ of the document(s) to the section questions is for the fact that it has been 
indicated that all information in regards to the application will be made and put in the ‘public domain’. 

Due to that reason it would be detrimental to Vessel Life Science LLC’s operation and site security on all 
levels from the physical site to staff and visitor, and community safety. Therefore all enclosed details 

and all accompanying sections will be limited and general in how the security and systems will be 

deployed to insure that Vessel Life Science LLC don’t only meet the requirements but exceed them. 

Vessel Life Sciences LLC, in working with TheraCann USA and Tri West Technologies Inc. will ensure an 
environment where the highest quality medical marijuana products are produced, the facility will 
employ a comprehensive military level security program and professional commercial grade security 

system to protect not only medical marijuana products produced at the site but also 
staff/employees/contractors, visitors to the site at any time, and the community in which they are 

operating. The security procedures and systems contained herein will guarantee that all medical 

marijuana products produced at the facility are secured from illicit activity, tampering, theft, or other 
actions while at site, during transport, and distributed only to licensed medical marijuana organizations 
or laboratories inside the commonwealth. 

 

 

 

SECURITY AND SURVEILLANCE 

SECURITY AND SURVEILLANCE A GROWER/PROCESSOR FACILITY MUST HAVE SECURITY AND 
SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS, UTILIZING COMMERCIAL GRADE EQUIPMENT, TO PREVENT UNAUTHORIZED 
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ENTRY AND TO PREVENT AND DETECT DIVERSION, THEFT, OR LOSS OF ANY SEEDS, IMMATURE MEDICAL 

MARIJUANA PLANTS, MEDICAL MARIJUANA PLANTS, MEDICAL MARIJUANA AND MEDICAL MARIJUANA 
PRODUCTS.  

SECURITY – ACCESS CONTROL – SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS  

This section will detail the initial security methods and systems that Vessel Life Science will be deploying 
at and throughout their facility in working with Tri West Technologies/TheraCann International. 

In compliance with all Pennsylvania state regulations 1151.26(a)(2) the Vessel Life Science LLC facility 
shall contain industry leading security and surveillance systems utilizing commercial-grade professional 
equipment to prevent and detect unauthorized entry, and to prevent and detect any loss of medical 

marijuana or marijuana products at all times. Security systems, including video monitoring systems and 

intrusion devices, shall be professionally monitored at all times by Tri West Technologies Inc. and it’s 
partner companies (where required), in compliance with all Pennsylvania state regulations. 

The security and surveillance systems will include, at a minimum:  
 

 

 

. In compliance 

with state regulations and Tri West operational procedure standards for facilities such as Vessel Life’s, a 
failure notification system shall be installed on all systems for the facility that provides a local audible, 
text, or visual notification of any failure in the systems at all times.  

The failure notification system shall provide by e-mail or text message an alert to the designated Tri 
West security person within the facility within five minutes of the failure being detected. In the event of 

a mechanical malfunction of the security or surveillance system that Vessel Life Science LLC or Tri West 
or partner Security Manager anticipates will exceed an eight-hour period, a member of the authorizing 

team shall notify the Department immediately and, with Department approval, provide alternative 
security measures. Vessel Life Sciences LLC working with TheraCann/Tri West under an ongoing 

comprehensive security systems program will keep stock on hand of all major security components of 
the systems in a secure location. These stocked security components will be stored securely for any 

mechanical malfunction that would normally take longer to repair due to the lack of local supply. All 
systems will be remotely monitored and alerts reviewed/actioned from Tri West’s monitoring systems 
and station(s).  

All security devices, access control, and surveillance systems shall be inspected and fully tested once 
every 6-12 months by a certified security systems technician with Tri West or Partner Company, as 
approved by the Department, in compliance with all Pennsylvania state regulations. Records of all 
inspections, servicing, alterations, and upgrades performed shall be retained at the facility for at least 

four years and shall be made available to the Department and its authorized agents within two business 

days following a written request. 

 

Video Surveillance System and Monitoring 

Tri West Technologies Inc. /TheraCann International will install a  
and that 

records all activity in images capable of clearly revealing forensic level detail, in compliance with 
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Pennsylvania state regulations 1151.26(a)(2).  

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

that offer limited image quality and recording capabilities, and due to that reason do not 

belong on or in any area of a high secure facility such as Vessel Life Science LLC.  

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

  

 

 In addition, the Tri West or partner Security Manager 
and Security Officers will monitor the HD video surveillance system at the facility during normal hours of 

operation through their designated and securely setup security office. Through the advanced video 

surveillance systems to be installed and setup at Vessel Life Science LLC’s site, they will also utilize a 

secure and managed system for accessing security cameras remotely in real time via a authorized smart 
phone, tablet, or computer, enabling management to view specific and required camera feeds live at 

any time. This footage will be securely stored and made accessible for review when required by 
authorizing persons from Vessel Life Science LLC, local authorities, the state of Pennsylvania, or other 
authorizing person(s). 

 

Fixed-Varifocal-Motorized-Licence Plate and Pan-Tilt-Zoom Cameras 

Tri West Technologies will employ a variety of high definition professional grade commercial security 
cameras to assist in creating a safer environment at the facility for staff, visitors, and the local 

community and commonwealth, in compliance with Pennsylvania state regulations 1151.26(a)(2). The 

facility will have  
 

 
 

 

). All above mentioned cameras will assist in the monitoring of all 
activity around and throughout the secure site at all times.   
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Storage and Exportation of Video Files 

All HD video surveillance recordings, uncompressed and in its native HD format, will be accessible from 
, 

where all stored and real-time video images will be available immediately to produce a clear, color, still 
photograph in a digital format that meets the requirements of Pennsylvania state regulation 
1151.26(a)(2) and Vessel Life’s security. All HD surveillance recordings from the video cameras 
throughout the facility will be secured to the on-site commercial video servers and storage, and a 
remote video storage option will be available but the video will be stored in a compressed format on the 

remote servers due to the limitations of sending native HD video. All video recordings will be saved for a 

minimum of four years in an industry professional standard format that is easily accessed for 
investigative purposes.  

 

Notice of Video Surveillance Monitoring Systems 

In compliance with Pennsylvania state regulations 1151.26(a)(2) Vessel Life Science LLC shall post a sign 

in a clear and easily visible location at each entrance of the site and facility that states a minimum: 

ATTENTION! THESE PREMISES ARE UNDER CONSTANT VIDEO SURVEILLANCE. NO ONE UNDER THE AGE 

OF 18 IS PERMITTED TO ENTER. NO UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY AT ANY TIME. Additionally Vessel Life 
Science LLC will have signs installed along the entire fence line of the secure site advising a minimum: 
RESTRICTED AREA! NO UNAUTHORIZED PERSONS OR ENTRY BEYOND THIS POINT. THESE PREMISES ARE 

UNDER CONSTANT VIDEO SURVEILLANCE. ALL TRESSPASSERS WILL BE PROSECUTED.  

The signs will all be made on commercial aluminum and all exterior signs will be reflective to advise 

anyone approaching the property or facility in low light to no light that the entire area is restricted and 

under constant video surveillance.  

 

Lighting Systems for Video Surveillance and Security 

Proper and adequate lighting is an essential part of a secure facility in direct relation to a HD video 
surveillance system, and the overall security of the property. LED lighting shall be installed throughout 

the perimeter, exterior, and all interior areas of the secure facility to ensure proper surveillance inside 
and outside of the facility. 

 

COMMERICAL INTRUSION SYSTEM 

The commercial professional grade intrusion system that will be installed for Vessel Life Science LLC 

 will be UL level 
professional grade systems and equipment, which will be installed in compliance with Pennsylvania 

state temporary regulation 1151.26. The commercial professional grade UL level intrusion system works 
with the latest in sensor and systems technology.  

 

UL Commercial Intrusion Control Panel Systems 
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All security equipment that is installed at the Vessel Life Science LLC facility and property will be 

connected to the UL commercial professional grade Intrusion system, in compliance with Pennsylvania 
state temporary regulation 1151.26, will be monitored by Tri West Technologies through its UL 
monitoring station(s) at all times the system or partitions are armed. All alarm triggers/events/signals 

will be sent to Tri West Technologies UL monitoring station(s) via a private and secure IP connection as 
well as an encrypted GSM (cellular) connection that will ensure that the Vessel Life Science LLC Intrusion 
systems are communicating at all times. The intrusion systems that Tri West will have installed and 
setup at Vessel Life Sciences LLC facility will be connected to back-up power sources, (security system 
batteries, UPS battery backups, backup generator) so that, in the event of a power outage, all security 

systems will continue running for at least 48 hours and ensuring the facility is secure at all times.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 in these 
rooms will remain active until the Tri West or partner security officer disables them either during their 

routine patrols, or an hour before opening or upon arrival of Vessel Life Science LLC management.  

 

 

Vessel Life Science LLC through Tri West Technologies designed intrusion systems will comply with 
Pennsylvania state temporary regulation 1151.26, by way of having  

 

 
 

) will silently alert the onsite Tri West or partner Security 
Officer in the security office as well as the monitoring station staff, who will use the video monitoring 
system to assess the situation and contact the proper authorities. In addition to the above mentioned 

 installed around the facility, certain members of the Vessel Life Science LLC management 
team will  
to the onsite Tri West Security Officer, as well as the UL monitoring station staff who will follow the 
detailed protocols for panic alarms.  

that will communicate with the onsite Tri West or partner Security Officer and UL 

monitoring station(s). Vessel Life through the Tri West Technologies  will have 
an electrical, electronic, mechanical or other device capable of being programmed to send a pre-

recorded voice message requesting dispatch, when activated, over a telephone line, radio or other 
communication system to a law enforcement, public safety or emergency services agency advising the 
emergency system has been triggered. This alert will also go to Tri West Technologies UL monitoring 

center(s) as a ‘red alert’ alarm to be actioned upon immediately. 
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Recordkeeping of Alarm Activity 

Tri West Technologies and Vessel Life Sciences LLC will keep an electronic record of any time an alarm is 
triggered, activated, or de-activated events in accordance with Pennsylvania state temporary regulation 

1151.26. The record will include: 

• The date and time; 

• Name of person that caused the alarm (if applicable); 

• Name and location of alarm event; and 

• Any follow-up steps taken. 

 

COMMERICAL-PROFESSIONAL ACCESS CONTROL 

The access control system that will be installed for Vessel Life Sciences throughout the property and 
facility from the perimeter to exterior to all interior areas will be a commercial grade professional 

MIFARE access control system. The access control system works with MIFARE technology that utilizes 
256 bit encryption with proprietary software between the access card and the state of the art card 

reader to offer the highest level of security, unlike standard access control system. The entirety of the 
access control system(s) that will be installed throughout the facility and property of Vessel Life Science 

LLC will meet or exceed all Pennsylvania state temporary regulation 1151.26 standards.  

 

Access Control System 

The access control system controllers and related hardware will all be commercial professional grade 

units that come with  that will 
ensure the access control systems will operate in the event of a power outage or failure, and in the 

event the sites back-up generator doesn’t engage immediately. Pennsylvania State temporary regulation 
1151.26, Vessel Life Science LLC will ensure all external and internal doors to the facility or secure/high 

secure areas will be  
 All entrances to and 

exits from the secure site and facility shall be securely locked outside of working hours through the use 
of the state of the art access control system utilizing the installed commercial electric latches and 
strikes, or mag-locks. During regular working hours at the facility, the exterior doors that are not 

emergency exit only and require daily use will be accessible only with an access card and PIN. If the 

doors are held open for longer than 15-30 seconds (or the programmed time in accordance with Vessel 
Life Science LLC security operational procedures), an alarm will be sent to the security room/monitoring 

area displaying the access door alert as well as any video surveillance camera within the immediate area 
of the alarm. The Security Officer will be alerted, and if the security Officer cannot obtain a reasonable 
explanation to the door alarm, they will send notice to Tri West Technologies of a possible system issue 
and, if necessary, to local law enforcement. All required doors will unlock when the fire alarm is 

triggered.  
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Vessel Life Science LLC will ensure that all exterior and interior doors shall be equipped with  
 

 

 
 

 will prevent unauthorized persons from accessing high 
secure access areas and serve to control and track all Vessel Life Science LLC staff and Tri West or 
partner Security movement. 

Vessel Life Science LLC will have, in working with Tri West Technologies, all areas of ingress and egress to 

a high secure access area shall be clearly identified by the posting of a sign on the exterior side of the 
door leading into those areas, that states: ATTENTION – Do Not Enter—Limited Access Area—Access 

Limited to Authorized Personnel and Escorted Visitors. These signs will work in conjunction with the 
access control system to ensure that all person(s) at site know that they are approaching, entering, or 
attempting to enter a limited access high secure area.  

 

 

 
 

. 

 

Personnel and Staff Access using the Access Control 

Vessel Life Science, working with Tri West Technologies will ensure that the facility may only be 

accessed by those who are permitted, authorized, and programmed into the high secure access control 
system. Only owners, the CCO, the management team from Vessel Life, and the Tri West or partner 
Security Manager and authorized Security Officers will have keys and access codes to unlock exterior or 

interior secure doors. These individuals will be instructed that they are not to share their access  
 credentials with anyone, nor make copies of their keys under any circumstances 

outside following authorized procedures. Should Vessel Life Science LLC or the Tri West Security 
Manager or Security Officers find out that either has occurred, disciplinary action will be taken, up to 
and including termination. All authorizing person(s) PIN code for access will be updated at least once 

every calendar quarter to work in-line with security protocols and procedures for site security. The 
designed access control system software comes with anti-pass back control features as well, anti-tail-
gate setup and operation and feature to insure that only one person is entering any high secure area at 
a time (if required).    

 

Remote Access Control Management 

In any event in which it is necessary to change or remove any personnel or staff or management access 

privileges, such as upon termination, the onsite Tri West or partner Security Manager or Officer or 
remote technical support from Tri West will do so. Access control privileges that may be changed or 
restricted for any personnel as required will be done via the onsite system management or secure 

remote access to the site, and those restrictions or changes may include disabling key cards, changing 
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alarm codes, and turning off camera access for that personnel or advised person(s) that are no longer to 

have access. All changes for access to the site or systems must come from the COO or authorizing 
person(s) at Vessel Life Science LLC and be given in writing before any changes or removal of credentials, 
codes, PINs, or remote access can be updated.  

 

Visitor Access to the Secure Site and Facility 

In compliance with all Pennsylvania temporary regulation 1151.26, Vessel Life Science LLC facility will 
not be open to the general public under any circumstances. All visitors to the secure facility will require 
to be scheduled to attend the facility prior to their visit with Tri West or partner Security Team and the 

authorizing person they are visiting at the facility. All visitors attending the secure facility will be subject 

to security screening and an inspection of all belongings coming into the secure facility, and no visitor 
will be permitted to have with them any bags, backpacks, purses, etc. while entering or inside any part 

of the facility past the security check-in. The Security Officer on duty will check the identification of all 
visitors requiring to enter the facility/property and building, inquire as to the purpose of the visit, 
confirm with the person(s) they are visiting, before allowing permitted individuals to enter. Visitors will 

be allowed into the facility by invitation only, and by an authorizing person from Vessel Life Science LLC, 

except for the Department of Health may conduct announced or unannounced inspections or 

investigations to confirm that Vessel Life Science LLC is in compliance with its permit or statutory 
requirements as detailed and required. 

 

Visitor Definition and Requirements for Entry 

All persons or individuals who are not directly employed by or contracted to work for Vessel life Science 

LLC will be considered a visitor to the property and facility. All vendors, contractors, and other 

individuals requiring access to the facility are required to/prohibited from: 

• Be at least 18 years of age,  

• See the on duty security officer before entering and exiting the facility; 

• Provide government-issued identification that contains a photo, which will be held by security 

until the visitor exits to ensure the return of the security badge and checkout procedures are 
followed, 

• Allow copies of identification to be taken and provide any other required documents; 

• From entering with cell phones and other items ie: audio/video recording devices; weapons; 
bulky clothing/coats, etc. All visitors will be made aware of prohibited items and restrictions for 

entry by the posted sign at the security check-in and instruction from the Security Officer.  

• Sign the visitor log and any other required documents; 

• Obtain a visitor badge; 

• Display the visitor badge prominently on their clothing so it is not covered or encumbered; 

• Be escorted by an authorizing person and monitored at all times throughout the facility; and 

• Return the visitor badge and sign out of the visitor log at the end of the visit. 
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• Visitor Log for Entry and Exit 

 

Vessel Life Science through the onsite Tri West or partner Security Manager/Officer(s), In compliance 

with Pennsylvania temporary regulation 1151.26, shall maintain the visitor log, in its entirety, for a 

minimum of four years and make the log available to the Department, State, or local law enforcement, 
and other State or local government officials upon written request. The log will include the full 
name/address/phone number of each visitor, vehicle make/model/licence plate number, the visitor 

identification badge number, the time of arrival, the time of departure, and the purpose of the visit, 
including the areas of the site and the facility visited and the name of each authorizing person from 
Vessel Life Science LLC visited. 

 

Identification Badges for the Secure Facility 

All personnel working or contracted to work for Vessel Life Science or Tri West security or partners are 

required to display their personnel identification badges, including identification cards issued by the 
Commonwealth (if supplied and required), at all times while they are within the facility or acting on 
behalf of the Vessel Life Science LLC. Failure of any one working throughout the secure facility or 

property to properly display their badge may lead to disciplinary action.  

 

PERSONNEL FOR THE SECURE SITE 

The Vessel Life Sciences team will work with TheraCann International/Tri West Technologies Inc to 

interview, hire, pre-qualify, and fully vet through a ‘selection process’ of skills and abilities all security 
personnel that will be employed to secure and work at the site. The security team composed of a 

Security Manager and several security officers working under or with Tri West will report directly to the 

Chief Compliance Officer of Vessel Life Sciences for daily operations or for any issues or concerns that 

may arise in relation to security for the site. Vessel Life Sciences will have at least one security officer on 
site at all times twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week.    

 

Security Manager 

The Security Manager may work for Vessel Life Science LLC, or the position may be managed and filled 

by Tri West Security firm or Partner Company that has been properly vetted by Tri West. The Security 
Manager is responsible for keeping the facility and the premises safe and secure by ensuring all 
approved security programs are being deployed and followed at all times. All security officers will be 
trained by the Security Manager in company safety and security procedures, as well as emergency 
action procedures. The Security Manager will be responsible for, at minimum: 

• Conducting monthly maintenance inspections and ensuring that all necessary repairs, 
alterations, and upgrades are made for the proper operation of all security systems and devices,  

• Continuously monitoring the security system and surveillance system at the facility and working 

in conjunction with Tri West Technologies for monitoring of all systems remotely, 
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• Promptly reporting security device defects to the authorizing manager for Vessel Life Science 

LLC and coordinate with Tri West Technologies for arranging service and repair; 

• Managing the security officers working at the facility. 

• Security Manager and Officers 

 

The Security Manager and Officers may work directly for Vessel Life Science LLC, or as recommended 

through this section, contracted to Tri West to source, review, vet, qualify, secure, train, and deploy 
local security personnel staff for Vessel Life Science LLC’s site. Tri West will work with local agencies and 

veteran groups in the commonwealth to fulfill all required onsite security staffing positions with local 
assets and resources. The Security Officers will be the face of the security at the facility and why Tri 
West will work with Vessel Life Science to deploy local qualified personnel in these crucial and critical 

roles. The Security Officers will be responsible for checking the identification, person, and property of 

anyone who wishes to enter the facility at any time. Security Officers will monitor the facility property 
throughout the day.  

 

Tri West to Manage and Monitor the Site Security 

Vessel Life Science LLC will engage Tri West Technologies to securely monitor the security of the facility 

24 hours a day, seven days a week. Tri West Technologies Inc. will monitor al  

 systems 

that are installed throughout the secure facility. Tri West Technologies and its personnel will not at any 
time make ‘decisions’ for Vessel Life Science LLC outside of the specified operational procedures. If there 

are any unauthorized access attempts or detections, Tri West Technologies will send notice/call to the 
onsite Security Manager or Officer, as well as the authorizing Vessel Life manager(s). 

 

Local onsite Surveillance Monitoring 

A member of the Tri West or partner Security Team will be on-site at all times managing the security 
systems. The Security Team will monitor the HD video surveillance system either from the security 

room, located at the main entrance to the facility, or from the office of the Security Manager. Security 
Officers will perform the following tasks, but are not limited to, walk the perimeter, monitor video 
surveillance, and check the identification of all individuals wishing to enter the facility. Security Officers 
will also be responsible for alerting management when deliveries arrive, inspecting, and clearing the 

delivery for acceptance. The facility will have a secure mail/intake isolation room inside the secure 
facility for review and handling of all main/packages/deliveries. This room will have its own dedicated 
HVAC unit that services this room exclusively ensuring the site is secure from potential contaminants 

and be located in a secure/isolated area of the facility that will allow for ease of removal/disposal from 
the facility if required. All staff members that will be authorized to handle any packages or shipments 
will be trained on the procedures of identifying potential hazardous items, receive specific training, and 

receive periodic re-training/testing. 

 

FACILITY DESIGN 

DOH 
DOH DOH DOH DOH DOH DOH DOH DOH DOH DOH DOH DOH DOH DOH DOH DOH 
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At least one delivery team member will remain with the vehicle at all times that 
the vehicle contains medical marijuana. 

☒ ☐ 

Each delivery team member shall have access to a secure form of communication 
with the grower/processor, such as a cellular telephone, at all times that the 
vehicle contains medical marijuana. 

☒ ☐ 

Upon demand, each delivery team member shall produce an identification badge 
or card to the Department or its authorized agents, law enforcement or other 

Federal, State, or local government officials if necessary to perform the 
government officials’ functions and duties. 

☒ ☐ 

Each delivery team member shall have a valid driver’s license. ☒ ☐ 

While on duty, a delivery team member will not wear any clothing or symbols that 
may indicate ownership or possession of medical marijuana. 

☒ ☐ 

Medical marijuana stored inside the transport vehicle may not be visible from the 
outside of the transport vehicle. 

☒ ☐ 

A delivery team shall proceed in a transport vehicle from the facility, where the 

medical marijuana is loaded, directly to the medical marijuana organization or 
approved laboratory, where the medical marijuana is unloaded, without 
unnecessary delays. Notwithstanding the foregoing, a transport vehicle may make 

stops at multiple facilities or approved laboratories, as appropriate, to deliver 
medical marijuana. 

☒ ☐ 

Any vehicle accidents, diversions, losses, or other reportable events that occur 
during transport of medical marijuana must be immediately reported to the 

Department either through a designated phone line established by the 
Department or by electronic communication with the Department in a manner 
prescribed by the Department. 

☒ ☐ 

The Department shall be notified daily of the grower/processor’s delivery 
schedule, including routes and delivery times, either through a designated phone 
line established by the Department or by electronic communication with the 
Department in a manner prescribed by the Department. 

☒ ☐ 

A transport vehicle is subject to inspection by the Department or its authorized 

agents, law enforcement or other Federal, State or local government officials if 
necessary to perform the government officials’ functions and duties. 

☒ ☐ 

A transport vehicle may be stopped and inspected along its delivery route or at 

any medical marijuana organization or approved laboratory. 
☒ ☐ 
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The applicant acknowledges that, upon request, a copy of the printed transport 
manifest, and any printed receipts for medical marijuana being transported, will 
be provided to the Department or its authorized agents, law enforcement, or 

other Federal, State, or local government officials if necessary to perform the 
government officials’ functions and duties. 

☒ ☐ 

 

PLEASE PROVIDE AN EXPLANATION OF ANY RESPONSES ABOVE THAT WERE ANSWERED AS A “NO” AND HOW YOU WILL MEET 

THESE REQUIREMENTS BY THE TIME THE DEPARTMENT DETERMINES YOU TO BE OPERATIONAL UNDER THE ACT AND 

REGULATIONS: 

 

 

PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR PLAN REGARDING THE TRANSPORTATION OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA AND MEDICAL 

MARIJUANA PRODUCTS. FOR EXAMPLE, EXPLAIN WHETHER YOU PLAN TO MAINTAIN YOUR OWN 

TRANSPORTATION OPERATION AS PART OF THE FACILITY OPERATION, OR WHETHER YOU WILL USE A THIRD-PARTY 

CONTRACTOR. IF YOU CHOOSE TO USE YOUR OWN TRANSPORTATION OPERATION, PLEASE PROVIDE THE NUMBER 

AND TYPE OF VEHICLES THAT WILL BE USED TO TRANSPORT MEDICAL MARIJUANA AND MEDICAL MARIJUANA 

PRODUCTS, THE TRAINING THAT WILL BE PROVIDED TO EMPLOYEES THAT WILL TRANSPORT MEDICAL MARIJUANA 

AND MEDICAL MARIJUANA PRODUCTS, AND ANY ADDITIONAL MEASURES YOU WILL TAKE TO PREVENT DIVERSION 

DURING TRANSPORT. IF YOU WILL BE USING A THIRD-PARTY CONTRACTOR FOR TRANSPORTING MEDICAL 

MARIJUANA AND MEDICAL MARIJUANA PRODUCTS, PLEASE EXPLAIN THE STEPS YOU WILL TAKE TO GUARANTEE 

THE THIRD-PARTY CONTRACTOR WILL BE COMPLIANT WITH THE TRANSPORTATION REQUIREMENTS UNDER THE 

ACT AND REGULATIONS. 

 

 

TRANSPORTATION SECURITY  

Vessel Life Science LCC will ensure all efforts will be taken for all medical marijuana products shipped 
from the secure facility remains as secure as possible at all times by utilizing a third party transporter 
that is permitted and licenced to operate in the commonwealth and is using the latest in technology and 

systems to assure that all transports performed by them are at the highest level of industry standards.  

This section will briefly detail the direct questions asked by the state of Pennsylvania in relation to the 
transportation guidelines. Further details to the transportation setup, movement of cash, staffing, and 

more are covered the below sections. Vessel Life Science LLC will ensure that all medical marijuana and 

marijuana products will not be shipped or delivered to any laboratory or approved marijuana 
organization outside the hours of 7 am and 9 pm to assist with securing any shipments from theft or 
diversion or potential hazardous situations.  

Through the transportation program deployed by Vessel Life Science and the third party transportation 
team there will be zero transport of any medical marijuana or marijuana products outside of the 

commonwealth at any time. All third party vehicles used and deployed by the third party transportation 
company will be required to be equipped with on board ‘real time’ GSP tracking system that tracks the 
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movement of the vehicle(s) within 3 meters and reports live to software utilized by the third party 

transportation dispatch/operations. Additional to the vehicle(s) ‘real time’ GPS systems the vehicle(s) 
will be equipped with commercial grade communication units for communicating with the third party 
dispatch/operations in ‘real time’ during all transports and movements.  

During all transports and deliveries, the third party transportation company will supply a minimum of 
two trained and certified transporters that can perform all required driving and pick up tasks. One 
transporter will remain in the vehicle at all times during the transport with the other handling the pick-
up/drop off of the shipments. When required or approved all transports will operate with three certified 
transporters, which will have two transporters work together to secure the pick up’s or drop off’s, while 

one transporter stays in the vehicle at all times. Vessel life will at all times have communications with 

the transport vehicle during any time the transport vehicle is engaged and deployed on Vessel Life 
Science LLC deliveries or pickups.  

At any time that communications have been lost or are not going through as planned and agreed, Vessel 
Life will contact the third-party transport company’s dispatch/operations and advise of the loss in 
communications. The transport will be contacted to confirm there are no issues or incidents. All 

transporters will have ID badges on their person at all times while working in the capacity of a 

‘transporter’ for Vessel Life Science LLC, and be required, upon demand, to present their ID badge or 

card to any Pennsylvania Department authorized agent(s), law enforcement or other federal, state, or 
local government officials as required. All transporter/drivers will have a valid driver’s license in the 
state of Pennsylvania or equivalent that allows them to operate the required transportation vehicle(s).  

While operating in the capacity of the transport no members working in the detail will at any time wear 
any clothing or symbols that indicate or advise they are transporting or are in the possession of medical 

marijuana. While in transport, at all times, the medical marijuana will not be visible from the outside of 
the vehicle and will be stored in a secure lockbox or area of the vehicle at all times. When the transport 

vehicle and delivery team are moving with medical marijuana at any time they will proceed from the 

secure Vessel Life Science facility to all approved laboratories or medical marijuana organizations that 

are on their planned route without delay or diversion from the planned route, unless a situation has 
arisen that requires for the transport team to take affirmative actions and move to an alternative pre-

approved and planned transport route. The transport team will move through their delivery schedule in 
a time effective manner to confirm they are staying ‘on time’ for the scheduled deliveries and will not 
deviate from the planned schedule unless authorized or advised to do so.  

In any event of an accident, diversion, loss, or other reportable event occurring during any 
transportation of medical marijuana the transport team will advise to their dispatch/operations team as 
well as communicate directly with Vessel Life Science LLC to advise of any and all event(s) that have 
occurred. A full field report will be required as well all reports will be forwarded to the Pennsylvania 

Department of Health and they will be immediately notified of any event(s) through their advised 

method of update. Vessel Life Science LLC will keep on record any and all event(s) reports for a 

minimum of 4 years digitally with a paper file (where required). 

Prior to any and all transportation happening Vessel Life Science LLC will forward in a secure format the 
delivery schedule and transportation routes to the Pennsylvania Department of Health. All 
transportation routes and details will be pre-planned and approved by an authorizing person from 

Vessel Life Science LLC and the contracted third party transportation used for the transport. The 
Pennsylvania Department of Health authorizing agents, law enforcement or other federal, state or local 
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government officials will have the right to stop and inspect or inspect any transport vehicle located in 

the state/commonwealth as they require.  

All authorizing person(s) will identify themselves with the transporter(s) operating the vehicle or 
responsible for it when parked prior to performing the inspections to assist with confirming their 

identities and that they are authorized to be inspecting/entering the transport vehicle(s). All inspections 
will be recorded and documented by the transporters as to but not limited to, what agency performed 
the stop and inspection, authorizing inspector(s) information, the date/time of the inspection, and the 
location as per cross streets and GPS information. Additionally all inspection requests or stops will be 
called into the third party dispatch/operations as well as communicated directly with Vessel Life Science 

LLC that the ‘stop and inspection’ was taking place.   

The third party transport company that will be used and deployed by Vessel Life Science LLC will have all 
systems and protocols in place to not only follow all required regulations but exceed them where 

applicable. The third party transporter company will meet all specified regulations and be required to 
provide the proof of meeting or exceeding them prior to being hired and deployed by Vessel Life Science 
LLC for managing all transports in and out of their secure facility.  

All transportation of medical marijuana to any authorizing laboratory or medical marijuana organization 

will require having the following information, but not limited to, prior to the transportation being 

authorized: the name, address, and permit number of the location for deliver, the full name and contact 
information of the receiving authorizing person(s) at delivery location, the quantity, by weight or unit 
measure, of each medical marijuana harvest batch or lot, along with the batch identifying number to be 

in the transport. The approximate date and time of arrival and departure for the delivery to the secure 
authorizing receiving party, as well as the transport vehicle make, model, color, VIN number, license 

plate information, and the transporter ID numbers that will be in the transport for the delivery schedule. 
All deliveries that are performed to licensed and authorizing laboratories or medical marijuana 

organizations will be properly reflected in the delivery manifest with each delivery being full detailed as 

noted above. Each delivery will have a receipt issued that will be forwarded to and recorded by Vessel 

Life Science LLC of the delivery being made and all information reflected in the manifest matches the 
receipt for the delivery.  

Vessel Life Science LLC will ensure that all medical marijuana that is prepared for transport will be 
packaged in accordance with all Pennsylvania Department and state regulations. Copies of all manifests 
and details will be kept in accordance with all Pennsylvania state regulations, in order to maintain 

confidentiality of Vessel Life Science LLC clients and partners separate manifests will be prepared for 
each recipient as allow under the Pennsylvania state regulations.  

Vessel Life Science LLC will keep on record all detailed manifests of all transports/deliveries that take 
place and produce them, when requested in writing from the Pennsylvania Department or its 

authorizing agents, law enforcement, or other federal, state, or local government agent(s) the manifest 

and its details as required.  

By having the above noted systems and procedures in place Vessel Life Science LCC will insure that the 

best business practices are being deployed to prevent theft and diversion of product and hazardous 
situations.  

For further details on the specific areas of the transportation methods and systems to be initially 

deployed by Vessel Life Science please see the below sections, please note that at any time in the future 
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Vessel Life Science LLC may have the transportation system brought in house or moved to another 

provider. If either option is explored or actioned Vessel Life Science LLC will advise Pennsylvania 
Department of Health in advance to any changes or potential changes to confirm and insure that all 
state mandated procedures are followed.  

Vessel Life Science LLC will work with a third-party contracted Transport Company that is permitted to 
work in the commonwealth to securely transport all medical marijuana and medical marijuana products. 
All contract employees that will work for Vessel Life Science LLC from the third-party Transportation 
Company will be screened prior to being approved to pick-up/deliver to/from the Vessel Life Science LLC 
secure facility in accordance with Vessel Life’s human resources procedures for contractors. All 

contractors that will transport medical marijuana or medical marijuana products for Vessel Life Science 

LLC will be required to show proof of a full background check and proof of appropriate driving 
techniques and skills training. All transporters hired that work with the third-party certified and 
permitted transportation company, will meet the minimum below requirements: 

• Be at least 21 years old; 

• Have a clean driving record (No suspensions or revocations; no misdemeanor or felony 
violations; Not have any felonies or drug or alcohol related driving violations on their record, 

including felony drug offenses); and 

• Have a valid state driver’s license or commercial driver’s license (CDL) where required; 

• The third-party contractor will transport products: 

o Between the secure facility and an approved laboratory; and 

o Between the secure facility and another medical marijuana organization inside the 
commonwealth. 

 

Transport Preparations – For Third Party Pick-up 

The third-party transporters will arrive at the facility as scheduled and check-in with the onsite Security 

Manager or Officer or authorizing person from Vessel Life Science LLC. The Tri West Security Manager or 
Security Officer or authorizing manager from Vessel Life Science LLC will give the attending transporter 
the confirmation schedule of deliveries for the day that would have been sent the previous day to the 

third-party transportation company.  

Prior to shipment, a quality assurance agent from Vessel Life Science LLC will have inspected all 

packages for conformity with company specifications, and a processing agent will have collected and 

packaged the medical marijuana products for shipment to the receiving entity or entities. The medical 
marijuana products will be weighed and/or counted before loading for transport and then recorded in 

the electronic tracking system as en-route for delivery. Maintaining an accurate inventory during 
transport helps to prevent diversion. A daily log will be kept of all transported medical marijuana 
products at the secure facility, at drop off, and through the electronic systems used by Vessel Life 
Science LLC. 

A detailed shipping manifest will accompany all deliveries to be used by the third-party transport 

company. The shipping manifest will contain the date and time, a complete and accurate description of 
all medical marijuana products going out for delivery, the name and address of the Vessel Life facility, 
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and the name and address of the receiving entity with signature line. The shipping manifests will be 

stored at the facility in physical and electronic formats for a period of at least five years and may be 
made available upon request to any authorizing person(s) or parties.  

 

Transport Procedures – For Third Party Pick-up 

Medical marijuana products will only leave Vessel Life Science LLC secure facility with permitted 
transporters working with the fully permitted and insured third party transport company. The medical 
marijuana will be loaded from a secure loading area inside the building envelope of the Vessel Life 
Science LLC property. All medical marijuana and marijuana products will only be loaded into the secure 

transport after the shipment has been reviewed and signed off by an authorizing person from Vessel 

Life. Only once the shipment has been signed off will it be cleared to be loaded and for the 
transporter(s) authorized to depart the secure enclosed loading bay and the secure property to make 

the deliveries.  

Vessel Life Science LLC and its Tri West Security Team will schedule deliveries for certain days and have 
third party transporters on schedule only for those specific days. The schedules will allow Vessel Life 

Science LLC to aggregate delivery trips and use planned routes, which will reduce carbon emissions and 

minimize attempted theft or diversion. Vessel Life Science LLC will work with the third-party company’s 

Transportation and Distribution Manager who will develop three different transportation routes for 
every destination that Vessel Life Science supplies, called Route A, Route B, Route C, and assign either 
Route A, B, and C to the transport team each day there are deliveries or pickups scheduled. The benefits 

of having three routes are that the secure transportation team can utilize any one on any given day of 
the deliveries or pickups, which will assist in securing the shipment from theft or diversion.  

Under no circumstance will any medical marijuana products be delivered to any laboratory or marijuana 
organizations in the commonwealth without an authorizing signature on the shipping manifest from the 

receiving entity to verify that the order was received as ordered. If a contractor transporter discovers 
there is a discrepancy between the shipping manifest and the medical marijuana products being 

transported, the contractor transporter will cancel the delivery and return the marijuana products to the 
secure Vessel Life facility and fill out a field report or any procedures as per Vessel Life Science LLC’s 

operations. The Product Quality Manager (PQM) or a member of the quality assurance team from Vessel 
Life Science LLC will promptly investigate the discrepancy and if the investigation uncovers evidence of 
theft or diversion, Vessel Life Science LLC shall report it to the Pennsylvania Department of Health and to 

local law enforcement within one business day. Within 30 business days of discovering the discrepancy, 
Vessel Life shall complete the investigation, amend the company standard operating procedures, if 
necessary, and send a report of the investigation to the Department. 

 

Secure Loading Area 

In compliance with Pennsylvania regulations, Vessel Life Science LLC shall have a completely enclosed 
secure area out of public sight for the loading and unloading of medical marijuana or marijuana products 

into and from a transport vehicle attending the secure site. All loading and unloading of medical 
marijuana product that is being or has been transported shall occur inside the secure vehicle trap 
loading/unloading bay, which is inaccessible to outside parties. The loading area will be a drive-in area 

with an overhead bay door that when open, no other doors leading to/from the loading bay into the 
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facility will open. Once the overhead door is closed only then will the other door(s) leading to/from the 

secure loading bay will grant access or be functional. The secure loading bay will be equipped with high 
definition video surveillance cameras on the exterior and interior areas, electronic card readers with 
built-in keypads (PIN pads), and UL intrusion system sensors and panic alarms. Only authorized 

personnel from Vessel Life Science LLC or Tri West or partner Security Team will be allowed in the 
loading area as per the Operational Security Procedures administered and followed by Vessel Life. 

Vehicles 

Vessel Life Science LLC will ensure the third party transport company that works with them will use fuel-
efficient (where applicable) and non-descript vehicles without any writing or insignia that they are 

transporting medical marijuana and marijuana products. All transportation vehicles will be equipped 

with a secured area for storage of medical marijuana and marijuana products. The storage area will not 
be visible from outside of the vehicle. There will also be a safe in the vehicle for cash payments, which 

will be equipped with a drop drawer, in which transport agents can drop cash without requiring that the 
safe be opened.  

The third party transport company will look to deploy non-descript vehicles as well as armored vehicles 

(trucks, SUV’s, etc.) to transport high value shipments when and where required. All medical marijuana 

and marijuana products will be stored in the secure storage area of the vehicle and will be secured and 

locked before departure from the secure facility or laboratory or marijuana organization in the 
commonwealth. No medical marijuana products will be placed anywhere else in the vehicle other than 
the designated secure ‘zone’ storage area of the transport vehicle.  

All third-party transportation vehicles that will work for or with Vessel Life Science LLC will be required 
to be equipped with a real time GPS system, a long-distance monitoring system, and a long-distance 

communication system that will work in ‘real time’ to track the transport vehicles and allow for 
communications at all times. These systems will allow an authorizing person at Vessel Life Science LLC or 

the third-party dispatch operations to have constant contact with transporters and to keep track of the 
vehicle, medical marijuana products, and payments from delivery to pick up to drop off at all times. If 

the third-party transport vehicle deviates from a pre-determined number of miles from the assigned 
route, the Transportation and Distribution Manager will be required to be alerted by email or text 

message, and alert Vessel Life Science LLC immediately. The Transportation and Distribution Manager 
will determine at what number of miles the alert will be sent when he or she plans the routes, and then 
confirm all details with Vessel Life Science LLC.  

 

Cash Handling 

The authorizing manager from Vessel Life Science LLC, Tri West or partner Security Manager, and the 
Transportation and Distribution Manager from the third-party transportation company shall design and 

implement procedures for safely receiving, transporting, and storing cash payments based on the 
outcomes of a risk management evaluation of the physical geographical area, population, crime reports, 
and suspicious activity that may have occurred recently prior to the implementation procedures. 

Whenever possible, Vessel life Science LLC will prefer electronic payments made into a company 
business bank account instead of cash to assist in mitigating any potential risk of theft or diversion. Cash 
handling procedures shall include, but not be limited to: 
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All storage areas inside the Vessel Life Science LLC facility will be secured at all times when not in direct 

use by a dedicated commercial UL grade intrusion system and sensors.  

 

 at all times 

the systems are armed as well, if the systems are activated at site, the onsite Security Officers will be 

notified and respond in accordance to the security system protocols for those high secure areas. All 

storage areas in the facility will have  to 

restrict, track, and monitor all movement from authorized personnel to suspicious or illicit activities. 

By having the above noted physical locations inside the facility, security systems, and procedures in 

place Vessel Life Science LCC will insure that the best business practices are being deployed to prevent 

theft and diversion of product and hazardous situations around all high secure storage and safe/vault 

locations. For further details on the specific areas of the storage methods and systems to be initially 

deployed by Vessel Life Science and Tri West or partner Security Team please see the below sections. 

 

Storage 

Vessel Life Science LLC shall maintain separate locked limited-access high secure areas for storage of 

seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, and medical marijuana products, 

in compliance with all Pennsylvania state regulations. The authorizing Manager or person from Vessel 

Life Sciences LLC shall ensure that all secure storage areas remain in a clean and orderly condition and 

free from infestation by insects, rodents, birds, and pests of any kind. The facility will contain the 

following medical marijuana products storage vaults: 

• Work in Progress Vault/secure room(s), including: 

o In-Progress Medical Marijuana Storage; 

o Curing Area for medical marijuana; 

o Medical Marijuana Quarantine Area; and  

o Approved Medical Marijuana Storage; and 

• Final Products Vault, including: 

o Long-term Storage; 

o Final Products Storage; and 

o Retention Sample Storage. 

After harvest, all medical marijuana will be stored in either:  

• The Secure Drying Room; 

• Secure Work in Progress Vault; 

• Secure Final Products Vault; or 

DOH DOH DOH DOH 
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• The Secure Temporary Medical Marijuana Waste Storage Area.  

 

The Drying Room 

Because the drying room may contain medical marijuana plants during the first week after harvest, it 

will be built with the same specifications as the medical marijuana products vault storage, including 

concrete firewall assembly and redundant locking mechanisms from electronic access control systems to 

physical high security locks such as MEDECO grade drill/pick proof locksets. Access control for the drying 

room will also be limited to authorizing persons from Vessel Life Science LLC or Tri West or partner 

Security Team members engaged in tasks requiring entry with an accompanying manager or supervisor, 

where required. 

 

Final Products Vault and Work in Progress Vault 

A separate high secure UL rated module vault with a high secure class II door and DEA certified day-gate 

will be used to store approved medical marijuana products that have been packaged for sale, prepared 

for long-term storage, or retained for future testing. The Final Products Vault will be large enough to 

store all medical marijuana products of two harvests, at a minimum, and be built and secured in a 

manner to deny any ‘ease of entry’ or unauthorized entry or attempts. The security systems around, on, 

and in the secure vault will restrict access to only authorized personnel from Vessel Life Science LLC 

through the state of the art access control systems, UL commercial intrusion systems with 

vibration/motion/heat and smoke sensors, and state-of-the-art advanced vandal resistant video 

surveillance cameras with onboard analytics that will learn what is ‘normal’ in the field of view of the 

camera and send alarms for any anomalies. Additionally the advanced video surveillance system will 

work with the installed security systems around the Final Vault to trigger any alarms and video alerts if 

any sensors are triggered at any time, and report the alarms to the onsite Tri West or partner Security 

Officer and UL monitoring station(s).   

For all products that are considered to be In-progress medical marijuana material, it all will be stored in 

the Work-in-Progress (WIP) Vault/rooms, including: 

• Dried medical marijuana plant parts during curing; 

• Approved medical marijuana products prior to packaging; and 

• Quarantined medical marijuana products during quality assurance testing or retesting. 

The WIP vault/rooms will be large enough to store all processed medical marijuana products from at 

least one harvest at any one time. The WIP vault/rooms will have similar to the same security measures 

installed and setup so that all or any unauthorized attempt into the secure areas or suspicious activity is 

monitored, recorded, and actioned. 

 

Vault Specifications 
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All Medical marijuana products storage vault(s) that will be located at Vessel Life Science LLC facility will 

be constructed  

 

 

 and will 

remain locked unless authorizing persons from Vessel Life Science LLC or Tri West or partner Security 

Team are engaged in a task requiring access to the vault. Access to vaults will be documented and 

signed off by authorizing person(s) from Vessel Life Science or if applicable, the Security Manager. The 

modular vault will have  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Safe Storage 

Vessel Life Science LLC with Tri West Technologies will install  to store cash 

and important paperwork as required at any time during business operations, as well as any medical 

marijuana products that would be stored in pharmaceutical safes inside the secure facility. Safes used 

for storing cash at site will be equipped with a secure drop drawer, in which authorizing person(s) from 

Vessel Life Science depositing cash from the sale of medical marijuana or marijuana product to another 

medical marijuana organization can drop cash into the safe without requiring that the safe be opened 

and exposing the authorizing person(s) to a potential hazardous situation. To assist and work against any 

diversion, theft, or robbery, all safe codes and security parameters will be adjusted and updated 

regularly to insure consistent security of those units. A record of all individuals who have been given the 

lock code will be kept within the security office at all times.  

 

Access Control and Access for Safes and Vaults 

Only authorizing person(s) from Vessel Life Science LLC or the Tri West or partner Security Manager will 

have the clearance necessary to open any vault(s) or safe(s) at site. Vessel Life Science LLC personnel will 

access the high secure vault(s) or safe(s) when needed to perform assigned tasks, will be accompanied 

by an authorizing person while the personnel are accessing the vault(s) storage or safe(s) area. The high 

definition video surveillance and monitoring system will have cameras that face directly at all safe(s) and 

vault(s) throughout the secure facility at all times and record all activity capture in true 1080P native 

high definition video. To control and manage the movement of any medical marijuana or marijuana 

products, limited amounts of medical marijuana or marijuana products may be removed from the vault 

or safe at any given time; the amount should meet the immediate performance needs of the shipment 

or testing or research as required. All medical marijuana products taken from and returned to the 
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• Include instructions for proper storage of the medical marijuana in the package. ☒ ☐ 

• Contain a warning that the medical marijuana must be kept in the original 
container in which it was dispensed. 

☒ ☐ 

• Contain a warning that unauthorized use is unlawful and will subject the 
purchaser to criminal penalties. 

☒ ☐ 

• Contain the following warning stating: 

This product is for medicinal use only. Women should not consume during pregnancy or 

while breastfeeding except on the advice of the practitioner who issued the certification 
and, in the case of breastfeeding, the infant’s pediatrician. This product might impair the 

ability to drive or operate heavy machinery. Keep out of reach of children. 

☒ ☐ 

 

PLEASE PROVIDE AN EXPLANATION OF ANY RESPONSES ABOVE THAT WERE ANSWERED AS A “NO” AND HOW YOU WILL MEET 

THESE REQUIREMENTS BY THE TIME THE DEPARTMENT DETERMINES YOU TO BE OPERATIONAL UNDER THE ACT AND 

REGULATIONS: 

 

 

PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR PROCESS FOR CREATING AND MONITORING THE LABELING USED FOR MEDICAL 

MARIJUANA PRODUCTS: 

 

 

Three primary types of labels will be used for each product. 

1. The first label type is designated as a Pre-Printed Label. Information on this label will consist of 

the generic information required by the regulations: 

a. The name, address and permit number of the grower/processor 

b. Instructions for proper storage of the medical marijuana in the package 

c. A warning that the medical marijuana must be kept in the original container in which it was 

dispensed 

d. A warning that unauthorized use is unlawful and with subject the purchaser to criminal 

penalties 

e. The label will also contain the following warning: “This product is for medicinal use only. 

Women should not consume during pregnancy or while breastfeeding except on the advice 

of the practitioner who issued the certification and, in the case of breastfeeding, the infant’s 

pediatrician. This product might impair the ability to drive or operate heavy machinery. 

Keep out of reach of children.” 
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2. The second label type is designated as a Product Label. Information on this label will be printed 

at the time the package is filled, and will consist of: 

a. The form, quantity and weight of the medical marijuana included in the package 

b. A list of the amount of individual doses contained within the package and the species and 

percentage of THC and CBD 

c. An identifier that is unique to a particular harvest batch of medical marijuana, including the 

number assigned to each harvest lot or process lot in the harvest batch 

d. The date the medical marijuana was packaged 

e. The employee identification number of the employee preparing the package and packaging 

the medical marijuana 

f. The expiration date of the medical marijuana. 

 

3. The third label type is designated as a Dispensary Label. Information on this label will be printed 

at the time an order is filled, and will consist of: 

a. The employee identification number of the employee shipping the package 

b. The name and address of the dispensary to which the package is to be sold. 

 

Utilizing TheraCannSYSTEM’s label module, the above label information is automatically produced and 

would be displayed as follows: 
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All label types will be easily readable and will be made of weather-resistant and tamper-resistant 

materials, and will be conspicuously placed on the package. 

The Pre-Printed labels will be affixed to the container with a permanent adhesive that does not allow 

removal without tearing the label. These labels will be purchased in bulk from a commercial printer 

specializing in flexographic or digital printing. The substrate will consist of a high-quality paper or 

synthetic material that resists tearing and does not degrade in the presence of moisture. Inks will be 

resistant to moisture and abrasion. 
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Both the Product Label and Dispensary Label will be created on site using a thermal transfer printer. 

Thermal transfer “ink” is inherently resistant to moisture and chemical attack. The substrate will consist 

of a high-quality paper or synthetic material that resists tearing and does not degrade in the presence of 

moisture. The adhesive will permanent, ensuring that the label cannot be removed. 

The thermal transfer printer will be a high-quality Zebra Printer or equivalent:  

ZEBRA ZT410, 4IN, 600DPI, TT/DT 
Printer with USB,Serial,10/100 Ethernet 
& Bluetooth, part number ZT41046-T010000Z 

Agency approvals for this printer include: 

• IEC 60950, EN 55022 Class B, EN 55024, 
EN 61000-3-2, EN 61000-3-3 
• cTUVus, CE Marking, FCC-B, ICES-003, VCCI, 
 
C-Tick, NOM, S-Mark (Arg), CCC, CU, BSMI, KCC, 
SABS, IN-Metro 

The thermal transfer printer will interface with TheraCannSYSTEM software supplied by TheraCann USA. 

Prior to packaging product of a certain type and weight, and as described above, TheraCannSYSTEM  will 

instruct the printer to generate the correct number and type of Product Labels, each containing the 

information given in point 2. When a package is filled, an employee will confirm that the Product Label 

matches the type and weight of product in the package. After each package has been checked, packages 

will be stored in the vault until such time that an order is received. 

When an order is received, an employee will remove the correct quantity of packaged product from the 

vault, being careful to confirm that the product type and weight are correct, and that the expiration 

date is unlikely to be reached during the life cycle of the product. TheraCannSYSTEM will generate the 

correct quantity of Dispensary Labels, each containing information given in point 3. Dispensary Labels 

will be checked against the material retrieved from the vault. Packages will be placed into shipping 

containers and the Dispensary Label will be affixed to the shipping container. 

At each step requiring a check, responsible employees will be required to indicate that they have 

confirmed the labeling information to be accurate and complete. Multiple checks will be implemented 

to ensure accuracy. These checks include:  

1. Confirmation at time of package filling that the Pre-Printed Label reflects the product type and 

weight. 

2. Confirmation that material removed from the vault corresponds exactly to what has been 

ordered, including ensuring that the expiration date is unlikely to be exceeded during the 

anticipated life cycle of the product. 

3. Confirmation that the Dispensary Label corresponds to what has been ordered and what was 

placed into the shipping container. 

Each check will require that an electronic or paper form be filled out by the employee in charge. Such 

forms will be stored for at least four years. 
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Inventory reviews of medical marijuana plants in the process of growing and 
medical marijuana and medical marijuana products that are being stored for 
future sale shall be conducted monthly. 

☒ ☐ 

Comprehensive inventories of seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical 
marijuana plants, medical marijuana and medical marijuana products shall be 
conducted at least annually. 

☒ ☐ 

A written or electronic record of the inventory reviews and comprehensive 

inventories must be created and maintained. 
☒ ☐ 

The written or electronic record will include the date of the inventory, a summary 
of the inventory findings, and the employee identification numbers and titles or 

positions of the individuals who conducted the inventory. 

☒ ☐ 

 

PLEASE PROVIDE AN EXPLANATION OF ANY RESPONSES ABOVE THAT WERE ANSWERED AS A “NO” AND HOW YOU WILL MEET 

THESE REQUIREMENTS BY THE TIME THE DEPARTMENT DETERMINES YOU TO BE OPERATIONAL UNDER THE ACT AND 

REGULATIONS: 

 

 

C. PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR APPROACH REGARDING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF AN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT PROCESS. 

THIS APPROACH MUST ALSO INCLUDE A PROCESS THAT PROVIDES FOR THE RECALL OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA AND THE 

MANAGEMENT OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA PRODUCT RETURNS FROM A DISPENSARY: 

 

 

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 

Inventory Controls 

Vessel Life will record the net weight of cannabis seeds, amount of harvest in pre & post dry phase, 
amount destroyed, packaged and cannabis other than Marijuana specifying the name and weight of 
each substance. Vessel Life Sciences Ltd. (hereafter referred to as “Vessel Life” or as the “Applicant” or 
as the “Licensed Producer”) has committed to provide a system to manage all record-keeping 
requirements of the Medical Marijuana Organization Permit (Hereinafter the “MMOP”). 

The method of recording using the system is as follows: 

TheraCannSYSTEM records all Inventory within the “Product Module” and divides Products into multiple 
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categories, including: 

Raw Product (which is further divided into seeds, clones, mothers, vegetative, flower, wet harvest) 

Produced Product (which is further divided into dry harvest, analyzed, packaged, labelled, stored) 

Quality Product (which is stored for analysis stability testing and recall comparison) 

Returned Product (which is relabelled and stored in segregated storage from the above Products) 

Debris Product (which is collected during clean and otherwise destined for destruction). 

To produce a quarterly list of each category of inventory, the QAP can access the “Product Module” of 
TheraCannSYSTEM to run a Filter on all Inventory to generate a report on the total number of products 
within each of the above categories. 

These reports can be auto-generated on a daily, weekly or monthly basis, and can be related to the 
amount of sales reported for those time periods, to ensure that inventory at the facility is consistent with 
usage, and sales numbers. 

These Summary Reports can then be exported to generate a .csv document that can be further used in 
other programs or spread sheets, or exported as a PDF report and sent to a government inspector, or the 
facility manager 

*PLEASE NOTE: A further refinement of the above report to determine Tare Weight, Gross Weight, Product 
Weight for any Category or subcategory of Product is available to the Licensed Producer as 
TheraCannSYSTEM provides access to all fields associated with a Product to generate detailed Reports. 

Brand Names Records 

A list of all brand names of Marijuana products that are produced, packaged or labelled shall be recorded 
as follows: 

All Licensed Producer Brand Names are kept and recorded in TheraCannSYSTEM Product Module within 
the “Produced Inventory” filter. This module records all related information including Inventory levels, 
unit price (e.g. price per 30 g of sample), Demand Level vs. Inventory Level, Product Image, Description 
and other related documents. As this record cannot be deleted, it provides an audit trail of updates to its 
information. 

The Brand Name is also present, together with the Lot/Batch of each Produced Product, on every Quote, 
Sales Order, Invoice and RMA Notice: 

Propagated, Sown, Harvested, Dried, and Packaged Marijuana 

The Licensed Producer will keep an inventory list of each lot or batch of Marijuana that they propagate, 
sow, harvest, dry or package.  This list will include all seeds, plants and harvested products as well as the 
tools used to handle the cannabis products.   
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TheraCannSYSTEM is designed to track the entire life cycle of the medical Marijuana from seed through 
to final destruction (outlined in full in Section 22 of this application).   

Dates and weight at each stage of the growing cycle will be included in TheraCannSYSTEM. 

Research & Development 

The Licensed Producer will keep an inventory list any research and development products related to each 
batch of Medicinal Marijuana. 

TheraCannSYSTEM is designed to track the entire life cycle of the medical Marijuana from seed through 
to final destruction (outlined in full in Section 22 of this application). 

Dates and weight at each stage of the growing cycle will be included in TheraCannSYSTEM. 

Destroyed Cannabis 

The Licensed Producer will record when, where, how and by whom cannabis was destroyed, including a 
statement signed and dated by each witness this destroyed cannabis will be recorded in 
TheraCannSYSTEM, which will automatically subtract it from the total inventory of products held at the 
facility.   

TheraCannSYSTEM, Information, and Data Integrity 

Information Integrity is the key to TheraCannSYSTEM .  TheraCannSYSTEM HAS BEEN DESIGNED TO 
PROVIDE A COMPLETE AUDIT TRAIL OF ALL SYSTEM INFORMATION. System Information cannot be 
altered, even by the System Administrator, without first recording who, when, where and why the 
Information was entered or otherwise modified. 

For the purposes of the MMOP, the secure Audit Trail means that neither the Facility Manager, Assistant 
Mangers, or any other individuals accessing TheraCannSYSTEM can modify entry Records relating to the 
production, harvest, drying, quality analysis, packaging, destruction, client record, medical record, client 
sale, client transportation and client Feedback (including record of returns and/or adverse effects) without 
there being a record of those entries. 

1. Furthermore, as TheraCannSYSTEM is designed to provide checks and balances between multiple 
records, TheraCannSYSTEM Information is further verified by automated Work Flows and ability to 
compare to previous back-ups that cannot be modified directly without TheraCannSYSTEM 
Administrator's permission and approval. 

2. TheraCannSYSTEM is simultaneously run on 4 (quad) Hard Drives (herein after “TheraCannSYSTEM 
Server”) which provide simultaneous back-ups, such that if one Hard Drive was to fail, the other 3 
would continue to provide services uninterrupted. 

3. INCREMENTAL SYSTEM BACK-UPS AND A FULL SYSTEM BACK-UP IS MADE A MINIMUM OF ONCE 
PER DAY onto a separate secure back-up server.   

4. Please Note: a copy of the last day of the month daily full back up of TheraCannSYSTEM  is 
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subsequently stored at a secure Escrow Agent to ensure restoration is possible in case of complete 
TheraCannSYSTEM server and back-up server failure. Vessel Life has selected a safe and secured 
Escrow Agent for this purpose. 

5. The standard retention period for all records, documents and information is 4 years for records 
relating to general inventory, and client information. Serious adverse reaction case reports and 
summary reports must be retained for a period of 25 years.   

6. Given the above, TheraCannSYSTEM will ensure this requirement as mentioned throughout this 
section of the Application by providing both remote storage and back-up, a copy of which is 
securely saved with an Escrow Agent within an Escrow Data Account. 

Client Orders: 

All cannabis that is received by the Licensed Producer will be properly recorded, details including: 

1. the name of the person from whom it was received; 

2. the address of the site at which it was received; 

3. the date on which it was received; and 

4. an indication of which substance was received, as well as the following 
information: 

1. in the case of fresh or dried Marijuana or cannabis oil, the quantity and, 
if applicable, brand name, or 

2. in the case of cannabis other than cannabis referred to in subparagraph 
(i), its quantity, description, intended use and, if applicable, brand 
name.. 

The method of recording using TheraCannSYSTEM is as follows: 

1. All products and services that enter the Vessel Life facility must be accompanied with a Purchase 
Order form that has been generated by TheraCannSYSTEM. In TheraCannSYSTEM, cannabis is 
recorded as a “Product” which can be ordered from listed “Vendors”. As you can see from the 
blank example Purchase Order form below, it records the following: 

(a) the name of the Vendor (e.g. company name, name of the “contact” person from whom 
the cannabis was received), 

(b) the billing and shipping address of the site at which it was received, 

(c) the date on which it was ordered, 

(d) the date it is expected to arrive, 

(e) the type of product ordered (including brand name); and 
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(f) the specifics relating to the product (e.g. including quantity, description, intended use, 
etc). 

2. Once an order is received, the shipment received is then compared to the original Purchase Order 
and the “Status” is then updated to “Received” whereby the “Modified Time” is then 
automatically updated to include the date/time for which the goods were received. A report of 
all shipments ordered and received is easily generated in TheraCannSYSTEM and can be sorted 
by Vendor, Contact, Date, Time and Location. 

B) Cannabis Other Than Marijuana Products Received 

In the case of cannabis other than Marijuana Products that is received by the Licensed Producer 
TheraCannSYSTEM, in addition to the above information, also records the “Substance”, “Intended Use”, 
“Description” and whether the substance is “Other than Dried Marijuana” as indicated by the following: 

C) Imported Substances (Cannabis/Marijuana) 

The Licensed Producer shall record in TheraCannSYSTEM a copy of the declaration of the import permit 
issued by a competent authority in the country of export. 

These documents shall be stored in direct relation to the product that was imported.  And can be accessed 
within TheraCannSYSTEM any time. 

All documents are stored within their own TheraCannSYSTEM module, where the Licensed Producer can 
upload “a copy” of the declaration required and the import permit issued by a competent authority in 
the country of export to be stored in relation to this purchase. 

D. Export of Substances (Marijuana/Cannabis) 

The Licensed Producer shall record in TheraCannSYSTEM a copy of the declaration required of the export 
permit issued by a competent authority in the country of export.  All products may have documents 
attached electronically, which can be accessed in their own unique page within TheraCannSYSTEM 

Copies of the declaration export permit can also be saved in a generic Documents module, which acts as 
TheraCannSYSTEM’s single source file document library.  Documents can be uploaded individually, or as 
bulk imports via a drag and drop function 

Electronic Copies of these documents can then be sent to Minister of Health or federal authority as 
required. 

E. Recording a Verbal Order 

All verbal recordings will be recorded to include: (1) the date on which the order was made; and (2) the 
method of recording. Vessel Life will do so using  TheraCannSYSTEM as follows: 

1. All incoming and outgoing calls are to be managed using the PBX Manager Module. Using this 
Module, a “record for quality purposes” recording is kept to document the conversation as 
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between the Client and the authorized personnel to take such a verbal order. 

2. The incoming call record is also posted to the Client account to document all incoming and 
outgoing communications with the Client including e-mail, written and SMS messages. 

3. Once the call has been recorded, a “Sales Order” is created to record the Order Number, the 
information from the call, and the name of the person calling. 

4. When using TheraCannSYSTEM when a verbal order is received, the following procedure is used: 

(a) identify the name of the person placing the verbal order (e.g. John Doe), open the 
“contact” account associated with the name of John Doe: 

(b) using the “Add Event” function (upper right screen above), open the “add event” window: 

(c) Note that the date and time of the call including “Event starts at” (beginning of verbal 
order) and “Event ends on” (end of verbal order) are recorded in TheraCannSYSTEM. 
Then, using the Description Field, record the details of the verbal order. Record the 
displayed telephone number for the incoming call in the “Location” field. Check this 
number against the telephone numbers recorded for John Doe and confirm a match. If 
not a match, confirm the location John Doe is calling from.  

(d) Once saved, an automatic email will then be sent to both John Doe and to the Selected 
User to ensure prompt process of this verbal order: 

(e) Note that the verbal order is also then saved under the “Activity History” folder of the 
“More Information” Tab in the Client Contact module. This also provides “at a glance” 
the date/time order was placed and status of event. 

F. Filling an Order 

In relation to the filling of an order for a client, information relating to the quantity, brand name and lot 
number of the Marijuana products sold or provided; date on which the order was received; the date on 
which the Marijuana products was shipped; and the address to which the Marijuana products was shipped 
will be captured and recorded. The method of recording using TheraCannSYSTEM is as follows: 

1. TheraCannSYSTEM will handle all “Orders” as “Sales Orders” within TheraCannSYSTEM. Each 
“Sales Order” has a set as “Required Fields” that match those fields required by federal regulations 

2. Sales Order Information is then stored both at the Client Information level, as well as at the 
Sales Order Table Level (each within its own module). 

3. Sales order documents can be generated from TheraCannSYSTEM at the client level as well as 
from their own individual module. 

PLEASE NOTE the Order itself will contain the Courier Name and Shipment Date, a Shipping Address and 
Billing Address are provided in the “Address Information” as well as the Brand Name, Unique Batch 
Number, Quantity to be shipped, List Price and Shipping Price and applicable taxes.  All of which will be 
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autogenerated by TheraCannSYSTEM's templates. 

G. Recording Written Order 

TheraCannSYSTEM is designed to directly record Client Orders for Marijuana Products either by email, 
SMS, as recorded voice (PBX telephony), or by direct hard copy received from the Client as mail.  As such, 
the “Order” is generated in TheraCannSYSTEM in the form of an electronic “Quote”.  This avoids the need 
for producing hand written documents that may result in manual hand re-entry errors into 
TheraCannSYSTEM, errors in reading hand writing, deterioration and / or loss of the hard copy document 
itself.  However, in the rare event that a hard copy is required the following required information is 
collected from the Client using a pre-printed form as follows: 

 

Once this pre-printed form is completed the hard copy itself is then to be saved in an on-site locked filing 
cabinet in a folder marked for the month and year for which this hard copy was created.   The hard copy 
prior to entering the filing cabinet is then scanned into TheraCannSYSTEM to create an electronic copy 
and saved to the “Client Module,” within the client’s profile. 

Once in the “Documents” portion of the Client Information account, the Document is then recorded as a 
“saved” document using the naming convention of “{Client ID Number Client First Name Last Name DD 
MM YYYY v (version number)}: 

The unique Document Number (e.g. DOC7980) is also then referenced on the Client Quote which is also 
referenced in the Client “Sales Order” and “Invoice”.   

H. Recording Refusal to Issue Order 

TheraCannSYSTEM records a Licensed Producer's refusal to fill an Order for Marijuana Products by 
attaching the Refusal Information to the “Client Module” within the documents portion of the client 
summary. 

The minimum information collected for a Refused Order shall record confirmation of one or more of the 

HAND ORDER REQUIRED INFORMATION EACH FIELD IS REQUIRED

Patient SYSTEM Number

Patient First Name

Patient Last Name

Date of Birth (YYYY/MM/DD)

Person Making Order First Name

Person Making Order Last Name

Dcotor First Name

Doctor Last Name

Shipping Address

Shipping City

Shipping State

Shippinh Zip Code

Shipping County
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following as required: 

 

*PLEASE NOTE: TheraCannSYSTEM will be auto-configured to capture any orders that relate to an expired 
prescription (Support End Date), exceed the maximum limit (tracking all current Invoice Orders to 
determine if total orders exceed this limit (by collecting and recording the amount and date shipped on 
each Invoice), by ensuring that the Order is not processed when the “Total Prescription” has been exceeded 
(e.g. “Left on Prescription in grams” is less than the Order amount” as shown below: 

Once in the “Documents” module of the Client Information account, the Document is then recorded as a 
“saved” document using the naming convention of “{Client ID Number Client First Name Last Name DD 
MM YYYY REFUSAL v (version number)}: 

As this form is necessarily recorded with each Client Order and as it is TheraCannSYSTEM's procedure to 
only permit the creation of Order requests that have not been “refused” by the Licensed Producer, risk of 
generating a “Quote”, “Sales Order” or “Invoice” within TheraCannSYSTEM is eliminated. 

The reason for Refusal is then communicated to the Client in a number of ways including: 

REFUSED ORDER REQUIRED INFORMATION REASON DETAILS

Written or Verbal Order by Client

Given Name Missing or Incorrect

Surname Missing or Incorrect

Shipping Address Missing or Incorrect

Date of Birth Missing or Incorrect

Number Missing or Incorrect

Signature Missing or Incorrect

Quantity Missing or Incorrect

Brand Name Missing or Incorrect

Written or Verbal Order by Person other than Client

Given Name Missing or Incorrect

Surname Missing or Incorrect

Shipping Address Missing or Incorrect

Date of Birth Missing or Incorrect

Number Missing or Incorrect

Signature Missing or Incorrect

Quantity Missing or Incorrect

Brand Name Missing or Incorrect

Order Exceeds Maximum Limit

Order Has Been Previously Filled in Whole or in Part

More Than 30 Days Have Elapsed Since the Order Date
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Vessel Life Science has reviewed other States with legal cannabis disposal programs before entering a 

strategic relationship with a method known as the Bokashi Fermenting. This is the only way we have 

been able to reliably say the we can ensure the medical marijuana will be disposed of safely and 

sustainably.  

Bokashi is a new and revolutionary way of fermenting your medical marijuana waste. The method was 

developed in Japan and when done properly it breaks down the scrap material with using safe and 

environmentally friendly micro-organisms such as lactobacilli, yeasts and phototropic microbes. It's safe, 

easy to do, and works very quickly only taking approximately 14 days to complete. The way it works is 

more akin to pickling than to the rotting you get with normal composting methods. Food waste is 

worked on by micro-organisms and then when it is safe it is put into the ground where soil microbes 

complete the work. This helps to reduce trash accumulation, alleviating some of the burden placed upon 

the local landfills by up to 30%. It reduces potential crime as there are no waste material scraps left out 

for vagrants to attempt to steal and reclaim or extract medication from. Vermin and pests are not 

attracted to the waste and there are no smells to attract flies because it is sealed. Bokashicycle is the 

only totally natural way to reduce, reuse and recycle medical marijuana waste. It is safe for staff, 

animals, and for the environment. Fermenting helps reduce greenhouse gases like carbon dioxide, 

methane and bad smells like hydrogen sulfide and ammonia invariably associated with scrap 

composting. It overall reduces our dependency on chemical fertilizers and pesticides. 

PURPOSE: This Waste collection and Fermentation (SOP) is designed to provide detailed step by step 
instructions for how Vessel Life Science shall collect, ferment and dispose of waste product within their 
Licensed Location.  
 
Note: Although a written SOP plan is not required by most international Federal Medicinal Marijuana 
Organizations (including the FDA), it is recommended that we explain the Licensed Location procedures. 
 
DEFINITIONS: 

1. Authorized User: The person authorized to perform Project Tasks within TheraCannSYSTEM.  

2. Project Milestones: Are related to the group of “Project Tasks” associated with step-by-step 
instructions of waste collection and fermentation of Medicinal Marijuana in the Seed Mother 
Room within the Licensed Location. 

SCOPE: This Procedure applies to the caste collection and summary disposal of Medicinal Marijuana 
conducted within all Zones, of the Licensed Location. 
 
GENERAL RULES AND GMP REQUIREMENTS: 
 
The rules and GMP requirements apply equally to Contractors and Operations staff. 
All staff shall undergo an introductory walk though of the site, be trained on the use of specific 
procedures as they apply to specific zones within the site prior to being able to conduct any handling, 
processing, packaging, analyzing, or labelling activities. 
All handling, processing, packaging, analyzing, or labelling is to be supervised by the QAP, who must also 
record daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual reports as required by TheraCannSYSTEM auto-
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work-flow tasks. 
Trouble Tickets must be used in the case of any failures in processing, packaging, analyzing, or labelling 
protocol observed by the QAP. 
Clean uniforms, factory shoes and hairnets or helmets must be worn as applicable in the particular 
areas.  (All cleaners working in the Production areas must be familiar with the requirements of SOP0005 
Hygiene). 
Equipment and Instruments used for handling, processing, packaging, analyzing, or labelling shall be 
clean and in proper working order prior to use.  (Refer to SOP0002 Clean Equipment for more details.) 
No food or drink can be taken into any zone during any handling, processing, packaging, analyzing, or 
labelling procedures. 
NON-Medicinal Marijuana Debris or Rubbish shall be collected in either bins or bags and disposed of 
cleanly in the correct vessels.  However, any Medical Marijuana Debris or Rubbish must be collected and 
stored in accordance with SOP0001 Clean Premise. 
Nothing shall ever be picked up from the floor and returned to any work surface without being fully 
cleaned and sterilized (unless it is a consumable product, in which case it should be disposed of 
accordingly). 
No container that comes in contact with product shall be placed directly on the floor. 
 

All processing, packaging, analyzing, or labelling Tasks shall be either auto-generated by  
TheraCannSYSTEM as “Project Tasks,” or manually entered as “Project Tasks” to ensure proper record 
entry and to ensure confirmation and verification of cleanliness has occurred. 
The QAP shall receive and complete auto-generated Project Tasks by the Benchmark Labs 
TheraCannSYSTEM pursuant to QAPSOP0100 to ensure proper record entry and to ensure confirmation 
and verification of cleanliness has occurred. 
All problems shall be reported to the QAP and registered using the Trouble Ticket Module of 
TheraCannSYSTEM. 
All processing, packaging, analyzing, or labelling processing activities shall be performed only by Users of  
TheraCannSYSTEM who are deemed to be proficient in completing assigned TheraCannSYSTEM Project 
Tasks. 
No processing, packaging, analyzing, or labelling processing activities may be conducted without 
recording those activities as “Project Tasks” in  TheraCannSYSTEM. 
 

WASTE DISPOSAL AND FERMENTATION PROCEDURE:  
 
Table 1: Inoculating, Shredding, and Packing of 55 Gallon Drum Fermenters 

Collected waste is inoculated, shredded and packed into fermenters daily. Fermenters are sealed when full – 
see below. 

Fermenters are 55 gallon (208 liter) drums specific for utilization in a Bokashi fermentation process 

✓ Confirm that all equipment is present, available, and clean before beginning the process 
o Process requires a minimum of one (1) 55 gallon drum (fermenter); matching lid(s); 

band clamps; drums are empty and marked clean; shredder 
✓ Pre-use inspection: 

o Operator will check that each fermenter is clearly marked as a fermentation barrel 
o Operator will confirm that the Clean sticker is present, will note the sticker in the Waste 

Management Area (WMA) log, and remove it to regular waste 
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o Operator will check that each fermenter is uniquely identified 
o Operator will visually inspect fermenter for cracks, holes, evidence of leaking, or other 

physical damage. Pay particular attention to the seal areas and any attachments such as 
sampling ports or drains. 

o Report any problems in the WMA log and exchange the fermenter 
✓ Operator will log the inspected fermenter ID and date into the WMA log for filling and further 

processing 
✓ Collect the waste for the fermenter from the weighing area 

o Waste will be different size containers collected as in Table 1 
o Weigh each container and log total weight value into the WMA log 
o Empty waste into a Mixing Pail (10 gallon / 38 liter) 

▪ Each Mixing Pail will be identified as a Mixing Pail and uniquely numbered. 
▪ If a pail is not identified correctly, exchange the pail 

o Place emptied waste container (from 4.1) in the area marked To Be Cleaned in the MWA 

✓ When the mixing pail is approximately 2/3 full add ½ pound of Culture Mix to the waste in the 
Mixing Pail 

✓ Ensure a fermenter is opened and located under the exit chute of the shredder 
o Log the fermenter ID into the MWA log 

✓ Empty the inoculated waste into the hopper of the shredder 
o Adjust the speed of the shredder to properly process the inoculated waste 
o Process the mixture in batches as required 
o Inspect the Mixing Pail for loose waste 

✓ Fill the fermenter barrel to within 6 inches (15 cm) of the top 
✓ When the fermenter(s) are full place the fermenter lid on top 

o Move the fermenter to the fermenting area; DO NOT FASTEN THE BAND CLAMP FOR 24 
HOURS. 

o Note the time the fermenter was moved into storage into the MWA log so that the band 
clamp can be fastened approximately 24 to 28 hours later. 

✓ Place the inspected Mixing Pail(s) in the designated storage spot 
o Note in the MWA log if a mixing pail is damaged during use or showing signs of wear (such as a loose 

handle) 

 

Table 2: Fermenter Processing 

After the fermenter contents have fermented they are moved to the on-site location to transfer the 
contents to the soil as fertilizer and mulch. 

Steps: 1. When the fermenter has been stored sufficiently (7 to 10 days; see SOP) to allow 
fermentation of the inoculated waste the barrel needs to be sampled for testing 
before release 
1.1. Operator will use label 3 sampling tubes (15 ml or more) with the fermenter ID 

number, the date and log the sampling in the MWA log. 
1.2. Open the fermenter to draw one solids sample from the top of the mixture 

1.2.1. Fill the tube at least halfway and cap immediately to prevent sample loss 
1.3. Using the bottom spout draw two additional liquid samples (fermenter tea), cap 

samples 
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2. Fermenter will be moved to either HOLD storage or to processing after testing 
updates the status of the mix 
2.1. Approved for disposal fermenters will be moved via company or receiver vehicle 

to Receiver’s local site: Tillsonburg-area Nursery 
2.2. Receiver will initial form for receipt of number of a specific ID number fermenter 

barrels 
2.3. Receiver will use the fermented waste as fertilizer during golf course operations 

3. Barrels will be returned in a “rinsed” condition and inspected for debris and damage 
at the {Applicant} site by Operator 
3.1. Operator will log returned fermenters into the WMA log. 

4. The fermenters can be cleaned to municipal sewage. Each fermenter is cleaned then 
logged into the MWA as “available” 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Photo of Shredded and Inoculated Waste Beginning of Fermenting Cycle  
  

 

 
Figure 2: Photo of Fermenting Barrels Used to Process Shredded and Inoculated Waste 

 
                  Figure 3: EXAMPLE Soil Preparation, Sample Collections, and Waste Soil Integration Step 
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DIVERSION PREVENTION 

In addition to keeping all personnel and visitors safe from criminal conduct, security measures as 
detailed herein prevent theft and diversion of medical marijuana products. Vessel Life Science LLC will 

comply with all applicable laws and regulations to make sure medical marijuana and marijuana products 
do not find their way to non-patients or illicit markets from their secure facility. Through Vessel Life 
Science LLC enforcement programs they intend to establish liaisons with the municipal police 
department of the jurisdiction they will be operating in, as well as the county district attorney’s office, to 
cultivate good working relationships and promote transparency in relation to any criminal behavior 

discovered. 

 

Reporting Diversion, Theft, or Loss 

In compliance with all Pennsylvania state regulations, Vessel Life Science LLC shall report to the 
Department any adverse loss from their secure facility or any vehicle transporting medical marijuana to 
or from the secure facility immediately upon becoming aware, or within 24 hours of State or local law 

enforcement becoming aware, of the adverse loss of medical marijuana. An adverse loss of medical 

marijuana includes a loss, discrepancy in inventory, diversion, or theft of seeds, immature medical 

marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants or medical marijuana, funds, or other property of Vessel Life 
Science LLC. Authorizing personnel from Vessel Life Science LLC will be trained to immediately report to 
a manager any irregularities they find that might indicate loss, fraud, embezzlement, or any other illegal 

action or activities taken against Vessel Life Science LLC, its personnel, or its guests, or physical property. 
All personnel and contractors will sign agreements with Vessel Life Science LLC prior to being granted 

access to work at the secure facility advising they will report immediately any suspicious activity or 
irregularity to an authorizing manager at Vessel Life Science LLC or to the Tri West or partner Security 

Manager.  All such incidents shall be recorded in TheraCannSYSTEM using the Ticket Module.  The Ticket 
module is designed to record, resolve and document such incidents in order to ensure commitment to 

continual improvement as well as to provide an audit-trail of the event and document, in real time, the 
escalation path, response time and final resolution of this incident using the TheraCann Corrective 

Action Report (CAR) procedure and final documentation, notification procedure. 

Any personnel or contractor suspecting or having actual knowledge of an irregularity and not reporting 
it to an authorizing person at Vessel Life Science LLC or the Tri West or partner Security Manager may 

result in disciplinary action taken against them. Once a report is made with an authorizing person from 
Vessel Life Science or Tri West or partner Security Manager, quality assurance agents or authorizing 
onsite managers or Security will investigate the matter by conducting an inventory check, physical 
inventory reconciliation, and/or diversion inspection, as well as review all security system logs for the 

intrusion system to access control to video surveillance, and pull any related files or video for the report 

as required. 

 

Diversion Inspection Procedure 

If a discrepancy is found between the physical and electronic inventory system provided and operated 
by Vessel Life using TheraCannSYSTEM, during a random inventory discrepancy check or physical 

inventory reconciliation and the discrepancy was not due to error, diversion or theft will be suspected, 
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and procedures will be taken as per Vessel Life Science LLC diversion policies. Quality assurance 

personnel or authorizing mangers or Tri West or partner Security Manager will initiate a diversion 
inspection by using the electronic tracking system from TheraCann USA to retrace the time, location, 
and handler of the item or items that are missing or have discrepancies. The diversion inspection will be 

advised to all required and authorizing persons for Vessel Life Science LLC and the Tri West or partner 
Security Manager and that it is underway, but no other agents or managers will be alerted outside the 
required and authorizing parties. The authorizing personnel from Vessel Life Science LLC that is 
undertaking the investigation will then review the high definition video surveillance records and access 
control systems to identify any irregularities in personnel/contractors or medical marijuana product flow 

during the time of the suspected diversion.  A copy of that relevant segment of video will be stored as a 

.wav file to TheraCannSYSTEM’s Ticket entry for future audit and / or future training purposes. 

If any personnel or contractors working at the secure facility or for Vessel Life Science LLC is found 
responsible for an irregularity, disciplinary action will be taken against the individual(s) which may result 

in, but not limited to, employment or contract review, suspension of employment, termination of 
employment, and possibly legal action depending on the irregularity, situation, and findings of the 

investigation.  If the irregularity or activity discovered in the investigation is a minor incident as will be 

defined by authorizing person(s) at Vessel Life Science LLC, then the individual(s) may be retrained and 

reviewed for ongoing employment. The Pennsylvania Department and local law enforcement will be 
notified immediately if it is a criminal irregularity and all associated evidence will be recorded and 
documented, and/or secured/maintained and a chain of custody established if applicable for the 

investigation. If diversion or theft is found at the facility or thought the third party transportation 
company, it will be reported to the appropriate law enforcement and regulatory authorities within one 

day with all accompanying evidence of the activity being forwarded to the responding agents. The 
investigation will commence within 24 hours of when the discrepancy is found and take no longer than 

30 days to complete or advise a full update of current or ongoing actions. 

The diversion prevention plan(s) to be laid out and implemented by Vessel Life Science LLC will allow for 

all medical marijuana products, cash, and Vessel Life Science property to be tracked and monitored for 
any suspicious movements, thefts, or diversions that would require a full review and investigation. 

Through having highly trained authorizing onsite managers, Tri West or partner Security Manager and 
Officers, personnel and contractors, Vessel Life Science LLC will endeavor to have all team members’ 
work together to avoid and deter any diversion, theft, or other illicit or suspicious activities. By working 

with team members that have gone through in-depth training, the potential risk of a theft or diversion 
or suspicious activity occurring will be limited greatly. In addition to having industry leading diversion 
and theft detection programs in place, the facility and transport vehicles will all be equipped with state 
of the art security and monitoring systems that will directly assist in any investigation or will work to 

deter any suspicious/illicit/irregular activities.  

As per all Pennsylvania state regulations Vessel Life Science LLC has demonstrated in this document and 

above sections 10, 11, 12, and 16, on how they will work to have a world class facility in regards to 

security, to employing local resources and assets first and foremost, and ensure that their operation 

from a security standpoint only brings value to the commonwealth and community they will be 

operating in after post inspection.  
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• Sodium Lauryl Sulfate 

• Copper Octanoate 

• Kaolin 

• Potassium salts of fatty acids 

• Trichoderma Asperellum Strain ICC 012 

• Cinnamon Oil 

• Clove Oil 

• Bacillus Amyloliquefaciens Strain D747 

• Bacillus Pumilus Strain GHA 180 

• Bacillus Subtilis QST713 Strain 

• Bacillus Thuringiensis SSP. Aizawai 

PLEASE ALSO PROVIDE A DETAILED SUMMARY OF THE METHODS AND PROCEDURES THAT WILL BE USED FOR THE 

GROWING OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA AT THE PROPOSED GROWER/PROCESSOR FACILITY. FOR EXAMPLE: THE 

INCLUSION OF GROWING MEDIUMS OR HYDROPONICS, THE PHYSICAL CONDITION FOR MAINTAINING THE 

IMMATURE MEDICAL MARIJUANA PLANTS AND MEDICAL MARIJUANA PLANTS, NUTRIENT PRACTICE, PARTICULAR 

LIGHTING STRATEGIES, ETC. 

GROWING METHOD 

The growing technique for clones, vegetative plants and flowering plants will be AEROPONIC. This is the 

cleanest and most sterile growing system available, and one which uses considerably less nutrients and 
water than hydroponics or soil/coir growing methods. In this technique, air is the growing medium, 

meaning that there is nothing to dispose of at the end of the growing cycle other than fermented plant 
material and a dilute nutrient stream.  

The supplier of the aeroponic growing tubs will be AEssense. Two types of tubs will be used. AEtrium 2 
tubs will be used for cloning and vegging. AEtrium 4 tubs will be used in the flowering cycle. 

Mother plants will grow in coir or a similar soilless mix. 

 

LIGHTING METHOD 

• We will couple this green growing technology with the use of Light Emitting Diode (LED) lighting 
in the flowering cycle, instead of the usual High Pressure Sodium (HPS). Modern LED lights are as 
effective as HPS, but draw roughly half the power and create far less heat for HVAC systems to 

deal with – another saving of power and reduction of our carbon footprint. The light cycle will 

be 12 hours on and 12 hours off. 

• Plants in the vegetative state will also be lit with LED’s. The light cycle will be 18 hours on and 6 
hours off. 

• Clones will be illuminated with T5 fluorescent bulbs. The light cycle will be 18 hours on and 6 
hours off. 
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• Mother plants will be lit with Ceramic Metal Halide (CMH) bulbs. 

 

NUTRIENTS 

• Automated nutrient dosing in the AEtrium-4 (flowering cycle) is done by measuring Electrical 
Conductivity. The Guardian Software supplied by AEssense measures the current EC level and 

compares it to the Target EC defined in the grow plan. If the software decides that it needs to 
dose, it takes the difference between the actual and the target EC level and divides the 
difference based on the user defined ratio of nutrients. 

The AEtrium-4 system has been extensively tested using General Hydroponics Flora Series nutrients, and 
this is the plan going forward. These nutrients are fully soluble and will not precipitate over the pH range 

we will hold to (5.5 – 7). In principle, similar nutrients from other suppliers will also be suitable for use in 

the AEssense aeroponic tubs. Organic molecules will not be used, as they require an active biome to 

digest them and our goal is to maintain a perfectly sterile environment to produce the highest quality 
medicine. 

• Flora Series nutrients, or equivalent, will also be used in the AEtrium 2 tubs in the vegetative 
cycle. Automated dosing is generally not required – nutrient uptake is sufficiently slow at this 
growth stage that a one-time addition of fertilizer is all that is required. 

• Clones in the AEtrium 2 cloning tubs will be dipped in Clonex® Rooting Gel. Clonex® Rooting Gel 
contains a unique blend of hormones, anti-fungal agents, vitamins, and minerals in a stabilized 

gel base. The product is registered with the EPA and is approved for use on food crops and 
medical cannabis. 

• Mother plants in coir or a similar soilless mix will be automatically watered using the AEssence 

aeroponic systet, or equivalent. 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 

An environmental controller, from a supplier such as Argus or Priva, will be used to control temperature, 

humidity and CO2 levels. The controller will interface sensors and the HVAC system to maintain pre-set 
parameters. 

• Flowering rooms will be maintained at roughly 60 to 65 F at night (when under blackout), and 72 
to 80 F during the day when the lights are on. Supplemental CO2 will be pumped into the 
flowering rooms to a level of approximately 1000 ppm. CO2 is most effective at temperatures 

between 76 and 80 F. Relative humidity (RH) will be maintained at 40 to 60%. 

• Mothers will be maintained at an RH of 55 to 65% and a temperature of 73 to 82 F. 

• Clones will be maintained at an RH of 80 to 95%. Clones will be under a plastic cover to maintain 

these humidity levels. The cloning water temperature will be kept at 75 to 80 F, and the room 
air temperature will be approximately 70 F. 

• Vegetative plants will be maintained at an RH of 40 to 60% and a temperature of approximately 

70 F. 
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PROPAGATION 

Genetics will be brought into the facility via legal sources of both seeds and clones. Both will be 
developed into mother plants that can then be used to make additional clones. These clones will be 
transferred into AEtrium 2 tubs for rooting and vegging, then transferred into AEtrium 4 tubs for 

flowering. 

Going forward, mother plants will be maintained as a source of clones. At intervals of 6 months to 1 
year, mother plants will be replaced by other mother’s grown from seeds or imported into the facility as 
clones. This strategy will ensure continued vigor in the grow rooms. We will also bring in new genetics 
when needed, allowing us to fine tune our offerings in response to patient needs. 

We are also designing the facility to accommodate a future tissue culture propagation lab. Tissue culture 

propagation is a technique whereby a small piece of genetic material called an explant is harvested from 
a mother plant and propagated in an agar-based growth media. This results in the production of a 

plantlet without roots that can then be used as a source of additional explants. When sufficient plantlets 
have been grown, they can be transferred to a rooting medium and then grown as a normal clone. 
Advantages of this technique are that each clone is identical in size and will therefore develop the 

identical characteristics of its neighbor. The technique is also totally aseptic, meaning that each clone 

produced is free of viruses or other pathogens. Finally, tissue culture propagation eliminates the need to 

grow large bushy mother plants, saving labour, time, water, nutrients, media and electricity. 
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• Automated nutrient dosing in the AEtrium-4 (flowering cycle) is done by measuring Electrical 

Conductivity. The Guardian Software supplied by AEssense measures the current EC level and 
compares it to the Target EC defined in the grow plan. If the software decides that it needs to 

dose, it takes the difference between the actual and the target EC level and divides the 

difference based on the user defined ratio of nutrients. 

The AEtrium-4 system has been extensively tested using General Hydroponics Flora Series nutrients, and 
this is the plan going forward. These nutrients are fully soluble and will not precipitate over the pH range 

we will hold to (5.5 – 7). In principle, similar nutrients from other suppliers will also be suitable for use in 
the AEssense aeroponic tubs. Organic molecules will not be used, as they require an active biome to 
digest them and our goal is to maintain a perfectly sterile environment to produce the highest quality 
medicine. 

• Flora Series nutrients, or equivalent, will also be used in the AEtrium 2 tubs in the vegetative 

cycle. Automated dosing is generally not required – nutrient uptake is sufficiently slow at this 
growth stage that a one-time addition of fertilizer is all that is required. 

• Clones in the AEtrium 2 cloning tubs will be dipped in Clonex® Rooting Gel. Clonex® Rooting Gel 
contains a unique blend of hormones, anti-fungal agents, vitamins, and minerals in a stabilized 
gel base. The product is registered with the EPA and is approved for use on food crops and 

medical cannabis. The alternative to Clonex® is IBA (Indole-3-Butyric Acid). Both products 

encourage root development. IBA will be used if the state objects to the use of Clonex®. 

• Mother plants in coir or a similar soilless mix will be automatically watered using AEssence 
aeroponic system, or equivalent. 

• Where required, pH will be adjusted downward with a mixture of citric acid, phosphoric acid and 

monoammonium phosphate (buffer salt). pH will be adjusted upward where required with a 

mixture of potassium carbonate and potassium silicate. 

 

Nutrients will primarily contain Nitrogen, Potassium, Phosphorus, Calcium and Magnesium. Other 

micronutrients will also be present.  

 

 

ml/gal

Week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Growth 

Stage
Seedling

Early 

Growth

Late 

Growth

Transitio

n

Early 

Bloom

Early 

Bloom

Mid 

Bloom

Mid 

Bloom

Mid 

Bloom

Late 

Bloom
Ripen Flush

ppm 

Range
350-400

1050-

1350

950-

1400

900-

1300

1000-

1400

950-

1350

1000-

1400

1000-

1400

1050-

1400

1000-

1300

750-

1150
0-50

Micro 2.5 7.5 10 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 5 0

Gro 2.5 10 10 7.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 0 0 0 0

Bloom 2.5 2.5 5 7.5 10 10 12.5 12.5 15 15 15 0

CalMag 0 2.5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 2.5 0 0
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Section 19 – Processing and Extraction 

PLEASE DESCRIBE THE TECHNOLOGIES, METHODS, AND TYPES OF EQUIPMENT YOU WILL EMPLOY TO EXTRACT THE CRITICAL 

COMPOUNDS FROM MEDICAL MARIJUANA PLANTS TO PRODUCE THE MEDICAL MARIJUANA AND MEDICAL MARIJUANA 

PRODUCTS, AND THE TYPES OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA PRODUCTS THAT WILL BE PRODUCED: 

TECHNOLOGIES, METHODS AND EQUIPMENT 

We intend on taking a phased-in approach to acquiring extraction equipment. There are 3 Phases to our 

plan:  

Phase 1 

• Rosin Press. The technology involves subjecting dried flower and sugar leaf to high pressure (~ 

20 tons) with mild heating. Cannabinoids, terpenes and plant oils are forced out of the flower 

and collect on parchment paper. The material is then cooled until it becomes brittle and can be 

cracked off the paper. 

Approximately 30 grams of dried flower can be processed with a single pressing that takes 

approximately 5 minutes, including the time taken to load the dry flower into a porous pressing bag, the 
pressing itself, and the freezing step to remove rosin from the parchment. A rosin press can also use 

material from a cold water extraction. 

There are multiple suppliers of rosin press equipment. Across International and Sasquatch both make 
products that are suited to this application. 

• Cold Water Extraction. This technology uses ice water in a pail to chill flower and sugar leaf, and 
agitation to knock the brittle trichomes off the plant matter. Trichomes are heavier than the rest 
of the cannabis plant, and so fall to the bottom of the pail. The pail is lined with bags that have 

nylon mesh at the bottom. The first bag has a 250µm mesh screen through which trichomes can 
pass. This separates the trichomes from the rest of the plant. Trichomes may be further refined 

and purified by passing through a series of mesh screens until the most desirable and purest 

fractions are isolated.   

Approximately 2.25 lbs of plant material can be processed in a 20 gallon extractor. Processing time is 
approximately 20 minutes, after which the material must be strained and dried.  

The equipment consists of 4 to 8, 20 gallon capacity nylon bags with a mesh bottom. An agitator, 

resembling a small washing machine with a timer, jostles the cannabis and knocks off the trichomes. The 

primary vendor for bags and agitators is Fresh Headies. Waste water is drained into a Bokashi 

ppm (NaCl)

Week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Growth 

Stage
Seedling

Early 

Growth

Late 

Growth

Transitio

n

Early 

Bloom

Early 

Bloom

Mid 

Bloom

Mid 

Bloom

Mid 

Bloom

Late 

Bloom
Ripen Flush

Total ppm 330 1040 1390 1250 1160 1150 1210 1220 1180 1010 710 0

Micro 160 490 630 490 500 490 490 500 490 490 330 0

Gro 100 340 320 250 90 90 80 90 0 0 0 0

Bloom 70 70 150 200 250 250 340 320 380 370 380 0

CalMag 0 140 290 310 320 320 300 290 290 150 0 0
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fermentation barrel for eventual anaerobic fermentation. This destroys all trace cannabinoids prior to 

disposal. An ice making machine is required, as is a forced air drying oven to remove water from the 
trichomes. 

• Direct Oil Extraction. This technology takes flower and sugar leaf, or wet left-over material from 

a Cold Water Extraction, and extracts cannabinoids, terpenes and plant fats using heated oil. 
Neither a Rosin Press nor Cold Water Extraction give 100% yields. Direct Oil Extraction is a 
secondary extraction that will be primarily used to ensure that all useful material is extracted 

from the plant prior to disposal. 

Extraction equipment consists of a glass pot, an overhead stirrer and a digital heating element. After the 
extraction is complete, the material is decanted to separate the oil from any water that may be in the 
bottom of the vessel, then vacuum filtered to remove residual plant material. A separatory funnel may 

be employed to ensure complete phase separation. 

All of these methods produce a product that is high in cannabinoids and terpenes. They are relatively 

low-tech, and produce an extract that is pure and solvent-free. Rosin Press and Cold Water Extraction 
produce extracts that can be made into a wide variety of different products, while Direct Oil Extraction 
produces a product that is suitable for use in tinctures and hard capsules. 

General lab equipment will consist of one or more calibrated laboratory balances, standard laboratory 

glassware (Eg. Beakers, volumetric flasks, graduated cylinders), an eye wash, a safety shower and a fully 

equipped first aid kit. 

 

Phase 2 

Phase 2 adds a winterizing step. Winterizing refers to the process of purifying an extract by dissolving it 
in pure organic ethanol, then chilling the solution to -112 F for a period of one hour or more. Materials 

such as waxes and plant fats are not soluble in ethanol at this temperature, and so precipitate. The 

liquid is then filtered and the undesirable precipitated material collected on a filter paper. The filtrate is 
then collected and the ethanol evaporated in a closed system for reuse.  

Winterizing produces an extract that has greater storage stability, and is suitable for use in a wider 
variety of products, Eg. Vaporizers, nebulizers and puffers. 

Equipment consists of a freezer chest capable of reaching -112 F, a vacuum filtration set-up, a rotary 

evaporator for evaporation and collection of ethanol, and a fume hood in which to operate the vacuum 
filtration unit and rotary evaporator safely.  

 

Phase 3 

Phase 3 adds a supercritical CO2 extractor and a short path thin film distillation unit. 

• Supercritical CO2 extraction is a process wherein CO2 is compressed to at least 74 atmospheres 
and heated to at least 88 F. Under these conditions, CO2 exists in a supercritical phase, a state in 

which it behaves as both a liquid and as a gas. By way of explanation, liquids have solvating 
power, where gases do not. On the other hand, gases have negligible surface tension and can 
rapidly diffuse into very small spaces, whereas the kinetics of liquid permeation are much 
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slower. The supercritical state therefor combines the solvent power of a liquid with the rapid 

diffusion rate of a gas. The result is an efficient extraction that leaves behind no residual solvent. 

A properly engineered CO2 extractor is capable of reasonable separation of cannabinoids, terpenes and 
waxes. Each of these components has value to the formulator, and can be utilized to produce a variety 

of medical grade products. 

The equipment consists of a pressure vessel that is CRN rated to 3,000 psi, a liquid CO2 dewar, a heater 
and a control interface. The supplier of the equipment will be Vitalis.  

• A short path thin film distillation unit will serve to purify winterized extracts derived from the 
Rosin Press, Cold Water Extraction and supercritical CO2 extraction processes. Short path thin 
film distillation is a technology designed to purify high boiling extracts such as THC, CBD and 
other cannabinoids. The process utilizes a vacuum to lower the boiling point of the cannabinoids 

we wish to isolate from residual waxes and terpenes. A wiper creates a thin film of extract that 

increases the surface area available for a phase change from liquid to gas.  

The purpose of creating a pure cannabinoid distillate is to remove flavor elements that are particularly 
noticeable if present in vape pens, beverages or any other delivery system where the organoleptic 
qualities of the product are paramount. Distilling an extract further adds to its stability, and completes 

the wax removal process. It is a step beyond winterizing that further concentrates the cannabinoids by 

removing terpenes and waxes. 

 

TYPES OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA PRODUCTS THAT WILL BE PRODUCED 

Vessel Life Sciences is committed to producing the medicines and delivery systems that will be of 
greatest benefit to the citizens of Pennsylvania. Our scientific and medical team members will be 
conducting research into best practices for producing the following:  

• Tinctures. Tinctures will contain approximately 30 mg/mL of cannabinoids in Medium Chain 

Trigliceride (MCT) oil. Tinctures are easy to titrate, and provide relatively rapid relief of pain and 
inflammation.  

• Topicals. These are creams and salves that are intended for external use only. Topicals are used 

to provide local pain relief.  

• Transdermal Patches. These are applied to the skin and release cannabinoids into the 
bloodstream over time. They are used for local pain relief, and well as for the relief of 

inflammation throughout the body. 

• Pills. These will be two part caplets filled with infused oils (coconut or MCT). Dosage will be 
limited to 10 mg of cannabinoids. 

• Beverages. As with pills, each beverage will contain a maximum of 10 mg of cannabinoids. As 
cannabinoids are not soluble in water, beverages will be infused with a concentrated nano-
emulsion. The emulsion will be created using food-safe products, such as guar gum and lecithin 
derived from sunflowers. 

• Vape Pens. These will be produced using distillate. Viscosity reduction will be accomplished 
using food grade materials approved for vaping. Materials under consideration are glycerin and 
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propylene glycol. We may also wish to produce a product that contains only cannabinoids and 

terpenes.  

• Nebulizers/Atomizers. This technology converts a controllable dose of cannabinoids into a fine 

mist, which is then inhaled by the patient. We are most interested in exploring Vibrating Mesh 

Technology (VMT). 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON PROCESSING AND EXTRACTION PLEASE REFER TO: 

VESSEL LIFE SCIENCE LLC_03172017_GROWER - PROCESSER_ATTACHMENT P  
 

Section 20 – Sanitation and Safety 
PLEASE PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF THE INTENDED SANITATION AND SAFETY MEASURES TO BE IMPLEMENTED AT YOUR 

PROPOSED FACILITY AND SITE. THESE MEASURES SHOULD COVER, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO, THE FOLLOWING: A WRITTEN 

PROCESS FOR CONTAMINATION PREVENTION, PEST PROTECTION PROCEDURES, MEDICAL MARIJUANA HANDLER 

RESTRICTIONS, HAND-WASHING FACILITIES, AND INSPECTION SCHEDULES TO ENSURE THE ACCURACY OF OPERATIONAL 

EQUIPMENT. 

 

Please limit your response to no more than 5,000 words. 

 

At Vessel Life Science it is imperative that we keep the facility as clean as possible to in order to produce 

a high quality medication that lives up to our superior brand standards. To achieve this, we have 

implemented a number of strict policies and protocols that all individuals must follow while on the 

premises. Each of these procedures is further outlined in the corresponding SOP’s, all of which have 

been programmed into TheraCannSYSTEM to ensure that they are being consistently followed. This 

same type of disciplined approach extends to our employees, or any visitors, safety.  

The QAM is responsible for ensuring that the procedures for sanitation, general maintenance, and the 

safe operation of the facility and related supplies, sundry items and chemicals related to the day to day 

operations are adhered to. 

The procedures are applicable to the entire premises and equally to all contractors and operations staff. 

Anyone entering the facility will be required to go through the security protocols defined within the 

appropriate section of this application, as well as decontamination procedures to eliminate any 

potential contaminants from getting tracked in. Staff will be required to change their clothing in the 

appropriate areas, wearing uniforms that have be cleaned by a third-party service utilized to ensure that 

all hazardous materials, pests, and pathogens have been eliminated. The air filtration installed at the 

facility is a proprietary technology called TheraCannAIR that destroys, not just captures, mold spores, 

insects, foreign matter, and significantly reduces odors. With performance efficiency at 99.9% with first 

pass destruction for bacteria and viruses, there is nothing else like it on the market. It Converts VOCs to 

(CO2) and (H20) with every pass through PCO Elements. TheraCannAIR is CSA rated for continuous 

operation under applicable UL and CSA standards, BSMI. The core is made of powerful UVGI chambers 

and patented photocatalytic elements designed to destroy virtually all airborne pathogens. 
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Vessel Life Science has made a commitment to do everything within their power to create a pesticide 

free medicine and they take the same approach regarding cleaning materials, sanitizing agents, and 

other solvents used on the premises. Research has shown that overuse of pesticides can lead to pest 

resistance and cause further issues that can spread to other facilities, business, and even residential 

homes. Any of the aforementioned products that may be toxic will be approved for use on medical 

marijuana plants by the department of agriculture and will be properly labeled and stored within a safe 

location away from the medication or preparation areas and its access secured with mandatory records 

of use.  

GENERAL RULES AND GMP REQUIREMENTS: 

Grooming: 

• Arrive at work clean – clean hair, rushed teeth, bathed and deodorized.  

• All staff must wear their Company identification card. 

• Visitors must display a visitor’s badge. 

• At a minimum, company scrubs and protective glasses or approved eye ware must be worn on 
the floor.  

• Additional protective attire may be required in Medicinal Marijuana Zones depending on the 
work in progress. Specific attire requirements will be posted on the door entering these zones 
when additional precautions are appropriate. 

• Maintain short, clean, and polish-free fingernails. No artificial nails are permitted.  

• Wash hands (including under fingernails) and up to forearms vigorously and thoroughly with 
soap and warm water for a minimum of 20 seconds:  
• When entering the facility before work begins.  

• Immediately before preparing Medicinal Marijuana or handling equipment.  

• As often as necessary during Medicinal Marijuana preparation when contamination occurs.  

• In the restroom after toilet use and when returning to work station.  

• When switching between working with raw inventory Medicinal Marijuana and working with 

produced inventory Medicinal Marijuana.  

• After touching face, nose, hair, or any other body part, and after sneezing or  

coughing.  

• After cleaning duties.  

• Between each task performed and before wearing disposable gloves.  

• After smoking, eating, or drinking.  

• Any other time an unsanitary task has been performed – e.g., removing garbage, handling 

cleaning chemicals, wiping tables, picking up dropped Medicinal Marijuana items, etc.  

• Wash hands only in hand sinks designed for that purpose.  

• Dry hands with single use towels. Turn off faucets in a sanitary fashion using a paper towel, in 
order to prevent re-contamination of clean hands. 
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Proper Attire: 

1. Wear appropriate clothing – clean uniform with sleeves and clean non-skid, closed-toed 
work shoes (or leather tennis shoes) that are comfortable for standing and working on 
floors that can be slippery. 

2. Wear facility-issued apron on site.  
3. Do not wear apron to and from work.  
4. Remove apron before using the restroom.  
5. Change apron if it becomes soiled or stained.  
6. Wear disposable food grade gloves if hands have any cuts, sores, rashes, or lesions.  
7. Wear food grade gloves when handling ready-to-eat Medicinal Marijuana that shall not 

be heat-treated again. Gloves shall be worn when serving Medicinal Marijuana. 
8. Change disposable food grade gloves as often as hand washing is required. Wash 

hands before donning and after discarding gloves.  
 

Hair Restraints and jewelry: 

1. Wear a hair net or bonnet in any Medicinal Marijuana production area so that all hair is 
completely covered.  
 

2. Keep beards and mustaches neat and trimmed. Beard restraints are required in any 
Medicinal Marijuana production area.  
 

3. Refrain from wearing jewelry in the Medicinal Marijuana production area.: 
 

4. Only a plain wedding band and a watch are permitted.  

5. No necklaces, bracelets, or dangling jewelry are permitted.  

6. No earrings or piercings that can be removed are permitted.  

Illness: 

1. Report any flu-like symptoms, diarrhea, and/or vomiting to the unit supervisor. 
 

2. Employees with these symptoms shall be sent home with the exception of symptoms 
from a noninfectious condition; employees could be re-assigned to activities so that 
there is no risk of transmitting a disease through Medicinal Marijuana. 
 

3. Instances of Norovirus, Hepatitis A, Salmonella, Typhi, Shigella, or Shiga Toxin-
producing Escherichia Coli shall be reported to the unit supervisor.  
 

4. Exclude the Medicinal Marijuana employee if diagnosed with an infection from Norovirus, 
Hepatitis A, Salmonella Typhi, Shigella, or Shiga Toxin-producing Escherichia Coli. 

 

Cuts, Abrasions, and Burns: 

1. Bandage any cut, abrasion, or burn that has broken the skin.  
2. Cover bandages on hands with gloves or finger cots, and change as appropriate.  
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3. Inform Quality Assurance Manager of all wounds.  
 
Smoking, eating, and gum chewing: 

1. Smoke only in designated areas. No smoking or chewing of tobacco shall occur inside 
production facilities.  

2. Eat and drink in designated areas only. A closed beverage container may be used in the 
production area.  

3. Refrain from chewing gum or eating candy during work in a Medicinal Marijuana 
production area. 

 

The Quality Assurance Manager shall:  

 

1. Ensure all employees are following proper hygiene requirements when they report to 
work as per auto-work-flow check sheet issued by TheraCannSYSTEM. 

2. Non-conformance to this SOP to be followed by Quality Assurance Manager up using 
the TheraCannSYSTEM Trouble Ticket Module as necessary. 
 

TRAINING REQUIREMENTS: Read, understand and demonstrate proficiency training (PT) as indicated in  

TheraCannSYSTEM User Profile Record. 

 

RELATED REQUIREMENTS: Read, understand and be familiar with the following related documents: 

1. SOP5100 Hygiene Seed/Mother Room 

2. SOP5200 Hygiene Vegetative/Flower Room 

3. SOP5300 Hygiene Harvest/Cure Room 

4. SOP5400 Hygiene Lab Analysis Room 

5. SOP5500 Hygiene Packaging/Label Room 

6. SOP5600 Process Storage Room 

7. QAPSOP0100 Confirming and Verification of processing, packaging, analyzing, or labelling & 
Maintenance Tasks 

8. SOP0001 Clean Premise 

9. SOP0002 Clean Equipment 

10. SOP0003 Handling Processing 

11. SOP0004 Handling Storage 

12. SOP0006 Health Safety 

 

AUTO-GENERATED WORKFLOW(S) REQUIRED TO RECORD LOG:  

1. WKFL0001: Assign Authorized User, Project Task, Record Date/Time Completed 

2. QAP0001: Assign Authorized User, Inspection Log, Record Date/Time Completed 
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3. CAR0001: Description of Trouble Ticket auto-generated and emailed to QAP 

 

HYGIENE PROCEDURE AND MATERIALS REQUIRED BY ZONE: 

The Medicinal Marijuana Life Cycle will govern where it is located, which determines the ACMPR Zone it 

will reside in.  This will determine the specific Hygiene requirements with the Licensed Location.  The 

image below is a Colour Representation of the Zones that designate rooms or area's within the Licensed 

Location that and Assigned User may be required to perform “Project 

Tasks”: 

 

1. As each Zone may require specific Hygiene requirements (such as 
clothing and protective ware) that better defines the GMP list 
above,  individual SOP's for each Zone have been developed to 
provide step-by-step guidance and instructions: 

 

 

ASSIGNED USER FREQUENCY OF HYGIENE COMPLIANCE:  

 

 

 

HYGIENE PROCEDURE:  

 

1. At the commencement of each working day, each Assigned User who will be working within an 
ACMPR Zone shall receive an email auto-Generated by TheraCannSYSTEM requesting that they 
review a list of Hygienic items (list provided above) and to affirm their Daily Compliance: 

Additional zones will be placed in 

actual facility. 
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2. The assigned User can then proceed to open the Project Task either by clicking directly on the 

link found in the email or proceeding directly to the Project (e.g., “P10027 Adam Pasle Daily 
Hygiene Confirmation ”) to open a Project Task from the Project Module directly: 

 
3. To open a Project Task simply click on the link below the “Task Name” header: 
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4. The clock will then begin to record time spent on this Task until you hit the “Stop Button”: 

 
Clean all Glass Surfaces Procedure:  
Spray windows and glass surfaces with water, or the listed Cleaning Agent assigned by the QAP and as 
recorded in TheraCannSYSTEM. 
Clean the surface with the tool assigned by the QAP (e.g., squeegee, cloth, etc.) and as recorded in  
TheraCannSYSTEM  
Using a squeegee, pull it down along the surface from top to bottom.  Ensure that each stroke slightly 
overlapped in order to remove all water or cleaning solution.   
Ensure that the dirty cleaning solution is routed into the proper waste system. 
Using a lint free duster, buff the glass surface so as to leave the entire surface polished. 
 
Clean all Tools and Implements Procedure:   
 
If a 3-compartment sink is used, setup and use the sink in the following manner:   
In the first compartment, wash tools with a clean detergent solution that is at or above 43 oC (110  oF) or 
at the temperature specified by the detergent manufacturer. 
In the second compartment, rinse tools with clean water. 
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In the third compartment, sanitize tools with a sanitizing solution mixed at a concentration specified on 
the manufacturer’s label or by immersing in hot water at or above 77 oC (171 oF) for 30 seconds.  Test 
the chemical sanitizer concentration by using an appropriate test kit.   
 

Chairs and Stools Procedure: 
 
Furniture in the Storage Room  is to be dusted, and all the upholstery cleaned using Cleaning Agent 
assigned by the QAP and as recorded in  TheraCannSYSTEM. 
Using a clean cloth, apply cleaner as provided by QAP to wipe down each piece of furniture separately, 
do not use same cloth for other pieces of furniture 
. 
Sink and Drain Procedure (with or without catch-screen): 
Sinks and drains in the floor or elsewhere must be cleaned using the appropriate cleaner assigned by 
the QAP and as provided to Authorized User by  TheraCannSYSTEM.   
If catch-screen is installed, remove and dispose of foreign materials and place them in the proper 
waste receptacle.  
Note: Alert QA/QC staff or direct supervisor if there are large amounts of product in the catch-screens. 
Pour cleaner or spray directly around the drains, into the drains, and into the sinks as prescribed by 
the Instruction label found on the QAP approved cleaning supply. 
 
Using a clean glass beaker fill with 100 ml of DI water and place Tap head into water about 5mm below 
surface for 2 minutes. If water level has dropped below 100 ml the back flow valve is faulty and requires 
maintenance.  In the event of this incident, alert the QA/QC staff or direct supervisor, who will open a 
Trouble Ticket identifying the Tap and the issue observed.  
 
Clear all trash bins Procedure:  
 
Remove garbage from waste bins and clean them if required. 
If the QAP has instructed the sorting of recyclables from trash items, and if recyclables have been placed 
in the waste bin, separate the recyclable items from the trash and place them in separate bins. 
Note: Ensure that proper safety measures are taken while sorting recyclables from trash, to avoid the 
possibility of injury due to sharps, or contact with hazardous materials within the waste bin.  
If any non-Medicinal Marijuana related debris or trash is found in the  Zone area, immediately remove it 
and deposit it in a designated trash bin. 
If any substantial amounts (i.e., of a mass deemed substantial by the QAP) of Medicinal Marijuana 
related debris or trash is found in the MMPR Zone area prior to cleaning floors, flat surfaces, walls, roof 
or any other surface area, alert QA/QC staff or direct supervisor to proceed with the following, unless 
certified to complete this task: 
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Log-in to TheraCannSYSTEM and go to “Products” Module: 
 
 
Create a New Product called “MM Debris,” select Product Category “Debris Inventory,” select the room 
and if applicable, the Row Number that the debris was found in, as well as the associated Growth Stage. 
 
Retrieve a designated Medicinal Marijuana Debris Bag, weigh the empty bag using a calibrated weigh 
balance, and record the mass in the “Tare Weight in grams” field, as well as the assigned Barcode 
Number on the bag. 
 
Fill the bag and re-weigh it on the same balance.  Record the new mass in the “Gross Weight in grams” 
field.  The “”Product Weight in Grams Field” shall now be auto-populated.  Confirm that this value is 
equal to the Tare weight minus the Gross Weight values. 
 

When completed your TheraCannSYSTEM Report shall then look like this: 

Record the Product Number onto the MM Debris Bag and move it to the designated MM Debris Security 
Area for storage until further processing as per SOP0004 Storage. 
Daily Stocking of Soap, Glove, Eye Ware and Cleaning Liquid Dispenser:  
Check Soap Dispenser(s) and ensure it is full. 
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Check Glove Dispenser(s) and ensure it is full. 
Check Eye Ware Dispenser(s) and ensure it is full. 
Check Cleaning Liquid Dispenser(s) and ensure it is full. 
Daily Cleaning SystemSURE Plus Test Task: 
Refer to SystemSURE Plus operators Manual to perform test 
Record result of test in the "Comments Information" section found at bottom of Project Task assigning 
this task to be performed. 
 
QAP CONFIRMATION & VERIFICATION OF ASSIGNED USER STORAGE:  
The QAP is required to conduct scheduled Storage Room inspection for each item as per outlined below.  
This shall then be recorded directly in the QAP's Daily Check List & Project Task List. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vessel Life Pest Control Summary 

Vessel Life Science, LLC (hereafter Vessel Life) will employ the services of a 3rd Party Pest Control 
Organization to provide Commercial Pest Control Services to the Bristol Township 1526 Grundy’s Lane 
location. Vessel Life has contacted the Organization Orkin Commercial Pest Control and has been 
notified that their Location at 100 Henderson Drive Suite 103 in Sharon Hill PA 19079 can provide the 
appropriate services.  

Orkin or another Certified Commercial Pest Control Organization will be contracted to provide services 
that will adhere to the standard in regards to production at the Vessel Life Science, LLC 1526 Grundy’s 
Lane location. 
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The Contracted Service Provider will adhere to the provisions required for entry to the facility location. 
All security measures required will be adhered to during their service visits, audits, etc. No access will be 
provided to the service provider to restricted areas. The service provider will be escorted at all times by 
security personnel employed by Vessel Life working in a dedicated position at the Grundy’s Lane 
Location. 

Pest control services required for restricted areas will be monitored by trained personnel holding 
employment with Vessel Life and working in a position at the Grundy's Lane location.  

The service provider will sign a visitor log and wear a visitor identification badge that is visible to others 
at all times while on the site and within the facility. The service provider will present government-issued 
identification that contains a photo prior to gaining access to the site and facility to verify the service 
provider's identity.  

 

Section 21 – Quality Control and Testing for Potential Contamination 

By checking “Yes,” you affirm that quality control measures and testing efforts must be 

in place to track active ingredients (THC and CBD) and potential contamination of 

medical marijuana products. 

  ☒ 
Yes 

☐ 
  No 

 

Section 22 – Recordkeeping 

PLEASE PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF THE RECORDKEEPING PLAN THAT WILL BE IN PLACE AT YOUR PROPOSED FACILITY AND 

SITE. THE PLAN SHOULD COVER, BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO, THE FOLLOWING: A SYSTEM FOR MONITORING, RECORDING, 
AND REGULATING TEMPERATURE, HUMIDITY, VENTILATION, WATER SUPPLY, AND LIGHTING THAT AFFECTS THE GROWTH 

OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA PLANTS, AN EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE LOG, AND RECORDS OF INVENTORY AND ALL 

TRANSACTIONS. 

 

 

Detailed Description of Proposed Record-Keeping Methods 

Vessel Life Sciences LLC (hereafter referred to as “Vessel Life” or as the “Applicant” or as the “Licensed 
Producer”) has committed to provide a system to manage all record-keeping requirements of the 
Medical Marijuana Organization Permit (Hereinafter the “MMOP”). 

TheraCannSYSTEM will provide controlled access to single source electronic documents that are at the 
core of its electronic file system. Non-electronic paper based documents are discouraged as it is 
recognized that printed hard copy records are effectively “uncontrolled” and likely to be outdated when 
relied upon. When paper based documents are received, they are scanned into the document 
management system and stored in a relational database for easy access and retrieval via a secure 
connection using a common Web browser. 

TheraCannSYSTEM record keeping system is designed to securely store and preserve the integrity of each 
electronic “document” in TheraCannSYSTEM by providing full audit, trace-ability and controls over access, 
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viewing, edit and deleting capabilities. Printed documents, although supported by TheraCannSYSTEMare 
discouraged from usage. In the unlikely event that an Electronic Document is printed, TheraCannSYSTEM 
identifies it with the following Notice: 

As an experienced and knowledgeable manager of SQF and ISO 17025(2005) compliant SOP's, Theracann 
USA is also able to provide guidance and direction to Vessel Life in relation to on-site Analysis and Quality 
Control of Vessel Life’s pre-harvest, post-harvest (dry Marijuana and Marijuana derivatives) and pre-sale 
(post-harvest & storage) activities under the MMOP. This Service includes assistance with site selection, 
laboratory plan, design, implementation and training.   

In terms of the MMOP “RECORD KEEPING BY LICENSED PRODUCERS,” TheraCannSYSTEM has been 
designed to include these specific features. 

1. auto-generation of daily, weekly, monthly and on a per event basis for a Clean Premise, Clean 
Equipment, Handling Processing, Handling Storage, Health Hygiene and Health Safety, 
Complaint, and Recall Project Tasks; 

2. authorized User records of completion of daily, weekly, monthly and on a per event basis for a 
Clean Premise, Clean Equipment, Handling Processing, Handling Storage, Health Hygiene and 
Health Safety, Complaint, and Recall Project Tasks; 

3. record of Quality Assurance Person (QAP) confirmation of Authorized User proper completion of 
daily, weekly, monthly, and on per event basis for a Clean Premise, Clean Equipment, Handling 
Processing, Handling Storage, Health Hygiene and Health Safety, Complaint and Recall Project 
Tasks; 

4. implementation of Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point (HACCP), Sanitary Standard 
Operating Procedure (SSOP), and other related Safe Quality Food (SQF) related Standard 
Operating Procedures; 

5. implementation of ISO 17025(2005) compliant Methods and Standard Operating Procedures 
(SOPs) for the analysis, record-keeping, confirmation and reporting of quality assurance data 
relating to the biological and chemical analysis requirements of the MMOP in compliance with 
the European Pharmacopoeia, including: 

a) the use of any insecticide or pesticide used during crop production; 

b) air quality analysis during crop production to measure in air non-viable mold spores; 

c) water quality analysis during crop production to measure for biological pathogens such as E-
coli and Salmonella; 

d) analysis during crop production to measure crop health including the presence of biological 
pathogens such as E-coli and Salmonella and heavy metals such as Chromium III and VI; and 

e) crop quality analysis to determine the % of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol and Cannabidiol; 

6. management of the entire life cycle of the Medicinal Marijuana crop, including: 
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a) the receipt and weight of Marijuana seeds received for crop growing; 

b) the viability of the received seeds to accurately estimate crop production; 

c) identification of each crop by unique Lot Number (each batch); 

d) the wet weight of the crop at time of harvest; 

e) the dry weight of crop at time of drying; 

f) identification of each produced product of the raw inventory product by unique Product 
Number; 

g) assignment of each unique product # and batch # to all Quotes, Sales Orders and Invoices; 
and 

h) sales order, payment record, Client Label, transportation courier, proof of delivery; 

7. registration of a Client, Individual Responsible for Client, or Health Care Practitioner; 

8. registration of Medical Document including daily dosage, maximum quantity and expiration 
date; 

9. client feedback including Return of Product and adjustment of Client maximum quantity, and/or 
Adverse Reactions; 

10. trouble tickets for all related matters that may impact the Quality and/or Integrity of 
TheraCannSYSTEM in recording the above; 

11. Corrective Action Reports (CARs) in reviewing, confirming and providing a solution to trouble 
tickets above; 

12. reconciliation of wet to dry crop Lot Number inventory; 

13. reconciliation of dry crop to packaged product inventory; 

14. reconciliation of product inventory to shipped inventory; 

15. reconciliation of shipped inventory to accounting sales orders; 

16. reconciliation of sales orders to Client payments; 

17. access to restricted areas by Users by date, time and purpose for being in area; 

18. cancellation of Medical Document and outstanding Orders; 

19. recording complaints and corrective action report; 

20. recording recall and interim and final reports to Minister of Health; and 
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21. providing full notice and audit tracking reports as well as remote access to Health Canada to 
review status of operation and management of Complaints and Recalls. 

At the core of TheraCannSYSTEM is Information Security and Information Integrity, as described 
further below: 

B) Record Keeping of Security 

In addition to the Security software designed specifically for Vessel Life, as described in Part D Section 10, 
Vessel Life will rely on the advanced features of TheraCannSYSTEM. 

TheraCannSYSTEM utilizes an Ubuntu Dual Quad Core servers, MySQL database, Apache server, and PHP 
web code to provide secure log-in for all Authorized Users of TheraCannSYSTEM.  TheraCannSYSTEMm 
servers are comprised of a separate and dedicated FireWall server, a Web Application Server dedicated 
to TheraCannSYSTEM, a Back-up server dedicated to backing up TheraCannSYSTEM and a PBX Telephone 
server dedicated to recording incoming and outgoing calls from the server.  These servers are not shared, 
rather dedicated for the sole use of the Licensed Producer. 

User access and authority to use TheraCannSYSTEM is predetermined by Roles, Profiles and Groups. 
Only the system Administrator has access to the entire  TheraCannSYSTEM modules and only the 
TheraCannSYSTEM Administrator can assign User Access Levels. 

C) Description of User Access/Profiles 

1. “Users” are “Authorized” personnel (hereinafter “Authorized Users” of the Licensed Producer 
who are permitted to conduct activities at the Licensed Location“. 

“Authorized Users” are assigned “Roles” that mirror the hierarchy within the Licensed Producers 
Organization. 

“Roles” are assigned “Profiles” that determine what level of access to TheraCannSYSTEM the Authorized 
User is to have. 

 TheraCannSYSTEM comes pre-configured with the following Roles, including a dedicated Role for a 
Government “Regulator Auditor”: 

Profiles are auto-configured at set-up for the Licensed Producer but can be further configured to individual 
Licensed Producer Requirements.  Profiles can then be combined in “Groups” for further ease of use when 
adding new Authorized Users to TheraCannSYSTEM. 

Access to all Modules and all fields of TheraCannSYSTEM are based on permission to use 
TheraCannSYSTEM Modules and within each Module to have the right to “View”, “Edit” or “Delete” 
records within each Module. 

PLEASE NOTE: Records removed using the “Delete” function simply mean that such records have been 
removed to the “archive” folder and therefore shall remain on the server for future audit. For the sake of 
clarity, all records, whether removed or available, are available for review at a later date if needed. 
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D) System Record Integrity 

I. TRANSACTIONS BY LICENSED PRODUCERS 

Below is a description of the TheraCannSYSTEM  Record Keeping made available for inspection: 

(1) SECTION 22: RECORD KEEPING BY LICENSED PRODUCERS 

(2) SECTION 22: CLIENT REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

For the purposes of providing an example, the following records were only created for demonstration 
purposes and DO NOT represent an actual Client, Health Care Practitioner, Marijuana Seed Batch or any 
material related to actual Marijuana or cannabis material and, as such, this information is only provided 
for demonstration purposes only. 

B. Cannabis Received 

See Section 14 G 

SECURITY, PRODUCTION & INVENTORY 

A. Security Records 

TheraCannSYSTEM utilized by Vessel Life will keep a record of visual recordings for the purpose of 
maintaining the facility’s security. The method of recording using TheraCannSYSTEM is as follows: 

1. All visual recordings shall be made digitally and stored as digital files within  TheraCannSYSTEM’s 
Document Module under the Category “X1 Archived Documents”. Under this Category, files are 
stored indefinitely and cannot be deleted without the written consent of both the Senior 
Manager of Vessel Life and the Theracann USA designated TheraCannSYSTEM Administrator. 
Even so, such deleted files only relate to the current instance of the file stored and will not extend 
to delete the same file from daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly or annual back-ups of this Document 
file directory.  TheraCannSYSTEM allows for these records to be specified to indicate the times 
and dates that individuals were present in areas where cannabis was also present. 

2. Physical Access to Controlled Areas is restricted by electronically locked doors that must be 
opened using a coded pass card that is unique and which identifies the person accessing the 
Restricted Area.  TheraCannSYSTEM makes a record of everyone who physically enters the 
“controlled” area and such records are then Stored indefinitely in the Document Module, under 
the Category “X1 Archived Documents”. 

*Please Note: In the above example, based on the Role and Privileges assigned to the facility’s personnel, 
the ability to delete files from the Document Module are confined to Create/Edit and View but not delete. 
With respect to the “edit” function, the ability of facility’s personnel can be further curtailed. However, in 
either event of an “edit”, the audit trail of who viewed, downloaded, updated or viewed the file in any 
manner are recorded and such record of this Audit Trail cannot be changed. 

The Licensed Producer will also keep records pertaining to the following: 
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1. Firstly,  TheraCannSYSTEM records which personnel are on-duty (log-in) and off-duty (log-out) 
using the “User Login History” module. This can then be compared with Employee Daily Time 
Sheets to confirm employment record-keeping for hourly payment reconciliation and to confirm 
who was in the building during any date or time. 

2. Secondly, the personnel, while logged in, are required to record any occurrence and measures 
taken using the Trouble Ticket Module: 

*PLEASE NOTE: Once saved, the Trouble Ticket will then auto-generate the Dates/Time of the occurrence 
and require the completion of the “Solution” section to provide for a record of “measures taken” in 
response to the incident. If the Priority is “Urgent” and the Severity “Critical”, then automatic work flows 
are also triggered to generate automatic emails and SMS messages to facility management to ensure that 
they are notified immediately of the situation. Management can then log-in to TheraCannSYSTEM to 
review and contribute directly to the situation as it's updated by the “Assigned To” Trouble Ticket Creator. 

B. Good Production, Packaging, Labelling & Shipping Records 

The Licensed Producer will keep a record of each lot or batch of each Marijuana that is sold i.e.: 

1. records demonstrating that each lot or batch of fresh or dried Marijuana, cannabis oil or 
Marijuana plants or seeds that they sold or provided 

2. a list of all brand names of fresh or dried Marijuana, cannabis oil or Marijuana plants or seeds that 
they produced, packaged or labeled; 

3. a copy of the sanitation program in use at their site; 

4. a copy of the standard operating procedures in use at their site; 

5. documentation concerning TheraCannSYSTEM of control in use at their site; 

6. a description of the qualifications of the quality assurance person 

7. records of every complaint and of any corrective action taken. 

The following sets out the method of recording a lot or batch for sale that was produced, packaged and 
labelled. 

1. In TheraCannSYSTEM , the receipt and growth cycle of each Batch of seeds is considered a 
“Project” and, as a “Project”, each batch is assigned a unique “Project No” which is used as a “Lot 
no” for the purposes of “Product Labeling” and “Product Recall” procedures. 

2. This unique Project No (Lot No) governs the entire life cycle of that seed Batch by providing 
tracking information, audit-able records of this life cycle, which are then stored in 
TheraCannSYSTEM in perpetuity. 

*Please Note: Product Label Templates and Client Label Templates are also then available through the use 
of the PDF Maker Module (shown on bottom right of image above) which is described in further detail 
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below. 

3. Regular and ongoing analysis of Liquid/Water (aeroponic), Solids / Soil (compost/fertilizer), 
Gas/Air (work and destruction areas) is also conducted and stored in relation to this batch 
together with other related information as shown below: 

4. Project Tasks are a list of pre-set Tasks that are auto-generated at the time of Project Creation. 
These Tasks are auto-generated using hard coded work-flows that ensure that all Licensed 
Producer Staff who are working on a specific Project are following the same procedures each 
time. This helps eliminate control variation within the process of managing the entire life cycle 
of Marijuana seeds to final distribution and/or destruction. 

5. Project Milestones are a group of Project Tasks that have both a Start Date and an End Date to 
ensure that the Marijuana crop is being processed within the expected period. This ensures 
optimal efficiency but is also used to identify early problems within each batch of seeds. 

6. Documents are in relation to any document associated with the seed batch life cycle and may 
include a scan of any chemical/pesticide that may have been used during the growing milestone, 
records of sample taking, analysis reports, quality reports, calibration reports, instrument 
maintenance records, employee shift schedules, etc. 

7. Trouble Tickets are used to record problems identified during the seed life-cycle and may 
include non-conformance of seed germination, use of pesticides, poor air quality, poor hygienic 
inspections, poor analysis results etc. 

8. Charts are in relation to the GANTT cycle time chart showing the days/tasks/milestones to be 
completed during the entire life-cycle of Marijuana seeds to final distribution and/or 
destruction. 

9. Client Sample is used to list each sample taken during the Project (Lot No.) Quality Assurance 
Process and is assigned a Unique Sample number in TheraCannSYSTEMm for historical trace-
ability. This can then later be used to determine possible root cause of return product and or a 
complaint of Adverse Effects reported to the Licensed Producer. 

*PLEASE NOTE: The actual number of samples taken per batch shall be determined by Vessel Life' Senior 
Manager and QAP in relation to their in-house Quality Assurance Procedures that have been reviewed and 
accepted by the QAP prior to commencement of Licensed Production. 

10. Each Sample is then tracked through  TheraCannSYSTEM based on its unique Sample Identifier. 
Sample Images + Lab Instrument Graphical Chromatograph Charts may also be included to further 
assist with review and support of Analysis conclusions listed for each Sample. 

11. Sample Analysis is then reported to each sample using a unique identifier in TheraCannSYSTEM . 

12. Each Analysis then provides all relevant Field information to assist the Licensed Producer in 
knowing whether the sample from the batch meets criteria for a parameter: 

13. To ensure proper methods are used to conduct analysis, all methods are provided both as 
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Project Task Steps shown above in the Project Module as well as Step-by-Step reference 
materials found in the Document Module under the Category “Working with Analysis”: 

14. After each Lot No. (Seed batch) analysis, Quality Assurance Summary Documentation will also 
be provided to show that the Lab Instruments and Calibration Standards used were in 
compliance. These Quality Assurance Records will also then be stored together with other 
documents within the Project Document folder for future reference. 

14. Once a Lot No (batch) of product has been deemed to meet Quality Assurance, it is then 
packaged and labelled for distribution. 

15. To ensure that no more than the federally allotted amount of cannabis products is placed in the 
immediate container for shipment, and to confirm that the “net weight” of the Marijuana 
products in the immediate container “is not less than 95% and not more than 101% of the net 
weight specified”, the container is first weighed and recorded on a 3rd party calibrated electronic 
balance that auto-records its “empty weight” and which then weighs and auto-records the 
“filled weight” to ensure that the Marijuana products, as measured inside the immediate 
container, is within these specifications. This is done using an electronic form which then auto-
calculates the variance of weight to ensure that the variance is within the above requirements. 

16. Containers that are shown to have too little or too much product are adjusted until they confirm 
to these upper and lower weight tolerances. This electronic record of this data is then saved 
together with the other Product information related to this specific uniquely numbered 
“Produced Product” as shown below: 

Once a container meets weight requirements, it is then provided with a Product Label. This Product 
label is auto-generated using TheraCannSYSTEM’s Label Template module 

*PLEASE NOTE: the Product Label uses Fields directly from  TheraCannSYSTEM database to ensure that 
the correct Lot No, Ingredient values, etc. are used to auto-populate the Product Label, thus eliminating 
any risk of hand re-entry error. The Label can also then be sized/scaled to accommodate different sized 
product containers. 

C. Control System Records 

The Licensed Producer will record documentation of the control system to be used within the licensed 
location. The method of recording using  TheraCannSYSTEM is as follows: 

1. TheraCannSYSTEM, is a compliant Safe Quality Food (SQF) and ISO 17025(2005) software 
designed to receive, manage and correct complaints or incidents using Trouble Tickets (see above 
response to Security issues using Trouble Tickets Module). 

2. In the event of a product return and/or incidence of adverse reaction, the automatic work flow 
response to such a Trouble Ticket entry is to: 

(a) automatically notify the facility management of the event and status of incident report 
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by email and / or SMS; 

(b) trigger a Project with pre-set Project Tasks and Milestones to ensure prompt and 
immediate review of the root cause for the return and/or adverse effect; 

(c) trigger a determination to be recorded as the “solution” to the open Trouble Ticket that 
may include the decision to “recall” the product. 

3. In the event of the decision to recall the product, there is a requirement as part of the Project to 
conduct an immediate review of archived Lot No information to determine and provide to SPIC, 
RPIC and 1sr A/RPIC a list of ALL related information required under MMOP 77 that will then form 
the contents `of an Electronic Report that can then be saved, converted to Adobe Acrobat and 
downloaded, converted to a Microsoft Excel Spread Sheet and downloaded or simply printed. 
Either way, the Report is then saved to Archive for future review. 

4. In the event of the decision to recall the project, there shall then be the use of the existing 
Template Letter and/or Email to notify the Minister of such a Recall. 

5. ALL information/records regarding the above are then saved and stored in TheraCannSYSTEM 
for future audit or review. 

D. Complaint Records 

The Licensed Producer will record complaints made by clients. The method of recording using  
TheraCannSYSTEM is as follows: 

1.  TheraCannSYSTEM is a Safe Quality Food (SQF) and ISO 17025(2005) compliant organization and, 
as such, is required to maintain a record of complaints/incidents and provide a record of 
“Corrective Action” to ensure that Vessel Life meets its commitment of “Continual Improvement” 
under this ISO standard. To do this, daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, and annual reports are 
generated listing all Trouble Ticket items. 

2. Reports can be confined to any related field kept in TheraCannSYSTEM's database, including but 
not limited to, a specific date, Product Lot No, Assigned To, Shipment Number, Client, 
Responsible Person, etc. using multiple “Filters”. 

3. Using these filters, Vessel Life and/or Theracann USA can produce Trouble Ticket Reports that 
can then be used to further refer to “Problems” which we refer to as “Root Causes” and to 
“Solutions” which we refer to as “Corrective Actions” taken. Here is a portion of a report 
recently reviewed that was used to review common “Root Causes” and related “Corrective 
Actions” to ensure that those problems could be avoided or otherwise reduced in the future. 

E. Notices 

Any notices provided to local authorities, namely local government, fire or police force are saved as an 
electronic copy directly to the Contact for which the letter was original sent to.  This is done by first 
opening the Client Contact Module (how to create a Contact has been described above), selecting the 
Contact (as described above), clicking on the “More Information” tab and clicking on the “Documents” 
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The applicant affirms that workers’ compensation insurance will be obtained by the 
time the Department determines you to be operational under the Act and regulations. 

☒ 
Yes 

☐ 
No 

 

SECTION 24 – BUSINESS HISTORY AND CAPACITY TO OPERATE 
DESCRIBE YOUR BUSINESS HISTORY AND YOUR ABILITY AND PLAN TO MAINTAIN A SUCCESSFUL AND FINANCIALLY 

SUSTAINABLE OPERATION: 
 
 

 

Vessel Life Science's Strategic Pennsylvania MMJ Partners have been involved with medical cannabis 

since it was permissible in California in 1999, turning their focus to Colorado during the infancy stage of 

legalizing medical cannabis in 2009. With the benefit of more than 30 years’ combined experience, our 

partners have accumulated an extensive knowledge base across the spectrum of the cannabis industry, 

including engineered facilities, security, regulatory compliance, genetics, cultivation, good 

manufacturing practices (GMP), proprietary extraction methods, branding, retail operations (SOP), 

marketing and wholesale distribution.  

VLS has secured the patent- pending award winning Prana medical cannabis infused products paired 

with A.C.T NOW cloud based patient portal for the commonwealth of PA. These tools combined with 

with our TheraCannSYSTEM have the ability to bring profound effects to the common wealth of 

Pennsylvania's patient base by providing free additional supportive services including, nursing support, 

nutritional guidelines, onsite visitations, collecting patient data, scheduling dose times and more. 

Once cannabis was approved for medical use in Colorado, the team began working closely with patients 

who were finding relief from a variety of chronic conditions and disease, to optimize their results. The 

results were extremely encouraging, as indicated by patient testimonials. With success, the patient base 

grew, providing more data, and in turn, evidence for the effectiveness of particular therapies. These 

cannabinoid sequencing protocols and our dedication to providing a cost effective and high quality 

medicine serve as the basis for our long-term partnership with Prana Bio Nutrient Medicinals, A.C.T. 

Now Programs, and TheraCann International. Vessel Life Science is uniquely positioned as they have 

locked in two of the world’s leading cannabis industry leaders into exclusive licensing agreements as 

they both sincerely believe in the capabilities and goodwill of the organization. These relationships have 

cost all parties involved a substantial amount of time and money, but it is a decision that everyone has 

made to show the state of Pennsylvania that we are committed to making a stronger, collaborative 

community that is focused in longer term growth, job creation, and medical research. 

Accredited with observational data from more than 15,000 patients to date, with Prana Bio Nutrients 

and A.C.T. Now Program garnered significant attention within the medical community, including Brent 

Reynolds Ph.D, William Yarosh Ph.D, and Dr. Barry Bialek who went on to join the Cannabis Medical 

Advisory Board. 

Prana Bio Medicinal products provide patients a simple, safe, and easy way to mix match cannabinoids 

for therapeutic purpose. Prana Bio Medicinal products provide patients a limitless guide to sequencing 

cannabinoids specific to conditions, and include the A.C.T. Now extended patient services built into the 

cost of the medicine. Prana Bio Medicinal products are formulated from a variety of pure plant CBD-Rich 
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and THC based cannabis strains with specific ratio’s, terpenes profiles, and divided into categories called 

P1, P2, P3, P4, P5. Available in capsules, sublingual, and topical. 

Our patent-pending technology infuses whole plant cannabis flowers into a proprietary blend of  caproic 

fatty acids without the use ANY heat, or chemicals, in order to maximize the bioavailability of medicine. 

Our plant infusion process captures the purest plant profiles in comparison to product lines utilizing 

super critical C02, hydrocarbon, distillation, and/or ethanol based extraction equipment.   

•  Prana products and delivery methods increase bioavailability of CBDa, CBD, THCa, THC, and CBN when 

compared to Smoking, which typically delivers cannabinoids at an average bioavailability rate of 30%, or 

edibles, which typically deliver cannabinoids at an average bioavailability rate of only 5%.  

 •  All Prana products are packaged utilizing pharmaceutical grade machines, certified clean room 

lavatories / facilities, and follow all required GMP guidelines monitored by the FDA.  •  Prana Capsules 

utilize 2 part veggie capsules and dual veggie banding technology to maintain our 100% plant based 

components. Capsules are blistered sealed 10 packs with an air tight eco-friendly aluminum and plastic 

package designated with appropriate identification.   •  Prana Sublingual bottles are equipped with 

child-resistant 1mg droppers that have boil-proof labels and glass bottles for self activating at home.   

Our Advanced Cannabinoid Therapy program is run by a staff of professionals, practitioners, nurses, and 

human resource experts to help patients create their own unique cannabinoid support system using 

Prana Medicinal products. By achieving the correct combination of accurately dosed raw and active 

cannabinoid ratios, many patients have found positive results in treating chronic pain, opiate 

dependency, inflammation, glaucoma, PTSD, neuropathy, multiple sclerosis, fibromyalgia, Crohn’s, IBS, 

seizures, epilepsy, paralysis, autoimmune, autism, tumors, HIV/AIDS, and many types of cancer.   

In addition, A.C.T. Now offers a HIPAA-compliant, cloud-based EHR (Electronic Health Records) software 

with an integrated patient portal. The portal has the functionality to help patients upload health 

records, schedule appointments, access dosing schedules and personalized cannabinoid sequencing 

charts and allows for real-time communication with A.C.T Now nurses and product specialists.  

Prana products are 100% plant based, hypoallergenic, accurately dosed, lab tested for potency, 

pesticides, and microbes. Their patent-pending technology infuses cannabinoids, terpenes, and 

flavonoids without the use ANY heat, solvents, or chemicals. Each category is formulated from specific 

blends of whole plant CBD, THC, and Terpenes varieties of cannabis. 

VLS remains dedicated to advancing the use of cannabinoids in medicine with a focus on the refinement 

of genetics for medical grade strains of CBD-rich cannabis plants for the common wealth of 

Pennsylvania's patient base. With the guidance from our exclusive partnerships, our company is also 

steadfast in its mission to bring best practices to the industry across all aspects of operation, planning, 

products, governance and patient care. 

With its international headquarters in Calgary, Alberta, TheraCann has duly incorporated a subsidiary in 

in the state of Pennsylvania and continues to expand its US presence. Founded in 2004, the company 

currently maintains clients with over 2.4 million sq. ft. of cannabis cultivation under their management. 

TheraCann will be actively engaged in the plan, design, implementation, training and / or support of this 

vertically integrated industrial cannabis facility. TheraCann's contribution to this application shall include 

providing the plan and design of the grow, dry & cure,  extraction, package & label, disposal and secure 
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storage of cannabis, good management practices (GMP's), standard operating procedures (SOP's) 

relating to the production, harvest & cure, extraction & disposal, package & label, storage & stability, 

and distribution of cannabis as well as, secure communications, compliance with US HIPPA Regulations 

governing patient secure record information  and laboratory analytical methods relating to cannabis 

analysis in compliance with ISO 17025(2005).  The ongoing cultivation, processing, packaging, quality 

assurance, and security will be continually monitored and managed by the TheraCann team. This Gold 

Standard facility will be equipped with a fully functional secure Web based Enterprise Relational 

Software Program (ERP), known simply as TheraCannSYSTEM , to manage all on site activities that 

includes but not limited to a Customer Rational Management System (CRM), a Vendor Management 

System (VMS), a Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS), a Laboratory Instrument 

Maintenance & Repair (LIMR) Program, a Single Source Document File Management System (SSD), as 

well as providing for management of incoming / outgoing Telephony, SMS, and Email communications 

for the Cannabis production, processing and distribution sector.   
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Address Line 3: TEXT HERE City: TEXT HERE State: WW Zip Code: 55555 

Phone: TEXT HERE Fax: TEXT HERE Email: TEXT HERE 

Nature, type, terms and conditions of the interest in the applicant: 
 
TEXT HERE 

 

IF MORE SPACE IS REQUIRED, PLEASE SUBMIT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON OTHER PERSONS HOLDING AN INTEREST IN THE 

PROPOSED SITE OR FACILITY IN A SEPARATE DOCUMENT TITLED “OTHER PERSONS HOLDING AN INTEREST IN THE PROPOSED 

SITE OR FACILITY (CONTD.)” IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ATTACHMENT FILE NAME FORMAT REQUIREMENTS AND INCLUDE IT 

WITH THE ATTACHMENTS. 

 

SECTION 27 – CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS 
PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF YOUR AVAILABLE CAPITAL AND AN ESTIMATED SPENDING PLAN TO BE USED FOR YOU TO BECOME 

OPERATIONAL WITHIN SIX MONTHS FROM THE DATE OF THE ISSUANCE OF THE PERMIT: 
 
Please limit your response to no more than 5,000 words. 

 

Vessel Life Science’s estimated spending plan places a strong emphasis on prudent fiscal management. 

Conservative financial management practices will allow Vessel Life Science to work within the 

complicated and emerging medical cannabis market as it is introduced into the Pennsylvania economy. 

We will adhere to conservative spending practices so that any savings realized can be directed to 

educational programs, community engagement, research & development and employee services that 

drive improvements in retention. Vessel Life science will donate 1.5% of its net profits towards 

community initiatives to support the underserved with specific and relevant causes, and 1.5% of its net 

profits towards education and wellness to relevant organizations such as the school districts or 

underserved food and health care programs in the area. 

The estimated spending plan was developed in anticipation that cost savings are crucial but not the 

primary motivating factor of our efforts as ideas and appropriate actions must continue. The plan is 

based on the assumption the marketplace will continue to evolve, experiencing a number of fluctuations 

before it becomes stabilized, and our strategy is devised to compensate for these changes. Vessel Life 

Science will focus its resources on the services that directly impact its employees and its patients and 

shall thus enjoy a strong relationship the local community.  

Although it is important to be well funded, it is also important work with a team that has been involved 

with building and managing over 2.3 million sq. ft. of medical marijuana cultivation. To stay on task, 

Vessel Life Science will be utilizing the expertise of TheraCann International so that they can bring in a 

construction manager that knows how meet project deadlines and come in on or under budget. The 

specific requirements for a medical marijuana facility our unique, from power consumption, waste 

management, to HVAC and beyond.  

Vessel Life Science believes in the very disciplined approach in regards to business management, with 

realistic financial modeling and contingency plans in place to mitigate risk and potential problems that 

are inherent in emerging industries. One such unique approach that our company has taken involves the 

establishment of a relationship and upfront quote with an insurance company that specifically provides 
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coverage for the medical marijuana market. Unbeknownst to many individuals new to the industry, 

typical insurance coverage will not cover staff of property for this type of activity. The company we have 

engaged has designed a program to specifically serve this industry, and includes unique offerings such to 

cover equipment breakdown, crop loss, cyber security attacks, product recalls and more. The cost for 

this coverage is affordable, but speak more to our commitment to think through every detail and to put 

policies in place to handle potentially problematic situations upfront.  

The real estate lease has been structured to reflect and escalating rent roll that allows Vessel Life 

Science to scale and optimize it operations with a reduced initial rate. The asset is formally owned by the 

investing partners under their investing company DSA Research, LLC, further exemplifying the financial 

commitment this team has made to this projects success. Vessel Life Science has made sure that the 

proper ordinance has been passed at the municipal level, and has entered a contract for professional 

services with Bristol Township to construct certain improvements related to the facility. The township 

will be directly providing Vessel Life Science with administrative, engineering and legal services 

regarding the review and processing of its informal and/or formal application to the Township related to 

the development of this project for a total of $5,000. Pulling from historical data collected from as far 

back as 2004 through our relationships has allowed us to properly plan for some of the otherwise 

unknown costs down to the cent, such as utilities and water.  

Reynolds Construction was chosen for this project as it important to consider that it is not just the 

upfront cost that matters but long term quality of the construction that will leave a positive impact on 

the community. Working hand in hand with the TheraCann team, Reynolds can eliminate a lot of the 

guess work and roadblocks associated with the steep industry learning curve, implementing a strategy 

that will allow Vessel Life Science to surgically execute the tasks needed to get us into production 

quickly. The marketing budget is aggressive but allows for activities such as public education initiatives 

and helps to support our compassion program outlined in the diversity and community impact reports. 

As this is a new medication available in Pennsylvania, it is important to factor in elevated costs in this 

area until clients have become more familiar with the product and its use. A substantial portion of the 

budget has been dedicated to security on an ongoing basis, to include the software and technology 

related requirements. Lastly, we have made certain allocations for maintenance and other 

miscellaneous expenses, which will fluctuate monthly but of which we shall have a slush fund set aside 

in case any major repairs are needed. 

Our financial projections included for variables such as laboratory testing as it is an expense that can add 

up quick considering the states requirements and our company’s commitment to providing a safe and 

tightly regulated medicinal product to patients. The payroll projections were made operating at full 

capacity so that we are prepared to proactively hire talented individuals and to spend the proper time 

training them for their new careers. The cost of transportation is initially assumed under the premise of 

using a third-party service, but plans are in the works to explore other alternatives once the cash flow 

has been stabilized and time permits.   

We have decided to build out a report of projected expenses past to include the 6-month deadline and 

through the time in which the product will be sold. The investors have at their disposal additional funds 

in their brokerage accounts at Offit Capital in excess of $10,000,000 if needed. Offit Capital is known for 

being a transparent privately owned form focused on delivering results to its clients. They will assist 

Vessel Life Science with investment strategies to achieve uncommon results that will further support 
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capital requirement needs. They are creating a customized investment policy to fit this industry and to 

mitigate risk. By using their diverse skill sets, we will be better able to evaluate market conditions and to 

make nimble adjust to our financial strategies.  

Equipment included in financial projections includes, but is not limited to, the following: 

- ZEBRA ZT410, 4IN, 600DPI, TT/DT Printer with USB,Serial,10/100 Ethernet & Bluetooth, part 

number ZT41046-T010000Z 

- Secured Vaults 

- Commercial Safes 

- Commercial Security Lighting System 

- Computer Systems 

- Tablets 

- RFID Printer 

- Server 

- Cold Water Extraction Agitator 

- Icemaker 

- Rosin Press 

- Short Path Still 

- 50 L Rotovap 

- Filtration Kit 

- Safety Shower 

- Glassware and Sundries 

- Centrifuge 

- Solvent Cabinet 

DOH 
DOH DOH DOH DOH 

DOH DOH DOH DOH 
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- Fume Hood 

- Balance 

- Commercial Lab Freezer 

- Vacuum Filtration Set-up 

- Rotary Evaporator 

- Pressure Vessel 

- Liquid CO2 Dewar 

- Control Interface 

- Aetrium 2 Aeroponic Tubs 

- Aetrium 4 Aeroponic Tubs 

- Light Emitting Diode Lightning 

- High Pressure Sodium Lighting 

- gPod Precision HVAC Cooling and Control Systems 

- Rolling Bench Systems 

- FlexMod Prefabricated Clean Rooms 

 

 

VLS Available Capital  

Core Capital (Tier 1)   

Cash (BOA) $81,621.76 

Cash (Malvern) $6,499,970.00 

 Total $6,581,591.76 
   Supplementry Capital (Tier 2)   

Reserves/Other $10,000,000.00 

 Total $10,000,000.00 

      

Total  $16,581,591.76 
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Part F – Community Impact 

(Scoring Method: 100 Points) 

 

SECTION 28 – COMMUNITY IMPACT 
PLEASE BE ADVISED, LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION OR SUPPORT WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED WHEN EVALUATING THIS 

SECTION. 
 
PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF HOW THE APPLICANT INTENDS TO HAVE A POSITIVE IMPACT ON THE COMMUNITY WHERE ITS 

OPERATIONS ARE PROPOSED TO BE LOCATED: 
 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 

Property 

Lease $30,000 $90,000 $90,000 $90,000 $300,000

Lease Deposit $30,000

Property Renovation

Engineering and Design $25,000 $25,000

Equipment/Inventory $987,559 $987,559

Consulting/Contractors $750,000 $750,000 $1,500,000

Laboratory/Analysis $36,000 $36,000 $36,000 $108,000

Operations

Payroll $366,318 $366,318 $366,318 $1,098,954

Marketing $60,000 $60,000 $60,000 $180,000

Insurance $37,500 $37,500

Transporation $72,000 $72,000 $72,000 $216,000

Legal & Professional Fees $61,650 $61,650 $61,700 $185,000

Security $75,000 $75,000 $75,000 $225,000

Fees & Interest $62,500 $62,500 $62,500 $187,500

Software & Communications $36,500 $36,500 $36,500 $109,500

Maintenance /Misc $37,500 $37,500 $37,500 $112,500

Electrical $4,338 $4,338 $15,398 $15,398 $15,398 $54,871

Sewer & Water $877 $877 $1,668 $1,668 $1,668 $6,758

Total $55,000 $67,500 $2,652,093 $1,647,468 $897,518 $5,334,142

VLS Capital Requirements

Q1 2017 Q2 2017 Q3 2017 Q4 2017 Q1 2018 TOTAL

Water Consumption

Potable water: 375,000 30,000 7,500,000 441,176 63,025 44 23,004,202 84,479,200 27 23%

Wastewater: 75,000 30,000 1,500,000 88,235 12,605 9 4,600,840 31,025,000 14 83%

Average 

Gallons Per 

Year

Current Village 

average flows per 

year (gallons)

Flow change
gal/1,500 

plants/17 weeks

number of 

plants 

anticipated at 

gallons for 

30,000 plants 

over 17 weeks

gallons 

used per 

week

gallons per 

day

Average 

gallons per 

minute

Water Consumption

Potable water: 375,000 30,000 7,500,000 441,176 63,025 44 23,004,202 84,479,200 27 23%

Wastewater: 75,000 30,000 1,500,000 88,235 12,605 9 4,600,840 31,025,000 14 83%

Average 

Gallons Per 

Year

Current Village 

average flows per 

year (gallons)

Flow change
gal/1,500 

plants/17 weeks

number of 

plants 

anticipated at 

gallons for 

30,000 plants 

over 17 weeks

gallons 

used per 

week

gallons per 

day

Average 

gallons per 

minute
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Vessel Life Science is steady fast to bring the patent- pending award winning Prana medical cannabis 

infused products, paired with A.C.T NOW cloud based patient portal to the commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania. These tools combined with our TheraCannSYSTEM  (ERP) has the ability to bring 

profound effects to not only Bristol Township, Bucks County but also the entire commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania patient base. Vessel Life Science is dedicated to also providing free additional 

supportive services including, nursing support, nutritional guidelines, onsite visitations. collecting 

patient data, scheduling dose times and more. 

Vessel Life Science, LLC (VLS) fully supports the Governor’s Executive Order on Diversity.  VLS 

believes in creating an environment that respects, understands and recognizes the importance of 

diversity in the workplace and the impact it has on the local community. 

VLS has an agreement with Packer, Oesterling & Smith (PPO&S) award-winning, woman-owned 

integrated marketing communications firm.  In addition, through our comprehensive agreement 

with Reynolds Construction, we will provide opportunities to SDB trades and companies as more 

fully described in the building construction plan. Lastly, VLS has reached out to local SDB's for more 

recurrent tasks such as waste disposal (AMS Waste Disposal), janitorial (Watson Cleaning Services) 

and office outfitting (AAAA Surplus), just to name a few.  

Vessel Life Science strives to advance social and economic justice in the Pennsylvania community by 

designing out business model to properly ensure that working families and low to moderate income 

communities can share in the prosperity that is generated by this new sector of economic growth 

and development. These activities will be managed by our Diversity & Community Outreach 

Committee (“DCOC”) and executed through formal Community Benefit Agreements with external 

organizations whenever possible. Bristol Township has been listed by DCED as a community that is a 

designated distress area 3% of its net revenues to fund the following programs: 

Schools that Teach: 

 

• VSL is creating a scholarship program for students studying STEM.  We will work with the 

Bristol Township School District to encourage the submission or essays and scoring criteria.  

• VSL will donate to the Bristol Township School District for STEM education and through the 

expertise of Vessel Creative a full-service production studio based in NY use virtual 

technology to deliver virtual science programming.  

Jobs that pay: 

 

• VLS commitment is to keeping well paying jobs in the greater Bristol Community.  We will 

work with the Bucks County Community College (BCCC) to develop programming specifically 

targeted at BCCC's occupational degree programs that prepare students for entry-level 

positions within their chosen career area. These programs are designed and regularly 

updated by BCCC professional staff.   
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• VSL will commit time and resources To the BCCC community advisory groups that bring an 

understanding of real-life workforce needs from various local employers. 

Government that works:  

 

• VLS is committed to Bristol Township.  If fact we have a services agreement with the 

township that is not contingent on getting a license. 

• VLS will work with Bristol Township government to provide financial support and 

programming for opioid awareness and prevention. 

VLS has engaged the local police and fire departments. In fact since we recently heard Bristol 

Township Police lost one of its K9's Apollo. VLS will step up to help the cause. 

Background 

The VLS team is composed of seasoned scientists, accountants, businessmen, and industry experts 

that are singularly focused on offering the highest quality medicinal marijuana products. The 

company’s mission is to develop and implement techniques and products capable of providing 

improved medical benefits to patients. To achieve this goal, we must collect a vast amount of data. 

The data collected additionally allows us to accurately predict future trends & behaviors; 

information that is critical to sustain a positive and long term community impact. We apply the 

strictest controls when obtaining said information to make sure that it is credible and verifiable. 

From a business perspective, this is how we secure our companies future value; the insights gained 

from big data can be priceless. From a social perspective, we are better able to serve our clients, 

respond to feedback, and help the local community prosper. Thus, our approach is unique in that 

our company’s personal and financial objectives have been tailored to effortlessly sustain a long 

term positive impact on the community.  

Method of Research & Analysis 

VLS was founded on the principles of patient driven results. We have utilized verifiable references, 

and quantifiable research, to assemble the information necessary to reach our conclusions and to 

develop the plans outlined herein. The community impact analysis was completed with a focus on 

two separate segments; both the personal and the business impact of the legal marijuana industry. 

Although the utmost care was given to make sure that all information and reports utilized are 

reputable, because some third-party sources were referenced we have made the necessary 

adjustments to compensate for any unreliable data.  

To properly analyze the community impact of a project like this, it is important to first and foremost 

understand the local culture and the people’s specific needs. With a population of only 9,595 in 

2014, which has reduced 3.3% since 2000, it is important to be cognizant that even small changes 

can have a big impact in a community of this size. The estimated median household income in 

Bristol was listed at $43,318 in 2015, falling a staggering $12,457 or 22.33% behind the national 

average in that same year.   
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All such findings and conclusions have been additionally verified by holding private interviews with 

civic leaders that have been selected to represent a desirable cross section of professions with 

diverse backgrounds. The benefits of medicinal marijuana have already been recognized by the state 

and do not need to be restated here. 

Vessel Life Science is steady fast to bring the patent- pending award winning Prana medical cannabis 

infused products, paired with A.C.T NOW cloud based patient portal to the commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania. These tools combined with our TheraCannSYSTEM  (ERP) has the ability to bring 

profound effects to not only Bristol Township, Bucks County but also the entire commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania patient base. Vessel Life Science is dedicated to also providing FREE additional 

supportive services including, nursing support, nutritional guidelines, onsite visitations. collecting 

patient data, scheduling dose times and more. 

Master Plan 

The Master Plan (“MP”) that we have devised captures the community’s visions and shall address 

many different elements, including but not limited to the following: 

Community facilities and services 

Sociological and environmental impacts 

Educational initiatives 

Commercial development 

Culture 

Improvement of elements and attributes of the community 

Economic development 

Although we are careful not to reference too many third-party reports when trying to devise our 

own company’s policies and procedures, it is notable that in 2015 legal marijuana activities 

generated $2.39 billion in state Colorado state output, and created 18,005 new Full-Time-Equivalent 

positions1. The market grew an astonishing 74% from 2010 to 2014 and is consistently providing jobs 

that pay annual salaries from $50K to 90K2. This industry provides a wide variety of professional 

careers most would not intuitively consider, such as lab technician, financial planner, security guard, 

transportation driver, compliance analyst, comptroller, and marketing advisor to name a few. The 

list of ancillary businesses that will benefit from these activities is vast, as it is a complex endeavor 

and it truly takes a community effort to properly run a successful legal marijuana facility. Real estate 

brokers, banks, property maintenance and construction companies, accountants, attorneys, 

                                                           

1  Marijuana Policy Group. (2016). The Economic Impact of Marijuana Legalization in Colorado. 

Available at 

http://www.mjpolicygroup.com/pubs/MPG%20Impact%20of%20Marijuana%20on%20Colorado-

Final.pdf 

2  Monster. (2015). Booming Legal Marijuana Industry Has Jobs That Pay $50K to $90K. Available 

at https://www.monster.com/career-advice/article/booming-legal-marijuana-industry-has-jobs-that-

pay-50k-to-90k 
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insurance agents, laboratories, and local restaurants are just a few such examples to consider. These 

ancillary businesses, and many more, will get to enjoy direct financial benefits from VLS operations.    

Through our DCOC, and though other ongoing dialogues with local community development 

oriented organizations, we will continue to develop new strategies for ensuring visibility and 

effectiveness in its assessments and implementation of support in specific areas of need. Such areas 

of focus include economic, business development, law enforcement, safety, public health, 

employment, education, and drug abuse / rehabilitation.  Our MP for this Community Outreach 

initiative will empower residents to be good decision makers capable of shaping a positive future for 

their respective neighborhoods. Great master plans and strategies have played crucial roles in 

helping to lift communities out of poverty and to provide well-paying jobs to the local workforce; 

ultimately reducing the need for public assistance and other government spending. Our facility was 

designed to have a minimal environmental impact, with the proper zoning, construction, material 

use, energy efficient equipment, waste water treatment, and with countless other safeguards in 

place. This approach is something that we will be sharing with other interested community 

members that are in, or seeking to get into, the cannabis industry. 

The VLS DCOC has established specific expectations and goals to be but also designates who is held 

accountable for this programs success. We will continually strive to explore new ways to diversify 

and improve our procurement, contracting, and job offerings. At the same time, we are building a 

supportive internal cultural by encouraging staff members and executives to participate with 

community partners.  

Training and educational seminars will be held regularly to highlight important issues and 

opportunities to get further involved with some of the ongoing initiatives. The DCOC will complete 

annual community impact progress and performance reports to review with board members and 

the executive management team. These objectives will all be properly documented and tracked 

utilizing TheraCannSYSTEM ERP software (“TheraCannSYSTEM”), so that the entire VLS team can be 

held accountable for reaching their individual and collective goals. 

At VLS we believe that a well-organized, managed, and funded community outreach program such 

as ours: 

Has a favorable impact for residents and the community at large. 

Promotes a positive corporate mentality that can serve as an inspiration. 

Establishes goodwill, trust, and credibility with regulators, customers, and other related 

businesses or organizations. 

Enhances employee satisfaction through a positive impact on the communities where they live, 

work, and play. 

Paves the way for VLS to expand its business in the future by expanding into new product lines 

& research and thus generating increased tax revenue, job opportunities, and funding for 

community outreach initiatives. 

Methodology: 

The VLS Diversity & Community Outreach Committee in conjunction with select external community 

organizations (Bucks County Community College (BCCC), Bristol Township), will review specific 
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projects and needs at a committee level to go over the details before releasing appropriated funds. 

This phase is designed to initiate the review progress of ongoing projects and commitments relative 

to the level of funding dedicated and to the potential benefits to community residents, businesses, 

and organizations. The DCOC will consider the following areas during its assessment: 

Economic Benefits / Fiscal Benefits 

Employment Benefits 

Community Services Benefits 

Smart Growth and Environmental Health Benefits 

A board member will be required to sign off on the release of funds after reviewing the assessment 

area characteristics, the final approval being based upon and gauged by various government data 

related to: 

Demographics 

Economic Conditions 

Employment trends 

Peer Analysis (Public Evaluation) 

Community Needs 

Publicly available research and reports  

Education: 

VLS is an active contributor and supporter of the Thomas Jefferson Universities Center for Medical 

Cannabis Education & Research (“TJU”). Our missions are closely aligned as both our efforts are 

focused on scientific advancements through collaborative research efforts associated with the 

clinical use of cannabis-derived therapies. The fact they TJU seeks to accomplish these goals through 

education while at the same time positively influencing social innovation and patient experience 

makes this relationship an ideal collaboration. VLS will work with TJU to identify, train, and hire 

graduating students from their new program, and even those with other relevant degrees such as 

botany. This will increase post-graduation employment rates and thus give the university an even 

higher ranking.  

VLS has established itself as a premier sustaining member at the National Cannabis Industry 

Association (“NCIA”) and we have taken the necessary steps to prepare to open a Pennsylvania 

chapter for the organization as soon as licenses are issued. The NCIA is the only current national 

trade association focused on advancing the interests of the legitimate and responsible cannabis 

industry. They value advocacy, education, and community to help support tens of thousands of jobs 

nationwide. 

The guidelines defined within the Pennsylvania compassionate medical cannabis legislation 

approved by the House on April 13, 2016 known as The Medical Marijuana Act (SB 3) do a great job 

providing a framework for applicants to follow to remain safe and compliant. At Vessel Life Science, 

we have taken our due diligence one step further by researching and analyzing nationwide reports. 

By benchmarking other state programs, and the resulting impact they have had, our team has been 

able to devise a strategy that proactively mitigates potential danger to the community, considering 
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even unintended harm. Our TheraCannSYSTEM has the capability of integrating pertinent new 

information and make recommendations that would often otherwise go unnoticed.  

Youth 

The impact that marijuana legalization on youth is undeniable and the primary focus of both the 

Cole Memo and VLS community outreach. VLS is commited to continually seek new information 

capable of helping us to devise strategies capable of properly addressing the issue. 

VLS has established a strategic partnership with a genetics company that performs tests to identify 

the unique genetic markers of each individual cannabis strain. Through a data sharing agreement, 

we are thus able to correlate this information with product pictures and analytical laboratory test 

results to conclusively prove the origin of any samples. Additionally, this relationship allows us 

further medical research as such information can be utilized to show quantifiable benefits of specific 

chemical profiles in treating conditions such as those recognized in current legislation.  

To mitigate some of the inherent risks to our youth, the VLS team has studied reports and surveys 

from across the world, focusing on youth arrests, school information, drug use, and various other 

variables likely to have an impact. It 

is important for marijuana to be viewed and treated only as a medicine; the more clinical the 

product appears the better. Through the use of TheraCannSYSTEM we are bringing quantifiable data 

to a notoriously obscure industry and sharing our insights to legitimize the entire process.  

Family 

The medical cannabis industry is growing exponentially, and it is this kind of rapid change that can 

cause a significant impact to entire families. This industry is going cause a range of social, 

technological, and economic changes that if not properly managed could ultimately isolate residents 

from their own community. VLS is committed to creating jobs that pay, in fact we will create a 

number of family sustaining jobs.  We fully commit to the Governor's goal of a minimum wage of at 

least $10.15 per hour for the less skilled employees. VLS also provides training and continuing 

education to create a path for employee growth.  

At VLS the solution is simple; through education and career opportunities we seek to inform or 

include anyone with a simple desire to be involved in the industry. With a gentle introduction, we 

will slowly acclimate residents to the new industry and offer a plethora of training so that everyone 

can be offered an equal opportunity to get involved. Giving people a support system, providing a 

means to earn a respectable living, and sharing in an open minded and collaborative environment is 

going constantly help community members manage their lives better. The more comfortable people 

are with the product, and the business providing them with it, the more they will communicate 

about their experiences. Effective communication is crucial to our success because we want to be 

able to identify any potential substance abuse issues within families as soon as possible, and then 

help treat them accordingly.  

Public Safety & Health 

To ignore the fact that cannabis businesses are going to be prime targets for robberies is 

irresponsible and could potentially invite criminal activities. The VLS security plan is even more 
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comprehensive than most bank protocols and is based on TheraCann’s “gold standard” as outlined 

in detail within the security portion of this application, and is the same “gold standard” currently 

utilized at other TheraCann facilities in North America and around the world.  

A common fear that we face in the legal cannabis industry it its potential to cause further drug 

addiction. At VLS we take this somber fact very seriously, and are well prepared to accept the 

responsibility needed to prevent this industry from causing any unnecessary damage to residents. 

The American Society of Addiction Medicine reports that 20.5 million Americans 12 or older had a 

substance use disorder in 2015 3. Drug overdose is the leading cause of accidental death in the US, 

with 52,404 lethal overdoses in 2015 alone, with opioids accounting for 63% of those deaths 4. In 

2012, 259 million prescriptions were written for opioids, which is more than enough to give every 

American adult their own bottle of pills 5. Four out of five new heroin users started out misusing 

painkillers, while 94% of respondents in a 2014 survey of people in treatment for opioid addiction 

said that they chose to use heroin because prescription opioids were “far more expensive and 

harder to obtain.”6 The opioid addiction problem is undeniable, but the good news is that medicinal 

cannabis can have a positive effect in regards to this issue, when treated appropriately.  

Notoriously, cannabis has been labelled as a gateway drug; its use correlated with progression into 

harder drugs of choice. There is no reliable research to date that supports this hypothesis, but 

instead evidence exists proving that the legalization of marijuana may instead reduce the overall use 

of other drugs. A 2002 report by RAND’s Drug Policy Research Center explains that the information 

supporting the gateway stereotype can also be easily explained by the ease of access and the 

individual’s propensity for substance abuse in itself 7. More importantly, recent research has given 

us further insight into cannabis’s ability to act as an effective pain killer with limited side effects and 

a negligible overdose risk. Preclinical studies have shown promise using cannabis in animal models 

when treating opioid withdrawal symptoms and heroin-seeking behaviors. States that have legalized 

cannabis in some capacity have already started reporting a general reduction in opioid use, with a 

                                                           

3  Center for Behavioral Health Statistics and Quality. (2016). Key substance use and mental health 

indicators in the United States: Results from the 2015 National Survey on Drug Use and Health (HHS 

Publication No. SMA 16-4984, NSDUH Series H-51). Retrieved from http://www.samhsa.gov/data/ 

4  Rudd RA, Seth P, David F, Scholl L. Increases in Drug and Opioid-Involved Overdose Deaths — 

United States, 2010–2015. MMWR Morb Mortal Wkly Rep 2016;65:1445–1452. DOI: 

http://dx.doi.org/10.15585/mmwr.mm655051e1 

5  7 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. (2014). Opioid Painkiller Prescribing, Where You 

Live Makes a Difference. Atlanta, GA: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Available at 

http://www.cdc.gov/vitalsigns/opioid-prescribing/. 

6  9 Cicero TJ, Ellis MS, Surratt HL, Kurtz SP. The changing face of heroin use in the United States: a 

retrospective analysis of the past 50 years. JAMA Psychiatry. 2014;71(7):821-826. 

7  RAND Corporation. (2002). Using Marijuana May Not Raise the Risk of Using Harder Drugs. 

Available at http://www.rand.org/pubs/research_briefs/RB6010.html 
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reduced number of prescriptions written for painkillers, related overdoses, positive drug screens, 

and associated car fatalities 8.  

Our entire staff is put through an extensive training program to educate them regarding the issue of 

addiction, including how to spot warning signs that someone may be addicted to drugs. We keep an 

updated list of all local rehabilitation centers so that recommendations can be made when needed; 

donating our funds and time agnostically so that one method, faith, or technical approach is not 

chosen to the detriment of another.  

Through an exclusive licensing agreement with our strategic partner United Cannabis (“UCANN”), 

which includes access to their Prana product line and A.C.T. Now Programs, we are able to provide 

Pennsylvania with an advanced cannaboid therapy. These products and programs have been 

developed for patients managing cancer, autism, chronic pain, inflammation, fibromyalgia, seizures, 

tumors, HIV / Aids and more. UCANN provides a comprehensive solution designed to enable 

physicians and patients to implement and monitor effective therapy protocols. The medicine 

derived using their proprietary methods has specific cannabinoid ratios, accurate dosing, and 

multiple non-abrasive delivery methods. This allows VLS to effectively treat specific ailments without 

causing any unintentional harm to patients; proper dosage and timing both have major effects when 

treating serious illnesses. The online patient portal, that is offered for free, includes nutritional 

guidelines, nursing support, delivery services, on-site visitation and electronic medical chart 

management all in a HIPAA compliant database. 

                                                           

8  Trends in Neuroscience. (2016). Cannabidol: Swinging the Marijuana Pendulum from ‘Weed’ to 

Medication to Treat the Opioid Epidemic. Available at 

http://www.cell.com/trends/neurosciences/fulltext/S0166-2236(17)30001-2 
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3. ESCROW OF DEPOSIT. 

3.1 The Deposit shall be deposited with and shall be held in escrow by Land Services 

USA, Inc. (the “Escrow Agent”).  The parties and Escrow Agent agree that the 

Deposit, together with all interest earned thereon (the “Escrow Funds”), shall be 

applied as follows: 

3.1.1 If Closing is held, the Escrow Funds shall be paid over to Seller and credited 

against the Purchase Price. 

3.1.2 If Closing is not held by reason of Buyer’s default, the Escrow Funds shall be 

paid over to Seller and shall be retained by Seller as provided for in 

Paragraph 18.1 below. 

3.1.3 If Closing is not held by reason of Seller’s default, the Escrow Funds shall be 

paid over to Buyer and Buyer may pursue such remedies as set forth in 

Paragraph 18.2 below or as otherwise provided herein. 

3.1.4 If Closing is not held by reason of a failure of condition and not by reason of 

a default by Seller or Buyer hereunder, the Permit Deposit shall be paid over 

to Buyer and the Option Fee shall be paid over to Seller, and neither party 

shall have any further liability or obligation hereunder, and this Agreement 

shall terminate; provided, however, in the event Buyer’s termination rights 

set forth in Paragraphs 9, 12 or 13 of this Agreement have not yet expired, the 

entire Option Fee shall be paid to Buyer as well. 

3.2 The Escrow Funds shall be held in an interest bearing money-market type account 

with a federally insured national or state-chartered bank, savings bank, or savings 

and loan association. 

3.3 Escrow Agent and its stockholders and employees are acting as agents only, and, 

except in the event of Escrow Agent’s gross negligence and willful misconduct, will 

in no case be held liable either jointly or severally to either party for the performance 

of any term or covenant of this Agreement or for damages for the nonperformance 

hereof, nor shall Escrow Agent be required or obligated to determine any questions 

of fact or law.  Escrow Agent’s only responsibility hereunder shall be for the 

safekeeping of the Escrow Funds and the full and faithful performance by the 

Escrow Agent of the duties imposed by this Paragraph 3. 

3.4 Escrow Agent shall be obligated to disburse the proceeds of the Escrow Funds at 

Closing or upon any cancellation or termination of this Agreement, only upon the 

written instructions of both parties, should Escrow Agent in its sole discretion 

request such instructions; and in the absence of such instructions or in the event of 

any dispute, Escrow Agent shall be and is hereby authorized, but not obligated, to 

pay the entire amount of the Escrow Funds into court, and any expenses to Escrow 

Agent for so doing shall be payable out of the Escrow Funds. 
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4. COVENANTS, REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF SELLER.  Seller 

covenants, represents and warrants to Buyer as follows: 

4.1 Seller has the power and authority to sell, transfer, convey and deliver the Property 

to be sold and purchased hereunder. 

4.2 The execution and delivery of this Agreement, the consummation of the transactions 

provided for herein and the fulfillment of the terms hereof will not result in a breach 

of any of the terms or provisions of, or constitute a default under, any agreement of 

Seller or any instrument to which Seller is a party or by which Seller or the Property 

is bound, or any judgment, decree or order of any court or governmental body, or 

any applicable law, rule or regulation. 

4.3 No notice by any governmental or other public authority has been served upon the 

Seller, or anyone on the Seller’s behalf, relating to violations of any applicable 

housing, building, safety, fire or other ordinances.  Provided there is a Closing 

hereunder, Buyer will be responsible for and shall comply, at Buyer’s expense, with 

the requirements of any and all notices relating to violations of the foregoing issued 

or served upon Seller after the conclusion of the Inspection Period.  Seller further 

represents that the Property is zoned P-I (Planned Industrial District); and that the 

current use thereof is in compliance with such zoning classification. 

4.4 To Seller’s knowledge, no portion of the Property is the subject of any abatement, 

reduction, deferral or “roll back” with regard to real estate taxes, nor any other 

agreement or arrangement whereby the Property may be subject to the imposition of 

real estate taxes after the Closing Date on account of periods of time prior to the 

Closing Date.   

4.5 To Seller’s knowledge, no person or entity has any option to lease or purchase all or 

any portion of the Property (or any interest or rights therein); no person or entity has 

any right of first refusal or similar right to lease or purchase all or any portion of the 

Property (or any interest or rights therein); there are no leases, licenses or occupancy 

agreements affecting the Property except the Mega Supply Lease, as hereinafter 

defined. 

4.6 All representations and warranties of Seller contained in this Agreement shall have 

been true and correct in all material respects when made and shall be true and correct 

in all material respects on the date of Closing. 

(i)(ii) 

4.7 To Seller’s knowledge, all real estate taxes currently due and payable with respect to 

the Property have been paid; there is no proceeding pending for the adjustment of the 

assessed valuation of all or any portion of the Property for real estate tax purposes; 

the Property has been assessed and real estate taxes have been paid on the basis of 

the value of all improvements as completed. 
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This Section shall survive Closing and delivery of the deed for a period of six (6) months. 

5. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF BUYER.  Buyer represents and warrants 

to Seller as follows: 

5.1 Buyer has the power and authority to purchase the Property hereunder. 

5.2 The execution and delivery of this Agreement, the consummation of the transactions 

provided for herein and the fulfillment of the terms hereof will not result in a breach 

of any of the terms or provisions of, or constitute a default under, any agreement of 

Buyer or any instrument to which Buyer is a party or by which Buyer is bound or 

any judgment, decree or order of any court or governmental body or any applicable 

law, rule or regulation. 

5.3 All representations and warranties of Buyer contained in this Agreement shall have 

been true and correct in all material respects when made and shall be true and correct 

in all material respects on the date of Closing. 

5.4 It is understood that the Property, on or prior to the Closing Date, shall have been 

inspected by Buyer or Buyer’s duly authorized agent; that the same shall be 

purchased as a result of such inspection and not in reliance upon any representations, 

inducements or promises, either oral or written, made by the Seller, Agent or any 

selling agent or other agent of Seller except as expressly stated in this Agreement 

and Seller and Agent shall not be responsible or liable for any agreement, condition 

or stipulation not set forth herein relating to or affecting the Property.  Buyer agrees 

to take title to the Property and the buildings thereon at the Closing in an “as is” 

condition.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, Seller covenants and agrees to keep and 

maintain the Property in substantially the same condition and repair as of the date 

hereof, and to deliver said Property to Buyer in substantially the same condition at 

the time of Closing. 

5.5 Buyer agrees to apply for and pay for municipal use and occupancy permit or 

permits and such work as may be required by Bristol Township to obtain such permit 

or permits.  Seller agrees to cooperate with Buyer in making such applications. 

6. CLOSING. 

6.1 The Closing under this Agreement (the “Closing”) shall take place on or before 

July 30, 2017 unless this Marijuana Permit Period is extended, in which event the 

Closing shall occur on or before August 31, 2017 (the “Closing Date”).  

Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement otherwise, Closing must occur on or 

before August 31, 2017, or Buyer’s rights hereunder are terminated.  Actual 

possession is to be given to the Buyer on the Closing Date free of any leases, claims, 

rights or possession by any party other than the Mega Supply Lease. 
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6.2 At Closing, Seller shall deliver to Buyer the following: 

6.2.1 A special warranty deed with covenant of further assurances, to the Property, 

duly executed and acknowledged by Seller and in proper form for recording, 

conveying fee simple title to the Property to Buyer. 

6.2.2 Possession of the Property shall be delivered in “as-is where-is” and “with all 

faults” condition, free and clear of all tenancies, occupancy agreements and 

licenses, other than than certain Lease dated January 29, 2013, as amended, 

by and between Mega Supply, LLC, as “Tenant” and Grundy’s Lane PA, 

LLC, as landlord (as amended, the “Mega Supply Lease”), attached hereto as 

Exhibit “E”. 

6.2.3 A Bill of Sale with respect to Seller’s personal property, if any. 

6.2.4 An executed counterparts of the Assignment and Assumption of Lease in the 

form of Exhibit “F” attached hereto. 

6.2.5 A letter addressed to Tenant informing the Tenant of the sale, substantially in 

the form of Exhibit “G” attached hereto. 

6.2.6 Original executed copies of the Mega Supply Lease (or a copy if the original 

is unavailable).  

6.2.7 An estoppel letter from the Tenant, in which Tenant shall state:  the 

commencement date of the term of the Mega Supply Lease; that the Mega 

Supply Lease is unmodified and in full force and effect; that to the best of the 

knowledge of the signer of the estoppel letter neither the Tenant nor the 

landlord is in default of its obligations under the Mega Supply Lease; the date 

through which minimum rent has been paid under the Mega Supply Lease; 

and such other information reasonably requested by Buyer or Buyer’s lender.   

6.2.8 All keys, electronic codes, electronic key cards, passwords and any and all 

other such security devices, if applicable to the Property in Seller’s 

possession. 

6.2.9 An original executed Assignment of Contracts and Warranties ("Contract 

Assignment") in which Seller shall assign, transfer and set over unto Buyer 

all of the rights and privileges of the landlord under the assignable contracts 

and warranties; and in which Buyer shall accept the assignment set forth 

above and shall assume (and agree to perform) all of the duties and 

obligations of the Seller, under the contracts and warranties.  

Notwithstanding the previous sentence, Buyer may elect, at Buyer’s expense, 

to cause Seller to terminate any and all Contracts, if possible, on or prior to 

Closing. 
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6.2.10 Seller’s affidavit or similar certification as may reasonably be required by the 

title company to issue Buyer a title insurance policy in accordance with 

Section 9, in order for the title company to insure the Property in accordance 

with the provisions of Section 9 below. 

6.2.11 Any resale or other certificates required by any governmental or quasi-

governmental authority in connection with the sale of the Property. 

6.3 At Closing, Buyer shall deliver to Seller the following: 

6.3.1 A title company or bank certified cashier’s check or a wire transfer of 

immediately available federal funds in either case payable to or transferred to 

the closing agent for the balance of the Purchase Price required under 

Paragraph 2 hereof. 

6.4 EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY PROVIDED IN THIS AGREEMENT, CONVEYANCE 

OF THE PROPERTY TO BUYER SHALL BE ON A “WHERE IS”, “AS IS” AND 

“WITH ALL FAULTS” CONDITION AS OF THE TIME OF EXECUTING THIS 

AGREEMENT. 

7. APPORTIONMENTS; EXPENSES. 

7.1 APPORTIONMENTS.  The following items shall be apportioned between Seller and 

Buyer as follows: 

7.1.1 TAXES.  All real estate taxes, charges and assessments affecting the Property 

shall be pro rated on a per diem basis as of the Closing Date, disregarding 

any discount or penalty and on the basis of the fiscal year of the authority 

levying the same.  If any of the same have not been finally assessed, as of the 

date of Closing, for the current fiscal year of the taxing authority, then the 

same shall be adjusted at Closing based upon the most recently issued bills 

therefore, and shall be re-adjusted immediately when and if final bills are 

issued. 

7.1.2 SECURITY DEPOSIT.  At Closing, Seller shall give to Buyer a credit in the 

amount of all security deposits under the Mega Supply Lease together with all 

accrued interest in accordance with the terms of the Mega Supply Lease, if 

applicable. 

7.1.3 WATER/SEWER.  Charges for water, sewer rental shall be pro rated on a per 

diem basis as of the Closing Date, disregarding any discount or penalty and 

on the basis of the fiscal year or billing period of the authority, utility or other 

person levying or charging for the same.  If the consumption of any of the 

foregoing is measured by meters, then Seller shall, not earlier than five days 

preceding the date of Closing, obtain a reading of each such meter and Seller 

shall pay all charges thereunder through the date of the meter readings.  If the 
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bills for any of the foregoing have not been issued prior to the date of the 

Closing, the charges therefore shall be adjusted at the Closing on the basis of 

readings by the parties and shall be further adjusted when the bills for the 

current period are issued.  Seller and Buyer shall cooperate to cause the 

transfer of the Property’s utility accounts from Seller to Buyer.  Buyer’s title 

insurance shall not contain any exception for water usage prior to Closing. 

7.2 EXPENSES.  Each party shall pay all its own expenses incurred in connection with 

this Agreement and the transactions contemplated hereby, including, without limiting 

the generality of the foregoing, (i) all costs and expenses stated herein to be borne by 

a party, and (ii) all of their respective accounting, legal and appraisal fees.  Buyer, in 

addition to Buyer’s other expenses, shall pay for (a) all recording charges incident to 

the recording of the deed for the Real Estate, and (b) all title insurance premiums.  

Seller and Buyer shall each pay for one-half of all realty transfer taxes, if any, 

provided, however, that in the event Buyer is permitted to and assigns its rights 

under this Agreement and such assignee makes additional payments of any kind in 

connection with such assignment of this Agreement, Buyer shall be solely 

responsible for any additional transfer taxes assessed as a result thereof, and shall 

pay such additional taxes at Closing.  Seller shall have no liability for any taxes 

assessed based on any consideration greater than the Purchase Price, and Buyer shall 

indemnify Seller for any such additional taxes. 

8. DAMAGE OR DESTRUCTION; CONDEMNATION. 

8.1 Risk of loss to the Property from fire or other casualty shall be borne by Seller until 

Closing.  If the Property or any portion thereof is damaged or destroyed by fire or 

other casualty prior to Closing and Seller is unable or fails to restore by the date 

established for Closing the damaged portion of the Property to a condition equivalent 

to that which existed immediately prior to the casualty, Buyer may (i) terminate this 

Agreement and receive a return of the Escrows Funds (if such termination occurs on 

or prior to the expiration of Buyer’s right of termination periods set forth in 

Paragraph 9, 12 or 13) or the Permit Deposit (if such termination occurs after the 

expiration of Buyer’s right of termination periods set forth in Paragraphs 9, 12 or 13) 

or (ii) cause Seller to assign to Buyer all of the Seller’s right, title and interest in the 

proceeds to be paid on the claim of loss in which event the parties shall proceed to 

Closing. 

8.2 If prior to Closing, any “substantial portion” of the Property becomes subject to a 

condemnation proceeding or a threat thereof by public or quasi public authority 

having the power of eminent domain, Seller shall immediately notify Buyer thereof 

in writing and Buyer may elect to terminate this Agreement.  For purposes of this 

paragraph, “substantial portion” shall be defined as a taking of such portion of the 

Property such that Buyer’s use of the Property would be materially impacted or the 

taking of such land which prevents access to the Property from a public road.  If 

Buyer elects to terminate this Agreement, it shall so notify Seller within fifteen (15) 
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days after Buyer has received written notice of such proceedings from Seller and the 

Escrow Funds (if such termination occurs on or prior to the expiration of Buyer’s 

right of termination periods set forth in Paragraph 9, 12 or 13) or the Permit Deposit 

(if such termination occurs after Buyer’s right of termination periods set forth in 

Paragraphs 9, 12 or 13) shall be returned to the Buyer and this Agreement shall be 

deemed null and void and the parties hereto shall have no further obligations to or 

recourse against each other with regard to the matters provided for herein.  If Buyer 

has not elected to terminate this Agreement as provided in this paragraph, the 

transaction shall proceed as contemplated herein, in which event, Buyer shall be 

entitled to receive all proceeds of any award or payment in lieu thereof. 

8.3 All existing casualty insurance policies respecting the Property shall be maintained 

and kept in full force and effect by Seller pending Closing. 

9. QUALITY OF TITLE. 

9.1 PERMITTED EXCEPTIONS.  On or before the date thirty (30) days after the latest 

to occur of (i) the Effective Date of this Agreement, or (ii) the date Buyer receives a 

copy of the title commitment and survey to the Property, Buyer shall notify Seller in 

writing of any objections to title as reported in a title commitment or survey obtained 

by Buyer and shall deliver to Seller a copy of the title commitment and survey which 

contains such objectionable item.  Seller may undertake to eliminate any such 

objection; provided, however, Seller shall eliminate all liens and encumbrances of a 

fixed or ascertainable amount.  If Seller does not elect to eliminate such objection or 

make arrangement to eliminate such objection at Closing, then Seller shall notify 

Buyer within ten (10) days after receipt of Buyer’s notice and Buyer shall thereafter 

have the option, to be exercised within ten (10) days after receipt of Seller’s notice, 

to terminate this Agreement, in which event, this Agreement shall be null and void 

and the Escrow Funds shall be returned to Buyer and the parties shall have no further 

obligations to or recourse against each other.  If Buyer does not terminate this 

Agreement as aforesaid, Buyer shall be deemed to have waived any objections to 

title reported in Buyer’s title commitment and survey and such objections shall, 

except for liens and encumbrances of a fixed or ascertainable amount, become 

“Permitted Exceptions”. 

9.2 TITLE.  Title to the Property shall be good and marketable and such as will be 

insured by a reputable title insurance company at regular rates.  Title to the Property 

shall be conveyed free and clear of all liens, easements, leases (other than the Mega 

Supply Lease) and other encumbrances, except only those permitted pursuant to 

Paragraph 9.1.  In the event Seller shall not be able to convey title to the Property on 

the date of Closing in accordance with the foregoing provisions of this Agreement, 

subject only to Permitted Exceptions, then Buyer shall have the option, exercisable 

by written notice to Seller at or prior to the Closing, of (i) accepting at Closing such 

title as Seller is able to convey, with no deduction from or adjustment of the 

Purchase Price except for adjustment equal to the amount of any lien, judgment or 
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other encumbrance of an ascertainable and liquidated amount together with interest 

and penalties thereon, if any; or (ii) declining to proceed to Closing; and in the latter 

event all obligations, liabilities and rights of the parties under this Agreement shall 

terminate, and the Escrow Funds shall be returned to Buyer.  Notwithstanding 

anything to the contrary contained in Paragraphs 9.1 or 9.2, however, Seller shall 

satisfy or release any lien or judgment in an ascertainable amount, which amount 

shall in no event exceed the Purchase Price. 

10. NOTICES.  All notices and other communications hereunder shall be in writing (whether or 

not a writing is expressly required hereby), and shall be deemed to have been given if hand 

delivered or sent by regular mail, or an express mail service or by courier or by overnight 

mail, then if and when delivered to and received by the respective parties or one (1) day 

after delivery was refused at the below addresses (or at such other address as a party may 

hereafter designate for itself by notice to the other party as required hereby): 

 

IF TO SELLER: 

 

 Grundys Lane PA LLC 

 20 Commerce Street 

 Baltimore, MD  21202 

 Attention: Mr. Charles Nabit 

   

 

PK Law 

 901 Dulaney Valley Road, Suite 400 

 Towson, MD  21204 

 Attention: Drake Zaharris, Esquire 

   

 

With a required copy to Agent. 

 

IF TO BUYER: 

 

 DSA Research LLC 

 960 South Wisteria Drive 

 Malvern, PA  19355 

 Attention: David Milberg, President 

   

 

Cozen O’Connor 

 One Liberty Place 

 1650 Market Street, Suite 2800 

 Philadelphia, PA  19103 

 Attention: Matthew Weinstein, Esquire 

     

DOH DOH DOH 

DOH DOH DOH DOH 

DOH DOH DOH DOH DOH 

DOH DOH DOH DOH DOH DOH 
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With a required copy to Agent. 

 

IF TO AGENT: 

 

Roddy Inc. 

Glenview Corporate Center 

3220 Tillman Drive, Suite 112 

Bensalem, PA  19020-2028 

Attention: Francis T. Roddy 

  

 

IF TO ESCROW AGENT: 

 

 Land Services USA, Inc. 

 1 South Church Street, Suite 300 

 West Chester, PA  19382 

11. CONDITION OF THE PROPERTY.  Buyer agrees to accept the Property at Closing in the 

“where is”, “as is” and “with all faults” condition as of the time of execution of this 

Agreement.  Buyer agrees and confirms that, except as expressly set forth herein neither 

Seller, Agent, nor any agent, employee or representative of Seller, has made and does not 

make herein any representation or warranty as to the condition of all or any portion of the 

Property. 

12. SELLER’S OBLIGATION TO AMEND MEGA SUPPLY, LLC LEASE.  Seller shall have 

forty-five (45) days after the Effective Date of this Agreement (the “Lease Negotiation 

Period”) to negotiate with Tenant to amend the Mega Supply Lease to permit landlord the 

right to terminate the Mega Supply Lease at any time by providing three (3) months’ prior 

written notice of landlord’s intent to terminate the Mega Supply Lease (the “Required 

Amendment”).  Seller shall provide a copy of the Required Amendment to Buyer within ten 

(10) business days after Seller’s receipt of the Required Amendment. In the event Seller has 

not obtained the Required Amendment within the Lease Negotiation Period, Buyer shall 

have the option of terminating this Agreement at any time prior to the receipt of the 

Required Amendment.  If Buyer elects to cancel this Agreement, Buyer shall notify Seller in 

writing of such cancellation no later than ten (10) business days after expiration of the Lease 

Negotiation Period, which time shall be of the essence of this Agreement.  If Buyer elects to 

terminate, the Escrow Funds shall be returned to Buyer and this Agreement shall be null and 

void.   

13. BUYER’S INSPECTION.  Buyer shall have the right, during the period commencing on the 

Effective Date of this Agreement and expiring forty-five (45) days after the Effective Date 

(the “Investigation Period”) to have the Property inspected by one or more contractors, 

engineers or any other professionals of Buyer’s choosing to determine the condition and 

integrity of the building, roof, plumbing, HVAC, electrical and other systems and to obtain a 

DOH DOH DOH DOH 
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Phase I Environmental Audit, a copy of which shall be promptly provided to Seller, 

satisfactory to Buyer and Buyer’s lenders, and to perform any other non-invasive 

investigations deemed necessary by Buyer in Buyer’s sole discretion (collectively, the 

“Investigation”).  Prior to conducting any such activities on the Property, Buyer shall 

provide to Seller a certificate of insurance evidencing insurance that will protect Buyer, 

Buyer’s contractor and Seller from claims arising from or in connection with the Buyer’s or 

its contractor’s work or activities on the Property with limits of not less than $1,000,000 per 

occurrence and $2,000,000 in the aggregate.  Buyer shall be responsible for and indemnify 

Seller and hold harmless from any damages, liabilities or claims for personal injury or 

property damage or claims therefore in connection with any of its inspections conducted on 

the Property by or on behalf of Buyer.   

 

Buyer shall provide Seller with a copy of the inspection reports (the “Inspection Reports”) 

within five (5) business days after Buyer’s receipt of the written reports disclosing any such 

defects, which are unacceptable to Buyer.  All such Inspection Reports shall in any event be 

provided to Seller not later than five (5) business days after the expiration of the Investigation 

Period.  Seller shall have the right to remedy at Seller’s sole cost and expense, any deficiencies 

or defects set forth in Inspection Reports that can be remedied or repaired at a cost of Fifty 

Thousand Dollars ($50,000.00) or less.  If Seller does not agree with the conclusions set forth 

in Buyer’s Inspection Reports, Buyer and Seller agree to obtain, and divide equally the cost of, 

an independent third party inspection report  and estimate of the cost of repair or remedy of 

any such deficiency or defect from a third party mutally acceptable to Seller and Buyer, within 

ten (10) business days after the receipt of the Inspection Reports.  If Seller does not wish to 

remedy the same, Seller shall so notify the Buyer of Seller’s election within five (5) business 

days after Seller has received the Inspection Reports.  If Seller shall elect not to remedy such 

defects, Buyer shall have the right to rescind this Agreement by notice to Seller given within 

the later to occur of five (5) business days after receipt of Seller’s election or conclusion of the 

Inspection Period.  Upon such recission, this Agreement shall, without any further action by 

Buyer or Seller, become null and void, and all of the parties to this Agreement shall be 

released from any and all further obligation or liability hereunder and the Escrow Funds shall 

be returned to Buyer. 

 

Seller shall provide Buyer’s contractors, engineers, or other professional representative access 

to the Property so that Buyer can complete its inspection in a timely manner. 

   

Buyer’s failure to exercise its right of rescission on a timely basis will be deemed a waiver of 

this contingency. 

 

Buyer acknowledges that Buyer shall purchase the Property as a result of such inspections and 

not in reliance upon any representations, inducements or promises, either oral or written, made 

by the Seller, Agent or any selling agent or other agent of Seller except as expressly stated in 

this Agreement, and Seller and Agent shall not be responsible or liable for any agreement, 

condition or stipulation not set forth herein relating to or affecting the Property. 
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To the extent that Seller has any of the following items in its possession, Seller shall, within 

ten (10) days from the date hereof, deliver copies of such items to Buyer:  (i) as-built plans 

and specifications, surveys or other plans for the Property, (ii) all permits or licenses issued 

by any governmental authorities or utility companies in connection with the occupancy and 

use of the Property (including certificates of occupancy), (iii) all environmental, building 

and site inspection reports, if any, covering the Property which were prepared by third-party 

consultants, (iv) a copy of the deed and any title insurance policies covering the Property, 

and (v) all contracts pertaining to the Property as of the date of this Agreement, including, 

but not limited to, service contracts, equipment leases, warranties and maintenance 

contracts. 

14. MEDICAL MARIJUANA PERMIT. 

14.1 Buyer's obligation to complete Closing hereunder is contingent upon Buyer or any 

firm, corporation, partnership, or other individual or entity affiliated with Buyer 

obtaining a Medical Marijuana Permit on or before July 1, 2017 (the “Marijuana 

Permit Period”). 

14.2 In the event Buyer does not obtain its Medical Marjuana Permit by the conclusion of 

the Marijuana Permit Period, Buyer shall have a one-time right to extend the 

Marijuana Permit Period for one (1) extension of thirty (30) days  by providing 

notice to Seller on or prior to the conclusion of the Marijuana Permit Period.   

14.3 In the event Buyer has not obtained the afore-mentioned Medical Marijuana Permit 

by the conclusion of the Marijuana Permit Period, or such extension thereof, Buyer 

shall have the option of terminating this Agreement on or prior to the Marijuana 

Permit Period, or such extension thereof.  If Buyer elects to so cancel this 

Agreement, Buyer shall notify Seller in writing of such cancellation.  If Buyer has 

obtained the Medical Marijuana Permit, as provided for herein, and fails to close for 

reasons other than Seller’s default, the Escrow Funds shall promptly be paid to 

Seller. 

14.4 The times for Buyer’s elections to extend or terminate shall be of the essence of this 

Agreement.  

15.  COMMISSION. 

15.1 Seller hereby agrees to pay to Roddy Inc., Agent for their services rendered in this 

transaction a commission of six percent (6%) of the gross sale price, said 

commission to be paid, if, as and when Closing occurs. 

15.2 Seller and Buyer each represent and warrant to the other that Roddy Inc. is the sole 

broker in this transaction.  Seller agrees to compensate Roddy Inc. at the time of 

Closing in connection with the conveyance of the Property as set forth above.  If any 

claim is asserted by any person, firm or corporation, other than Roddy Inc. in the sale 

of the Property resulting from any act, representation or promise of either Seller or 
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Buyer, such party shall indemnify, defend and save harmless the other party from 

such claim. 

16. LICENSING ACT. 

16.1 Pursuant to the provisions of the Pennsylvania Real Estate Licensing and 

Registration Act, 63, PA state.Ann.Sections 455.101 as amended (the “Act”), Agent 

hereby makes the following disclosures to Buyer: 

16.1.1 Agent is the agent of Seller, not Buyer; 

16.1.2 Section 801 of the Act established a Real Estate Recovery Fund.  The basic 

purpose of the Real Estate Recovery Fund is to compensate an aggrieved 

person for the unpaid portion of a judgment, based on a claim against a 

person licensed under the Act, for fraud, misrepresentation or deceit in any 

transaction for which a license is required under the Act.  For further 

information concerning the Real Estate Recovery Fund, Buyer should contact 

the Pennsylvania Real Estate Commission at (717) 783-3500; 

16.1.3 Access to a public road may require issuance of a highway occupancy permit 

from the Department of Transportation. 

 

17. W-9 FORMS. 

17.1 Buyer and Seller warrant and represent that Buyer and Seller have completely filled 

out the W-9 forms attached hereto as Exhibit “C” and Exhibit “D” and made a part 

hereof and understand that the Deposit can not be deposited in the Escrow Account 

unless and until both of such W-9 forms are completed and delivered to Escrow 

Agent. 

 

   Buyer’s Federal Tax ID number 30-0958370 

   Seller’s Federal Tax ID number       

18. DEFAULTS PRIOR TO CLOSING. 

18.1 Should Buyer violate or fail (in breach of its obligations hereunder) to fulfill or 

perform any of the terms, conditions or undertakings set forth in this Agreement 

applicable to it at or prior to Closing and if as a result thereof Closing hereunder 

shall not occur then Seller shall, as its sole remedy retain the Escrow Funds as 

liquidated damages (and not as a penalty) and Buyer and Seller shall each be 

released from all further liability or obligation hereunder and this Agreement shall 

terminate. 

18.2 Should Seller violate or fail (in breach of its obligations hereunder) to fulfill or 

perform any of the terms, conditions or undertakings set forth in this Agreement 
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applicable to it, at or prior to Closing, and if as a result thereof a Closing hereunder 

shall not occur, then in such case Buyer shall have the remedies available to it in law 

or equity including the right to specific performance. 

19. MISCELLANEOUS. 

19.1 TENDER.  Formal tender of an executed deed and purchase money is hereby 

waived; but nothing herein shall be deemed a waiver of the obligation of Seller to 

execute, acknowledge and deliver the deed to the Property or the concurrent 

obligation of Buyer to pay the Purchase Price. 

19.2 TIME OF THE ESSENCE.  All times, wherever specified herein, are of the essence 

of this Agreement. 

19.3 FIRPTA.  At Closing, Seller shall deliver to Buyer a written certification in the form 

of Exhibit “B” to Buyer and dated no earlier than ten (10) days prior to the date of 

Closing, which certification shall be in compliance with The Tax Reform Act of 

1984 (the “Act”) and the regulations thereunder that are imposed by the Foreign 

Investment in Real Property Tax Act (“FIRPTA”), and certifying that Seller is not a 

person subject to withholding under FIRPTA and the Act, and containing Seller’s tax 

identification number and address. 

19.4 GOVERNING LAWS; PARTIES AT INTEREST.  This Agreement shall be 

governed by Pennsylvania law and shall bind and inure to the benefit of the parties 

hereto and, their respective heirs, executors, administrators, personal representatives, 

successors and assigns. 

19.5 HEADINGS.  The headings preceding the text of the paragraphs and subparagraphs 

hereof are inserted solely for convenience of reference and shall not constitute a part 

of this Agreement, nor shall they affect its meaning, construction or effect. 

19.6 ENTIRE AGREEMENT; AMENDMENTS.  This Agreement and the Exhibits 

hereto set forth all of the promises, covenants, agreements, conditions and 

undertakings between the parties hereto with respect to the subject matter hereof, and 

supersede all prior and contemporaneous agreements and understandings, 

inducements or conditions, express or implied, oral or written, except as contained 

herein.  This Agreement may not be changed orally, but only by an agreement in 

writing, duly executed by or on behalf of the party against whom enforcement of any 

waiver, change, modification, consent or discharge is sought. 

20. RECORDING.  This Agreement shall not be recorded in the Department of Records of the 

County of Bucks or in any other office or place of public record.  If Buyer shall record this 

Agreement or cause or permit the same to be recorded, Seller may, at Seller’s option and in 

addition to Seller’s other rights and remedies, elect to treat such act as a breach of this 

Agreement, and Seller shall have the right forthwith to institute appropriate legal 

proceedings to have the same removed of record at Buyer’s expense. 
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21. ASSIGNABILITY.  At and concurrently with a Closing hereunder, Buyer may assign any 

portion or all of its rights or obligations under this Agreement without the consent of Seller, 

provided that, and on the condition that:  (i) Buyer shall have given Seller ten (10) days prior 

written notice of the assignment and the identity of the assignee, (ii) such assignee shall 

have assumed Buyer’s obligations hereunder by a written instrument of assumption in form 

and substance reasonably satisfactory to Seller, and (iii) Seller’s obligation, if any, to pay 

transfer tax shall be calculated based on the consideration set forth herein.  Notwithstanding 

any such permitted assignment by Buyer, Buyer shall nevertheless remain liable for all of 

Buyer’s obligations hereunder. 

22. AGENCY.  It is understood that Roddy Inc. is the Seller’s broker and is acting as Agent 

only and will in no case whatsoever be held liable to either party for the performance of any 

term or covenant of this Agreement or for damages for non-performance thereof except in 

the event of Agent’s gross negligence or willful misconduct. 

23. BROKERS.  Each party represents and warrants to the other that it has not made any 

agreement or taken any action which may cause any person to become entitled to a 

commission or other compensation as a result of the transactions contemplated by this 

Agreement other than Agent and each party will indemnify and defend the other from any 

and all claims, actual or threatened, for such commission or other compensation by any third 

person other than by reason of such party’s breach of its representation or warranty 

contained in this Paragraph 23. 

 

24. OPERATING OF THE PROPERTY PRIOR TO CLOSING.  Between the date hereof and 

the Closing: 

24.1 Seller shall not enter into any leases or tenancies with respect to the Property other 

than the Required Amendment. 

24.2 Seller, at its own cost and expense, shall maintain the Property at least in its present 

condition subject to ordinary wear and tear, and without limitation of the foregoing, 

Seller shall not diminish the quality or quantity of maintenance and upkeep of 

services heretofore provided to the Property.   

24.3 Seller shall not modify or release warranties or guarantees relating to the Property, 

without the prior written consent of Buyer. 

24.4 Seller shall use due diligence and act in good faith not to commit or permit any 

material default by Seller under any lease, note, mortgage, insurance policy, license, 

permit, contract or other agreement in any way related to or connected with the 

Property, or the operations thereof, and Seller shall actively and diligently pursue all 

reasonable remedies available to Seller on account of any default thereunder by any 

other party.  Seller shall pay when due, subject to applicable grace periods, all 

installments of interest and principal under any existing mortgage encumbering the 

Property through the date of Closing.   
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24.5 Seller shall not grant any new encumbrances on or about the Property without the 

prior written consent of Buyer, which Buyer may withhold in its reasonsable 

discretion. 

24.6 Seller and Buyer shall not institute any proceeding with respect to the real estate 

taxes assessed against the Property.  Seller and Buyer shall not withdraw, settle or 

otherwise compromise any pending tax reduction proceeding without their mutual 

written consent.  If any proceeding shall result in any reduction of assessment for the 

tax year in which the Closing occurs, the amount of tax savings or refund for such 

tax year shall be apportioned between the parties as of the date of Closing.   

24.7 Seller shall, at its own cost and expense, in a good and workmanlike manner, make 

all repairs and/or replacements to the Property (i) as necessary to maintain the 

Property in at least as good a condition as it exists on the Effective Date; and (ii) as 

may be reasonably required pursuant to any inspection or directive of any 

governmental authority having jurisdiction; and (iii) to ensure habitability of the 

Property to the tenants.   

25. COUNTERPARTS.  This Agreement may be executed simultaneously in two (2) or more 

counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original, but all of which together constitute 

one and the same instrument. 

26. SEWAGE FACILITY.  The Pennsylvania Sewage Facilities Act of January 24, 1966, No. 

537, P.L. 1535, as amended, requires that there be a statement regarding the availability of a 

community sewage system.  Seller represents and warrants that this Property is serviced by a 

community sewage system 

27. CORPORATE AND BULK SALES CLEARANCE CERTIFICATES. 

27.1 If the Property constitutes fifty one percent (51%) or more of the assets of Seller 

located in Pennsylvania, Seller shall, upon the execution of this Agreement, give 

written notices (with a copy to Buyer) identifying Buyer as the purchaser as required 

under the Act of May 25, 1939, P.L. 189, No. 97, 69 P.S. §529, the Act of May 29, 

1951, P.L. 508, No. 126, 72 P.S. §1403(a), the Act of March 4, 1971, P.L. 6, No. 2, 

72 P.S. §7240, and the Act of August 4, 1991, P.L. 97, No. 22, 72 P.S. §7321.1, and 

their respective amendments, and shall obtain, prior to the Closing Date, all lien 

certificates and shall use diligent efforts to obtain, prior to the Closing Date, all 

clearance certificates which may be obtained pursuant to those laws.  Copies of all 

such certificates shall be delivered to Buyer promptly after receipt of same by Seller. 

27.2 If Seller fails to obtain any such clearance certificate, then Buyer shall have the right 

to require Seller to enter into such agreements and deposit such sums with the 

Escrow Agent, which shall include at Buyer’s option all sums shown on any lien 

certificate obtained, plus the parties’ reasonable estimate of those unsettled or 

undetermined liabilities of Seller and pay such premiums to the Escrow Agent, as 

may be required to enable the Escrow Agent to insure for payment to the appropriate 
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governmental authorities to protect Buyer against loss by reason of the non payment 

by Seller of all taxes and other sums payable by Seller to the date of conveyance and 

Seller’s failure to obtain and deliver clearance certificates showing that all reports 

have been filed with the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and that all such taxes and 

other sums have been paid. 

27.3 Seller shall indemnify, defend, and hold Buyer harmless from and against any and all 

losses, claims, damages and liabilities, including without limitation attorneys’ fees 

and costs of defense, which may be incurred by Buyer in connection with Seller’s 

obligations under this Section and non payment by Seller of any taxes imposed upon 

Seller.  Such indemnification obligation shall not be limited to the amounts deposited 

with the Escrow Agent, pursuant to this Section. 

 

 

[ SIGNATURE PAGE TO FOLLOW ] 













































































































































Attachment H: Tax Clearance Certificates 
 

Instructions:   
 Completion of this form is a condition of this application and will authorize the Pennsylvania 

Department of Revenue (DOR) and the Department of Labor and Industry (L&I) to review the tax 
records of the applicant and its principals and other persons affiliated with the applicant, as part of the 
permit application review by the Pennsylvania Department of Health (Department) 

 Your signature on this form also represents a waiver of confidentiality of this information. Your 
signature allows DOR and L&I to provide tax information to the Department 

  If the applicant’s business is not at a stage where a tax clearance certificate is possible, the 
application may be considered to be complete if the applicant provides a copy of form PA-100, PA 
Enterprise Registration Form 

 Complete this cover sheet. Scan this sheet with the completed Application for a Tax Clearance 
Review and save it as a PDF file called ”Attachment H,” using the appropriate file name format 

 
Business Name, as it appears on the applicant’s certificate of incorporation, charter, bylaws, 
partnership agreement or other official documents: 
Vessel Research LLC 
Trade names and DBA (doing business as) names: 
 
Principal Business Address: 1106 Forsyth Lane 
City: West Chester  State: PA  Zip Code: 19382 
Phone: 347-703-9624 Fax: Email:collin@vessellifescience.com

 
 
 
Application for a Tax Clearance Review 
 
Vessel Research LLC       EIN 38-7179049 
Name listed on tax return     Employer Identification Number or 
        Social Security Number 
 
 
1106 Forsyth Lane   West Chester     PA    19382 
Address    City    State              Zip Code 
 
I certify that I am the individual whose tax records are to be reviewed. If the tax records are for an entity, I 
certify that I am the authorized signatory for the applicant.  
 
 
 

    347-703-9624        3/18/17 
Signature of officer or authorized signatory         Telephone number         Date 
 

 

A photocopy, facsimile or other electronic version of this document shall be accepted as an original 
signature. 
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OPERATIONAL TIMETABLE (CONTD.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              

            

           



1  INSTALLATION OF MECHANICAL/ELECTRICAL INFRASTRUCTURE & MAIN BUILDING SERVICES 

UPGRADES WHICH MAY INCLUDE EXTERIOR SITE WORK (IF UNDERGROUND ELECTRICAL 

SERVICE UPGRADE IS REQUIRED)  

2  ASSEMBLY OF ALL IN-WALL ELECTRICAL/MECHANICAL BEGINS WITHIN FLEXMOD WALLS  

3  ELECTRICAL & MECHANICAL IN-WALL INSTALLATIONS TO BE INSPECTED BY LOCAL BUILDING 

DEPARTMENT BEFORE WALLS ARE CLOSED IN  

4  COMPLETION OF IN WALL ELECTRICAL/MECHANICAL 

5  COMPLETION OF ALL WALL/CEILING ASSEMBLIES  

6  INSTALLATION & COMMISSIONING OF ALL AESSENCE GROW UNITS AND R/O WATER 

TheraCannSYSTEM  IN ALL FLOWER, MOTHER, VEG ROOMS - INSTALLATION CAN COMMENCE 

AS FLEXMOD ROOMS ARE COMPLETED IN GROW AREA 

7  COMMISSIONING OF ALL BUILDING TheraCannSYSTEMS/EQUIPMENT, SECURITY 

TheraCannSYSTEMS & CLEAN-UP OF DEFICIENCIES  

8  OCCUPANCY PERMIT GRANTED - December 15th 2017. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

THE FOLLOWING OUTLINES SPECIFICS AROUND THE GROWING, HANDLING, PROCESSING, 

TESTING, TRANSPORTING, DISPOSING AS REQUESTED IN SECTION 08 OF THE APPLICATION  

 

GROW OPERATION COMMENCES - FIRST CROP PLANTED - December 15th 2017 BY CLONE - 

GROW PERIOD 11 WEEKS - FIRST CROP READY as early as February 2nd 2018 

Clones take a week to root. After that in a SOG configuration veg is 3 weeks and flower is about 

7 weeks. So with clones you will harvest in 11 weeks. 

CROP IS TESTED - ONGOING THROUGH GROWTH CYCLE OF THE CROP BETWEEN December 15th 

2017 TO February 2nd 2018 

Testing will vary per the lifecycle. It is important to remember that not only the crop needs to 

be tested. Any media, nutrients and water need to be tested for the presence of heavy metals 

and other contamination prior to introduction to the crop. All surfaces need to be tested for 

pathogens prior to the introduction of plant material. 

During the cloning and veg phase, it is likely the only tests will be for pathogens. These should 

be conducted every couple of days to ensure sterility and to alert staff of emerging issues. 

During the flowering phase, tests for pathogens need to be conducted every couple of days. A 

cannabinoid and terpene profile should be done every week initially, and then every couple of 

days during the last week of flowering. This is to monitor the ratio of THC and CBN, as well as to 

determine when peak resin production has been achieved. 



CROP IS HARVESTED – February 2nd 2018 to February 7th 2018 

Crops are harvested after 11 weeks when growth cycle is complete - harvesting from the 

various flower rooms takes approximately 3-5 days.  Plants are transported to the secure rooms 

via rolling bins where they are processed.   

CROP NOT USED IS DISPOSED – February 7th 2018 to February 17th 2018 

Plant material not used in the processing for production of goods that are to be sold, will be 

destroyed by organic fermentation. The fermentation process takes 7 -10 days utilizing an 

organic fermentation mixture and processed in a unit called the Bokashi Cycle. The 

fermentation process is done entirely within a secure area of the facility with resulting ferment 

product shipped off site as required as compost. 

FIRST CROP IS EXTRACTED - ONGOING PROCESS  

Harvested crop will be brought to a secure extraction processing room. Tincture products will 

be made by dissolving rosin in MCT oil, then filtering and/or centrifuging to remove solids. 

Making tinctures will take 1 day to 3 days. 

EXTRACTION ARE TESTED - ONGOING PROCESS  

Each batch of extract will need to be tested (pathogens, heavy metals, cannabinoid and terpene 

amounts). Further, if a product is made from the extract, that will need to be tested as well. 

PRODUCTS FOR SALE/DISTRIBUTION PACKAGED AND READY FOR SHIPMENT – February 17th-

2018 to February 24th 2018 

Packaging of bud requires that it be weighed, placed in a container, the container labeled and 

the material placed in the vault. Packaging and labeling extracts in the form of tinctures will 

take approximately 60 minutes per liter when using 40 mL bottles. It is safe to assume that each 

bottle contains a gram of extract.  

PRODUCTS ARE PACKAGED AND PLACED IN VAULT – February 24th 2018 to February 25th 2018 

Once packaging is complete, all products are placed in the secure vault until such time pick-up 

of the product is arranged, ideally the next day. The vehicle that is used for courier pick-up, 

pulls into the facility loading bay and secured in position with locking overhead doors that 

prevent the driver or vehicle from leaving the loading bay itself.  The products are passed to the 

driver via secure pass-thru, which he places in his vehicle and then departs.  

PRODUCTS ARE SHIPPED/TRANSPORTED – February 25th 2018 to February 26th 2018 

Product are shipped via secure armored vehicles- refer to the transport section in balance of 

Part D. 

FOLLOW UP CONTACT MADE WITH DISPENSARY – February 26th 2018 

Client satisfaction is confirmed, and any issues or concerns immediately addressed. 



FlexMod Solutions – Further Information 

     
Why Modular for Your Commercial Agriculture Grow Facility? 

First let’s describe what modular is… 

Modular is a type of construction process in which a building is constructed off-site, under 

controlled plant conditions, using the same materials and designed to the same codes and 

standards as conventionally built facilities. 

With one big difference: Modular facilities are finished in about half the time. Modules are put 

together on-site quickly, reducing weather delays, moisture getting into construction materials 

resulting in mold contamination, and on-site traffic from workers, equipment, and suppliers. 

Modular buildings are built with the same materials as traditional construction and are built to 

meet or exceed the same building codes and standards as site-built structures. 

Structurally, modular buildings are generally stronger than conventional construction because 

each module is engineered to independently withstand the rigors of transportation and craning 

onto foundations. 

Once together and sealed, the modules become one integrated wall, floor and roof assembly. 

Completely assembled modular facilities are virtually indistinguishable from their site-built 

counterparts. 

Modular is…Faster 

Construction of modular buildings occurs simultaneously with site work, which translates to a 

completed facility in half the time of traditional construction. 

Weather delays are reduced or eliminated because the bulk of the construction is done inside a 

factory. 

You occupy the building sooner, and start getting a return on your initial investment quicker. 

The longer the construction, the higher the possibility for theft from the construction site. 

Security issues are reduced due to the reduced build time. 



Modular is…Smarter 

Modular buildings are built with the same materials and to the same building codes and 

architectural specifications as traditional construction, but with the advantage of being finished 

in half the time. 

Once assembled, they are virtually indistinguishable from their site-built counterparts. 

A typical modular structure is built on a fixed cost contract, which reduces the chance of cost 

overruns. 

Modular facilities are more efficient. 

You accelerate the return on your initial investment. 

Modular is…Greener 

Less on-site traffic because 60-90% of construction is done at the factory. 

Because most of the facility is built off-site, the potential for moisture being trapped in the new 

construction due to weather is eliminated. 

Modular buildings can be disassembled and relocated or refurbished for new use. 

Tighter structures. Because modules are built more efficiently and with tighter specifications at 

the factory, they have less air infiltration. 

Less air infiltration means more energy efficiency than traditional construction methods. And 

that translates to lower environmental costs throughout the life of your facility. 

Bokashi Cycle – Further Information 

Bokashi Fermenting Methods Explained 

Bokashi is a new and revolutionary way of fermenting (pickling) your kitchen waste. The 

method was developed in Japan and when done properly, breaks down the scrap material with 

many micro-organisms (lactobacilli, yeasts and phototropic microbes) all working together. It's 

easy to do once you have the right equipment. 

You can ferment practically anything - even left-over meat and fish. 

Bokashi fermenting - the next big thing? 

Even though the general method has been known and practiced for hundreds of years, it was 

made substantially more reliable in practice and in Japan and popularized by Professor Teruo 

Higa who recognized that the correct composition of microbes was needed to get it right. The 

way it works is more akin to pickling than to the rotting you get with normal composting 

methods. Food waste is worked on by micro-organisms and then when it is safe it is put into the 

ground where soil microbes complete the work. 



The big benefits are these: 

Reduce Trash Collection Charges - Save money! 

Placing your scraps in the Bokashi Cyclette and allowing them to ferment and go into the 

garden will reduce your weekly trash collection weight by about 20 - 30%. You should be able to 

change the size of your container or the pick-up frequency by your trash collector. Savings can 

be as high as $20 -$30 per month beginning the month you start fermenting with a Bokashi 

Cyclette. 

No rats! 

Unlike traditional composting of scraps, rats and other vermin are not attracted to the buried 

fermented product that is rapidly converted to rich nutrients for your plants. 

No smells. 

There is no putrid or foul smell of decomposition to worry about and your BokashiCyclette 

fermenter will not attract flies. This is because it is kept sealed. Each day you add some of the 

Bokashicycle culture mix to cover each new layer of scraps. The effective micro-organisms 

contained in the Bokashicycle culture mix get to work on the food scraps. There is a small 

amount of liquid generated which can be used as a soil activator normally diluted 100 fold 

before being used on plants. 

It's quick. 

Two weeks is all that's needed for the organisms to do their work. 

It's convenient. 

You can include all types of food waste such as left-over meat scraps or cheese. The only 

inconvenience is that you have to chop up large bits of waste before adding them to the 

TheraCannSYSTEM. 

How does it work? 

The fermentation process is anaerobic. That means that air is effectively excluded during the 

process. The micro-organisms break down the constituents of the food waste until they are 

effectively pickled. 

Bokashicycle is the totally natural way to reduce, reuse and recycle organic waste. Bokashicycle 

is 100% natural. It is safe for you, safe for your pets, and safe for the environment. Bokashicycle 

fermenting helps reduce greenhouse gases like carbon dioxide, methane and bad smells like 

hydrogen sulfide and ammonia invariably associated with scrap composting. It is also much 

faster at breaking down your food scraps. Fermenting your scraps is a lot like making wine. 

Oxygen is the enemy causing a rotting smell. In the TheraCannSYSTEM, the lack of oxygen and 

the relatively low acidity prevent the organisms that produce gas and smells from forming, and 



any that were present will not be able to survive. They will be consumed by the anaerobic 

organisms that thrive when oxygen is absent. 

Bokashicycle mixed with food or garden wastes allows recycling which reduces the amount of 

waste in landfills. The processed waste ends up in your garden where plants will get good use 

out of the nutrients that are produced while scraps are destroyed. With Bokashicycle a healthy 

balance of microbes go into the soil with the fermented scraps re-establishing the needed 

healthy high microbial counts present in healthy soil. 

Bokashicycle treated soil provides for improved uptake of nutrients and antioxidants resulting 

in vigorous and healthy plant growth. The nutrient product produced in fermenting acts as a 

fertilizer for the plants. 

Bokashi is used worldwide and reduces our dependency on chemical fertilizers and pesticides. 

Bokashi culture mix has a sweet fermented smell. 
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EMPLOYEE QUALIFICATIONS, DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES AND 

TRAINING (CONTD.) 
TECHNICAL ADVISORY BOARD: Through strong strategic relationships, Vessel Life Science has 

managed to secure some of the world’s top experts in cannabis business operations in a 

manner which gives it a strategic advantage compared to the competition. Instead of adding 

additional expenses on the payroll, causing the organization to experience a financial burden 

because of excessive payroll requirements that could lead to poor decision making or taking on 

unnecessary risks, these technical advisors success has been specifically structured to be 

completely dependent on Vessel Life Science’s success alone. These relationships have bee 

proactively established with long-term exclusive licensing and service agreements.  

Brent A. Reynolds - Chief Medical Advisor, UCANN  

Brent A. Reynolds, Ph.D., attended the University of Calgary, where he received his M.Sc. and 

Ph.D. in 1989 and 1994, respectively. While working on his Ph.D. thesis Reynolds co-discovered 

the existence of stem cells in the adult mammalian brain, a finding that overcame a century old 

dogma that the mature brain did not have the capacity to repair itself. After graduating, 

Reynolds co‐founded the first neural stem cell company, NeuroSpheres, Ltd., where he was a 

director and vice president of research. Here he developed a strong patent portfolio in the 

neural stem cell field, developing and protecting protocols related to the application of stem 

cell technology in brain repair. Today, these patents and technology have been licensed to 

numerous biotechnology companies that are testing the efficacy in over half a dozen clinical 

trials for diseases such as spinal cord injury, stroke, ALS and pediatric disorders.    

Dr. Reynolds has more than 60 publications, including papers in Science, Cell and Nature, with 

several manuscripts receiving over 1,000 citations. In addition, he is an inventor on 18 granted 

US patents.  Dr. Reynolds is currently a professor in the department of neurosurgery at UF; 

adjunct professor at the University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia; an honorary 

professor at the Queensland Brain Institute, Australia; and program director for Step Ahead, 

Australia. NIH, NHMRC and numerous foundations have funded his lab.  

 Dr. Reynolds oversees the preclinical and human clinical trials for Prana Bio Nutrient 

Medicinals. Patients registered on the A.C.T Now program qualify for human observational 

trials to explore the efficacy of their program. 

Ernest Blackmon - Advisor, Medical Cannabis Cultivation, United Cannabis  

Earnest Blackmon is a horticulturalist and entrepreneur with over 20 years’ experience, 

including 5 years in the Commercial Cannabis Industry. Mr. Blackmon is currently an owner and 

the master grower at RiverRock Colorado and is responsible for the production, processing, 

workflow management, JIT inventory control, security, staffing, training and recruiting. Mr. 
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Blackmon has developed a proprietary grow method based on an organic standard to aid in 

stable chemical synthesis to limit side reactions that diminish yield. Mr. Blackmon’s skill with 

operations, project management, quality control and cultivation insure that every United 

Cannabis production facility produces consistent high grade organic cannabis to meet the 

demands of our patients.  

Tony Verzura - Advisor, Terpene Extraction, Blue River Extracts  

Tony Verzura oversees the A.C.T. Now Program, product manufacturing, quality assurance, 

product development, product training, staffing, and brand awareness. Mr. Verzura works hand 

in hand with the affiliated partners to help coordinate on boarding patient programs, standard 

operating procedures, and ensures company goals are being met worldwide. Mr. Verzura has 

been a part of over 30 Awards worldwide, including 5x 1st Place CBD Concentrate Awards, and 

has been featured on CNBC Money Talk as an honorary guest speaker. He has attended 

countless cannabis business conferences and events throughout the United States, Jamaica, 

Canada, Amsterdam, and Spain. He is a weekly panelist on the highly publicized educational 

YouTube show called Hash Church hosted by Bubble Man’s World.  His publications include The 

Washington Post, Culture Magazine, and Frank 151. 

Barry Bialek MD. Medical Advisor – PRANA 

Dr. Barry Bialek is a dual citizen of the USA and Canada. He received his BA Math & General 

Science, and his teaching certification for Secondary Education in 1974. He received his MD, 

Doctor of Medicine from George Washington University in 1985, and did his residency in family 

and community medicine at Wellesley Hospital, University of Toronto. Dr. Bialek did his 

fellowship in Obstetrics Mt. Sinai Hospital, University of Toronto. He was a lecturer from 93’ – 

96’, Division of Emergency Medicine Department of Family & Community Medicine, University 

of Toronto School of Medicine. He later went on from 1999 – 2007 as the Clinical Assistant 

Professor, Department of Family Medicine, at the University of Arizona. 

Dr. Bialek has practiced family medicine and emergency medicine for the Fort Apache Indian 

Reservation in Arizona as a Lieutenant Commander in the Commissioned Corps Indian Health 

Services for US Public Health Services. Academic Appointments include Engineering for 

Developing Communities in Israel, Nepal, and China.From 2005 – 2011, Dr. Balek was the 

Associate Adjunct Professor, Engineering and Applied Sciences at the University of Colorado 

Boulder. Today, Dr. Bialek holds medical licensure in Colorado, Ontario, and South Dakota.  

He has practices in family medicine specializing in Medicinal Cannabis throughout Colorado, 

and is a member of the Medical Cannabis Research Group at CU Boulder. Dr. Bialek will be the 

medical director for the A.C.T Now Program, Native American Medical Liaison, and the assistant 

medical director for clinical human observational studies.  
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Dr. Bialek's role on the A.C.T. Now team is focussed on educational outreach, community 

development, product use, and human observational trials for Prana Bio Nutrient Medicinals.   

 

Amy B. Powell, RN – PRANA 

Amy B. Powell brings forth 13 years of professional experience as a registered nurse in the 

State of Florida. With vast knowledge gained through varying nursing disciplines, Amy has 

experience in caring for patients in high adrenaline emergency rooms and cardiac intensive care 

settings. While Amy possess the professional knowledge to be a leader in her field, she also 

displays the compassion and selflessness to put the patient and their families at ease during 

times of stress. As a team leader throughout most of professional career Amy has earned and 

commanded the respect of her peers by exhibiting the diligence, attention to detail and genuine 

passion for nursing admired by colleagues within the medical field. 

Amy earned her Bachelor of Science Degree in Nursing from one of the most prestigious 

academic universities in the southern United States, The University of Florida in Gainesville, 

Florida. 

Upon graduation Amy was hired for the position of Cardiac/Neurology Nurse with Baptist 

Medical Center, Jacksonville, Florida. A year later as a result of her quick grasp of the 

profession and admiration within her field she was offered the position of Team Leader for the 

Cardiovascular Unit at Mayo Clinic, Jacksonville, Florida. By working within the walls of Mayo 

Clinic, Jacksonville; she gained valuable experience at one of the Southeast’s premier medical 

facilities. 

Life would take Amy to Palm Coast, Florida for her next professional endeavor. As a Team 

Leader in the Emergency Department, Amy would gain valuable experience in dealing with high 

stress trauma situations. As evidenced by her Team Leader status she was called upon to 

remain calm under sometimes extreme situations, both for the patient being treated and staff 

looking to her for guidance. 

As a result of a life changing illness within her family Amy would go on to work part time as 

Professional Recruiter within the healthcare and engineering fields. Once again her ability to 

adapt and thrive within a somewhat unfamiliar field gained her the respect of her colleagues and 

clients 

She currently holds the position of Heart and Vascular Procedural Care Team Leader for 

Tallahassee Memorial Healthcare in Tallahassee, Florida.  

Amy will be assisting A.C.T. Now patients managing seizures, epilepsy, neuropathic pain, 

paralysis, and special needs pediatrics. 

Steve Hansen – Chief Science Officer, Cultivation & Extraction Advisor, TheraCann International 

Steve is a lifelong student of chemistry, and has a passion for commercializing and monetizing 

leading edge technologies. Current interests are cannabinoid extraction and separation, printed 

electronics, carbon capture, and chiral separation using carrier-mediated electrodialysis. He has 

a high level skills in experimental design and electrochemical processes.  
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With a Ph.D. in electrochemistry awarded April, 2012 his specialization was in potential-driven 

membrane transport processes. He is the inventor of a membrane-based process to separate 

charged species. Applications for this technology include purifying drinking water and 

remediating waste water, with the possibility of enantiomeric separations of high-value 

pharmaceuticals. 

Steve has spent 21 years working with cannabis related technologies, 8 years teaching, with 

another 20+ years or experience managing laboratories and sales / marketing teams 

Steve is a world leading expert in cannabis concentrates, supercritical CO2 extraction, 

cannabinoid chromatography, consulting, teaching, analytical chemistry, membrane transport, 

electrochemistry, organic synthesis and project management.  

Ryan Pincura – Quality Assurance Manager, TheraCann International 

Ryan has a unique ability to design production facilities, analytical labs, recycling facilities and 

train management and Admin executives to run their own chemistry/biology laboratories and 

production facility using our Secure Web Based ERP TheraCannSYSTEM. He routinely provides 

clients with an understanding of all the Quality Assurance Seed to Sale requirements, providing 

regulators with certainty that the products being produced are of the highest quality and free 

of undesirable components. Ryan has a passion for working with newly emerging companies to 

understand local government regulations and constructing applications for submission to the 

respected government agencies on their behalf to become licensed producers as it is a 

stimulating and ever evolving challenge.  

Ryan has extensive experience with Marihuana (US Marijuana) for Medical Purposes 

Regulations ( formerly MMPR) Client Support for Health Canada Requirements and the 

following: 

Review and design Facility Floor Plans based on our client's desired grow style. 

Source Executive Staff for Marihuana Production Facilities. 

Evaluate Facility Analysis Needs, Plan, Design, and Implement construction of 

chemical/biological laboratories for marihuana analysis requirements. 

Construct applications on behalf of our international clients to become Licensed Producers. 

Train lab staff to operate analytical instruments. 

Plan, design and implement Marihuana waste recycling facility areas. 

Train facility staff on our Seed to Sale Secure Web Based ERP TheraCannSYSTEM to maintain 

facility QA/QC requirements. 

Provide an outline of services to potential clients and direct them into PSA and TSA agreements. 

Instruct staff to perform sample log in all the way to publishing of final analysis reports. 
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Teach ISO 17025 compliance for laboratory QA/QC and documentation record keeping. 

Provide ongoing support to laboratory management for daily operations. 

Stephanie Goodman – Advisor, Construction & Supply Chain, TheraCann USA 

Stephanie a highly motivated professional with extensive experience in both the automotive 

and real estate industries. Driven and hardworking, she is always pushing forward with a 

proven track record of success. As a certified woman owned business owner she holds a license 

as a real estate broker and as a builder. She is currently the owner and operator of two 

successful business in these respective industries. She completed my formal education at 

University of Michigan, receiving my Bachelor’s degree in Logistics, Materials, and Supply Chain 

Management with a minor in IT security. 

Most recently, she has expanded one of her companies into the world of Main Street business 

sales and consulting. Combining her extensive business and real estate backgrounds with the 

resources of the International Business Brokers Association has allowed her to offer exceptional 

service and superior results to all our clients, far surpassing industry standards. 

In of her most recent noteworthy projects, she was heavily involved with a large construction 

firm, assisting with the structure and implementation of internal process streamlining, online 

sales strategies, SEO optimization and web marketing, and general business consulting. 

Throughout the 24-month implementation period of the program, sales increased from 2.7 

million to 8 million per year while profit margins increased by 7%. 

Herbert Fogha – Advisor, Management & Engineering, TheraCann USA 

In his home country of Cameroon, Africa, Herbert Fogha taught science, physics, math and 

chemistry to high school students. From June 2011 to December 2015, he owned and served as 

the president of Atielah Construction, Inc. a certified minority owned traffic and fiber 

installation construction service company in Denver, Colorado. With a Masters of Business 

Administrations from Oakland University and  a Masters in Construction Engineering 

Management (MCEM) Lawrence technological University his educational achievement and 

entrepreneurial experiences are remarkable. This allows for him to integrate his analytical 

science background, operational management, business development, finance and economic 

skillset into applied problem-solving mindset with a unique ability to critically contextualize 

situations in regards to global economic TheraCannSYSTEMs thinking in relation to the specific 

business environment. 

 

TRAINING: 

Vessel Life Science is committed to sending its entire staff to the 2-hour training course 

developed by the Department as soon as it becomes available. 
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Additionally, through a strategic relationship with the world-renowned education expert 

Bergman’s Lab, the entire staff, executive team, and investors will immediately complete a 

complete course offering that includes sections such as the following: Cloning, seeds, grow 

skills, climate control, watering, pruning, harvesting, plant care, plant biology, equipment, and 

extraction. We feel that is important for the entire team to attend these courses together, 

regardless of their skill set or experience in the industry, so that a culture of innovation and 

learning can be properly fostered. The same requirements will be met by any future new hires. 

For ongoing operations,  TheraCannSYSTEM has pre-configure workflows that teach individuals 

how to properly complete each individual task they have been assigned. Beyond just that, it has 

an automated timer that monitors employee’s performance and allows for managers to get 

automatically notified if there are any inconsistencies. If an employee is found to take longer, or 

shorter, then expected to complete a task, the first step is to send them a training video and 

manual through the TheraCannSYSTEM. If that does not correct the problem, the issue gets 

escalated and a manager review meeting is scheduled, with all such occurrences being recorded 

in a court defensible database. At this meeting, reports are compiled from the 

TheraCannSYSTEM and corresponding video footage can be reviewed to properly gauge 

performance.  

  

 











7 March 2017 

LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION 

For 

Mr. Collin Palmer 

To whom it may concern: 

It is with great pleasure I have this opportunity to write a letter of recommendation on 
behalf of my first cousin, Mr. Collin Palmer. I have always had the utmost respect for Collin and 
when he explained his medical entrepreneur business endeavor and how it would ultimately 
improve the quality of life and overall health of people in need of medical relief- I was 
overwhelmed with admiration and honored to author such a letter. 

Coming from a very loving Italian-catholic family we all learned from an early age what 
hard work looked and sounded like. It was from a very young age that I noticed Collin was a 
genuine and caring person, not just with family and friends, but with strangers as well. He 
always seems to put the concerns and well-being of others at the forefront. I believe his inherent 
sensitivity and concern for others’ well-being, paralleled with his creative and innovative 
business mind, will translate to success in a medical entrepreneurship.  

I have always known Collin to be a creative and original thinker. He has native 
intelligence, great curiosity about people, innovative, and plenty of common sense that he has 
applied to solving personal life problems as well as current business initiatives. Collin has had 
success in an international band which he toured all over the world playing to thousands of 
people. Collin has demonstrated his technical and analytical abilities in helping create a model 
for bidding on new business, and in spearheading the commencement of development and 
research resources. He is both self-confident and self-deprecating, and has a great sense of humor 
that helps form strong relationships with subordinates, peers, and members throughout 
management. Collin is a very likeable and highly ambitious person. I have no doubt that he will 
be a serious and enthusiastic businessman, and someday soon, a very successful senior level 
manager and entrepreneur. 

I am a retired Navy veteran of 21 years. I have 29 years in Navy Intelligence and the 
National Security Intelligence discipline. I have served in the intelligence field in senior 
leadership positions as well as a Project Manager, Cyberspace Operations Officer, Cyberspace 
Requirements Manager, Senior Systems Engineer, and Intelligence Analyst and Reporter. I have 
a B.A in Homeland Security and a M.S. in Intelligence Operations. Currently, I work as a Senior 
Systems Engineer for the prestigious Booz Allen Hamilton Company. My ethos of integrity and 
discipline are inherent traits to my every day. I have seen these traits exemplified in my cousin 
Collin throughout his life. It is with my highest level of confidence I recommend my cousin Mr. 
Collin Palmer to be a significant member of the medical entrepreneurship team and business! 
 
Regards, 
Ralph James Receveur 
Senior Systems Engineer / Intelligence Officer 
Booz Allen Hamilton 



February 16, 2017 
 
To Whom It May Concern, 
 
I am writing to provide a recommendation for my longtime business colleague, Collin 
Palmer. I have known Collin for over six years, having worked with him and his 
production company, Vessel Creative, on countless video projects and advertising 
campaigns inclusive of fashion, beauty, liquor, tech, and automotive. 
 
Whatever the challenge at hand, whether it be conceptualizing the creative approach or 
executing within a particular budget, Collin has always exceeded expectations, 
delivering only the highest quality results and content. 
 
Collin is a decisive and visionary leader, and a technically agile, deeply talented 
director. He is an expert manager of people, overseeing large production teams to 
achieve a single vision. Throughout pre-production to the final edit, he was a 
consummate problem solver and a high-level creative partner.  
 
One example of Collin’s leadership and creative abilities was his handling of a 
production for Ford automotive during awards season in LA. He and a nimble crew 
oversaw a multiple deliverable shoot (digital, print, social), which resulted in a beautiful 
and breakthrough work – and an unprecedented ad buy. 
 
Collin and Vessel constantly exceeded creative expectations. He is a collaborative and 
innovative leader who brings his expertise, unparalleled people skills, and directorial 
vision to any project or organization. I simply can’t recommend him highly enough.  
 
Please don’t hesitate to contact me to inquire further. And thank you for your time. 
 
Very best, 
 
Heather Wagner 
 
Creative Director 
Saatchi & Saatchi New York 
375 Hudson Street 
New York, NY 10012 
(347) 281-2387 

DOH DOH DOH DOH 















													March	9,	2017	
	
To	whom	it	may	concern,		
	
I	am	writing	you	today,	in	reference	to	Zachary	Wojcik	who	I’ve	known	on	a	
personal	and	professional	level	for	the	past	10	years.	My	Name	is	Frank	Quirarte,	I	
am	a	Photo	Journalist	for	ESPN	and	I	perform	Water	Rescue	for	the	Big	Wave	Tour.			
	
I	am	a	veteran	of	the	United	States	Air	Force,	I	served	tours	in	Desert	Storm	and	
Operation	Just	Cause	over	Panama.	I	also	worked	water	rescue	during	the	Hurricane	
Katrina	Relief	Efforts.		
	
I’ve	worked	closely	with	Zach	on	multiple	projects	including	the	WSL	Championship	
Tour	–	The	Mavericks	Invitational	Surf	Contest,	Multiple	Action	Sport	events	and	the	
America’s	Cup	in	San	Francisco	Bay.		
	
Zach	displays	a	great	range	of	diversity	in	his	overall	skillset,	not	simply	pertaining	
to	video	and	photo	production.	Overall	he	possesses	the	temperament	and	mindset	
of	quick	thinking	and	decision	making	in	critical	situations.	I’ve	seen	him	work	
effortlessly	as	a	team	member	in	unique	environments	and	unforeseen	
circumstances.		He	has	always	been	willing	to	help	others	no	matter	their	roll	or	title	
in	the	process.	Hard	working,	typical	to	his	blue	collar	background	and	family,	Zach	
has	showed	several	times	the	drive	and	tactic	to	accomplish	goals	he	has	set	for	
himself	in	the	most	non-ideal	situations.		
	
Self-motivation	is	never	a	factor,	as	the	drive	to	accomplish	what	others	have	set	out	
as	a	vision,	is	where	Zach	tends	to	flourish.	With	the	best	intentions	of	everyone	
involved,	while	consistently	improving	his	skills	and	approach	to	all	aspects	of	life,	
he	has	been	able	to	rise	quickly	to	levels	of	respect	that	tend	to	take	decades	to	earn.	
	
	I	continue	to	work	with	Zach	a	few	times	a	year	on	various	projects,	despite	being	
on	opposite	coasts,	and	will	continue	to	do	so	with	the	highest	regards.	
	
Sincerely,		
	
Frank	Quirarte		
	
Senior	Photograher;	
Surfing	Magazine	
Surfer	Magazine	
WSL	Big	Wave	World	Tour	
www.mavsurfer.com	
	
	



                      February 24, 2017 
 
To whom it may concern, 
 
My name is Mr. Mitch Vannello and I write to you today in support of Zachary Wojcik with 
whom I have had the pleasure of knowing for approximately twenty years.   
 
Although several years older then Zach I have had the pleasure of knowing him and his family 
throughout childhood as we were members of the same neighborhood and community sports 
association teams. I am fortunate to have spent many experiences with Zach from traveling 
with each other’s families, coaching local youth teams together, and even on a professional 
level as a sub contracted employee for my personal business working side by side on many 
projects.  For the better part of the last ten years I am proud to say Zach has become one of 
my closest and dearest friends.   
 
Strong in both his moral compass and his beliefs, Zach is someone I have asked guidance in 
many area’s of my life displaying maturity beyond his years and honesty in his interactions 
and relationships. Self-motivated, with an outside the box mind set, Zach displays creative 
thinking in problem solving. Diligent and patient, in gathering resources and information to 
communicate with all parties involved, Zach’s excellent hands on skills and diverse 
professional/life experiences, bring strong leadership skills with an organized, motivated work 
ethic.  His ability to think fast on his feet, creatively, helps him work well with everyone 
involved. I personally, really appreciate that skill when we are working together. Zach 
conducts himself, with a very professional manner and an attention to detail.  Hard working 
and accommodating, Zach has added greatly to the dimension of my business (LLC: Strength 
and Conditioning), and I trust those who engage with Zach will understand these passions and 
his tremendous ability to work with others as well as w/himself for a better environment 
moving forward.   
 
Most recently while both going through life changing experiences (Zach’s beginning a family) 
and (mine health related), Zach has shown even greater strengths as a person and a friend.  
His patience and desire to have positive interaction and growth in his home life, friendships, 
professional life, and most important as a father, has added even more spirit to his personality.   
I observe him balance family and professional life as well managing strong relationships 
outside of both.  He is focused and driven with a good mission behind his passions.  I greatly 
admire him for this and trust his success in the future will follow.   I trust whole-heartedly in 
Zach’s decision-making skills and ability to understand the big picture in all his missions in 
life.  I pledge my professional and personal reputation on Zach Wojcik and the future of his 
endeavor. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Mitch Vannello 
	
	
Mr.	Mitch	Vannello:	I	am	current	faculty	as	a	Professor	of	Kinesiology.	I	also	own	a	
Strength	and	Conditioning	facility	as	a	local	business	owner	in	the	Southeastern	PA.	
region.			



DSA Research was founded by a family of Pennsylvania natives as a way to help pioneer new 
partnerships to bring medical marijuana research and medicine to the masses. 
  
DSA founders have been longtime advocates of medical marijuana, and have over 45 years of 
experience in the distribution industry with skill sets encompassing strategic planning, supply chain 
management, manufacturing, inventory/warehouse operations, sales and financial reporting. 
  
As exclusive investors and key advisers, DSA provides insight to Vessel Life Science LLC. 

 



GROWING PRACTICES (CONTD.)

The intention of Vessel Life Sciences is to minimize or eliminate pesticide use through the use of clean 
rooms, clean growing techniques and best-in-class gowning procedures. If pesticides are required, we 
will limit them to those given in the Pennsylvania Pesticide Control Act of 1973 3 P.S. 111.21 -112, and
reprinted in Chapter 1151 of the Pennsylvania Bulletin, Saturday Oct. 29, 2016. The pesticides we are 
considering from the bulletin are:

 Hydrogen Peroxide

 IBA (Indole–3–Butyric Acid)

 Diatomaceous earth

 Neem oil

 Pyrethrins

 Sodium Lauryl Sulfate

 Copper Octanoate

 Kaolin

 Potassium salts of fatty acids

 Trichoderma Asperellum Strain ICC 012

 Cinnamon Oil

 Clove Oil

 Bacillus Amyloliquefaciens Strain D747

 Bacillus Pumilus Strain GHA 180

 Bacillus Subtilis QST713 Strain

 Bacillus Thuringiensis SSP. Aizawai

PLEASE ALSO PROVIDE A DETAILED SUMMARY OF THE METHODS AND PROCEDURES THAT WILL BE USED FOR THE 
GROWING OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA AT THE PROPOSED GROWER/PROCESSOR FACILITY. FOR EXAMPLE: THE 
INCLUSION OF GROWING MEDIUMS OR HYDROPONICS, THE PHYSICAL CONDITION FOR MAINTAINING THE IMMATURE 



MEDICAL MARIJUANA PLANTS AND MEDICAL MARIJUANA PLANTS, NUTRIENT PRACTICE, PARTICULAR LIGHTING 
STRATEGIES, ETC.

GROWING METHOD. The growing technique for clones, vegetative plants and flowering plants will 
be AEROPONIC. This is the cleanest and most sterile growing system available, and one which uses 
considerably less nutrients and water than hydroponics or soil/coir growing methods. In this technique, 
air is the growing medium, meaning that there is nothing to dispose of at the end of the growing cycle 
other than fermented plant material and a dilute nutrient stream. 

The supplier of the aeroponic growing tubs will be AEssense. Two types of tubs will be used. AEtrium 
2 tubs will be used for cloning and vegging. AEtrium 4 tubs will be used in the flowering cycle.

Mother plants will grow in coir or a similar soilless mix.

LIGHTING METHOD. 

 We will couple this green growing technology with the use of Light Emitting Diode (LED) 
lighting in the flowering cycle, instead of the usual High Pressure Sodium (HPS). Modern LED 
lights are as effective as HPS, but draw roughly half the power and create far less heat for 
HVAC systems to deal with – another saving of power and reduction of our carbon footprint. 
The light cycle will be 12 hours on and 12 hours off.

 Plants in the vegetative state will also be lit with LED’s. The light cycle will be 18 hours on and
6 hours off.

 Clones   will be illuminated with T5 fluorescent bulbs. The light cycle will be 18 hours on and 6 
hours off.

 Mother   plants will be lit with Ceramic Metal Halide (CMH) bulbs.

NUTRIENTS

 Automated nutrient dosing in the AEtrium-4 (flowering cycle) is done by measuring Electrical 
Conductivity. The Guardian Software supplied by AEssense measures the current EC level and 
compares it to the Target EC defined in the grow plan. If the software decides that it needs to 
dose, it takes the difference between the actual and the target EC level and divides the 
difference based on the user defined ratio of nutrients.

The AEtrium-4 system has been extensively tested using General Hydroponics Flora Series nutrients, 
and this is the plan going forward. These nutrients are fully soluble and will not precipitate over the pH 
range we will hold to (5.5 – 7). In principle, similar nutrients from other suppliers will also be suitable 
for use in the AEssense aeroponic tubs. Organic molecules will not be used, as they require an active 



biome to digest them and our goal is to maintain a perfectly sterile environment to produce the highest 
quality medicine.

 Flora Series nutrients, or equivalent, will also be used in the AEtrium 2 tubs in the vegetative 
cycle. Automated dosing is generally not required – nutrient uptake is sufficiently slow at this 
growth stage that a one-time addition of fertilizer is all that is required.

 Clones in the AEtrium 2 cloning tubs will be dipped in Clonex® Rooting Gel. Clonex® Rooting 
Gel contains a unique blend of hormones, anti-fungal agents, vitamins, and minerals in a 
stabilized gel base. The product is registered with the EPA and is approved for use on food 
crops and medical cannabis.

 Mother plants in coir or a similar soilless mix will be automatically watered using the AEssence
aeroponic systet, or equivalent.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

An environmental controller, from a supplier such as Argus or Priva, will be used to control 
temperature, humidity and CO2 levels. The controller will interface sensors and the HVAC system to 
maintain pre-set parameters.

 Flowering   rooms will be maintained at roughly 60 to 65 F at night (when under blackout), and 
72 to 80 F during the day when the lights are on. Supplemental CO2 will be pumped into the 
flowering rooms to a level of approximately 1000 ppm. CO2 is most effective at temperatures 
between 76 and 80 F. Relative humidity (RH) will be maintained at 40 to 60%.

 Mothers   will be maintained at an RH of 55 to 65% and a temperature of 73 to 82 F.

 Clones   will be maintained at an RH of 80 to 95%. Clones will be under a plastic cover to 
maintain these humidity levels. The cloning water temperature will be kept at 75 to 80 F, and 
the room air temperature will be approximately 70 F.

 Vegetative   plants will be maintained at an RH of 40 to 60% and a temperature of approximately
70 F.

PROPAGATION

Genetics will be brought into the facility via legal sources of both seeds and clones. Both will be 
developed into mother plants that can then be used to make additional clones. These clones will be 



transferred into AEtrium 2 tubs for rooting and vegging, then transferred into AEtrium 4 tubs for 
flowering.

Going forward, mother plants will be maintained as a source of clones. At intervals of 6 months to 1 
year, mother plants will be replaced by other mother’s grown from seeds or imported into the facility as
clones. This strategy will ensure continued vigor in the grow rooms. We will also bring in new genetics 
when needed, allowing us to fine tune our offerings in response to patient needs.

We are also designing the facility to accommodate a future tissue culture propagation lab. Tissue 
culture propagation is a technique whereby a small piece of genetic material called an explant is 
harvested from a mother plant and propagated in an agar-based growth media. This results in the 
production of a plantlet without roots that can then be used as a source of additional explants. When 
sufficient plantlets have been grown, they can be transferred to a rooting medium and then grown as a 
normal clone. Advantages of this technique are that each clone is identical in size and will therefore 
develop the identical characteristics of its neighbor. The technique is also totally aseptic, meaning that 
each clone produced is free of viruses or other pathogens. Finally, tissue culture propagation eliminates 
the need to grow large bushy mother plants, saving labour, time, water, nutrients, media and electricity.

SOP-0003 HANDLING PROCESSING 

AFFECTED PARTIES: All site staff who handle or process Medicinal Marijuana within the Seed 
Mother Room.

PURPOSE: To provide a Procedure for the Production, Handling and Processing of Medicinal 
Marijuana in the Seed Mother Room within the Licensed Location as well as to confirm a Procedure 
for Confirmation and Verification for the QAP that this procedure has been performed correctly.

DEFINITIONS:

 Authorized User: The person authorized to perform Project Tasks within the 
TheracannSYSTEM. 

 Project Milestones: Are related to the group of “Project Tasks” associated with step-by-step 
instructions of Handling and Processing of Medicinal Marijuana in the Seed Mother Room 
within the Licensed Location.

SCOPE: This Procedure applies to the Handling, Processing, Packaging, and Labelling of Medicinal 
Marijuana conducted within the Seed Mother Room, a Green Zone, within the Licensed Location.

KEY WORDS IN SYSTEM: Production, handling, processing, seed, mother, clone

PROCEDURE PROCESS FLOW:



USER PERFORMANCE TASKS (PT) SOPs SPECIFIC TO GROW ROOM ZONES:



GENERAL RULES AND GMP REQUIREMENTS:

1. The rules and GMP requirements apply equally to Contractors and Operations staff.

2. All staff shall undergo an introductory walk though of the site, be trained on the use of specific 
procedures as they apply to specific zones within the site prior to being able to conduct any 
handling, processing, packaging, analyzing, or labelling activities.

3. All handling, processing, packaging, analyzing, or labelling is to be supervised by the QAP, 
who must also record daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual reports as required by the 
SYSTEM auto-work-flow tasks.

4. Trouble Tickets must be used in the case of any failures in processing, packaging, analyzing, or 
labelling protocol observed by the QAP.

5. Clean uniforms, factory shoes and hairnets or helmets must be worn as applicable in the 
particular areas.  (All cleaners working in the Production areas must be familiar with the 
requirements of SOP0005 Hygiene).

6. Equipment and Instruments used for handling, processing, packaging, analyzing, or labelling 
shall be clean and in proper working order prior to use.  (Refer to SOP0002 Clean Equipment 
for more details.)

7. No food or drink can be taken into any zone during any handling, processing, packaging, 



analyzing, or labelling procedures.

8. NON-Medicinal Marijuana Debris or Rubbish shall be collected in either bins or bags and 
disposed of cleanly in the correct vessels.  However, any Medical Marijuana Debris or Rubbish 
must be collected and stored in accordance with SOP0001 Clean Premise.

9. Nothing shall ever be picked up from the floor and returned to any work surface without being 
fully cleaned and sterilized (unless it is a consumable product, in which case it should be 
disposed of accordingly).

10. No container that comes in contact with product shall be placed directly on the floor.

11. All processing, packaging, analyzing, or labelling Tasks shall be either auto-generated by the 
TheracannSYSTEM as “Project Tasks,” or manually entered as “Project Tasks” to ensure proper
record entry and to ensure confirmation and verification of cleanliness has occurred.

12. The QAP shall receive and complete auto-generated Project Tasks by the TheracannSYSTEM 
pursuant to QAPSOP0100 to ensure proper record entry and to ensure confirmation and 
verification of cleanliness has occurred.

13. All problems shall be reported to the QAP and registered using the Trouble Ticket Module of 
the SYSTEM.

14. All processing, packaging, analyzing, or labelling processing activities shall be performed only 
by Users of the TheracannSYSTEM who are deemed to be proficient in completing assigned 
SYSTEM Project Tasks.

15. No processing, packaging, analyzing, or labelling processing activities may be conducted 
without recording those activities as “Project Tasks” in the TheracannSYSTEM.

TRAINING REQUIREMENTS: Read, understand and demonstrate proficiency training (PT) as 
indicated in the SYSTEM User Profile Record.

RELATED REQUIREMENTS: Read, understand and be familiar with the following related 
documents:

1. SOP3100 Process Seed / Mother Room

2. SOP3200 Process Vegetative / Flower Room

3. SOP3300 Process Harvest / Cure Room

4. SOP3400 Process Lab Analysis Room

5. SOP3500 Process Packaging / Label Room

6. SOP3600 Process Storage Room



7. SOP0001 Clean Premise

8. SOP0002 Clean Equipment

9. SOP0004 Handling Storage

10. SOP0005 Health & Safety Hygiene

11. SOP2600 Vault

AUTO-GENERATED WORKFLOW(S) REQUIRED TO RECORD LOG: 

1. WKFL0001: Assign Authorized User, Project Task, Record Date/Time Completed

2. QAP0001: Assign Authorized User, Inspection Log, Record Date/Time 
Completed

3. CAR0001: Description of Trouble Ticket auto-generated and emailed to QAP

SAFETY REQUIREMENTS:

1. Refer to the relevant Material Safety Data Sheets for materials being used for 
handling, processing, packaging, analyzing, or labelling. 

2. Refer to SOP0004 in relation to Storage to be used for all materials.

3. Refer to SOP0005 in relation to Hygiene, Health and Clothing to be used.

4. Refer to SOP0006 in relation to Safety during processing, packaging, analyzing, or 
labelling.

GENERAL MATERIALS REQUIRED:

 Wireless device to log-in to TheracannSYSTEM.

 Food Grade Nitrile Gloves, Clean Suit, Boots, Boot Covers, Hair Net, Protective Eye Wear.

 Utilize only the assigned equipment or instruments to each designated Zone.



MATERIALS REQUIRED: SEED PROPAGATION

 5gal bucket or equivalent reservoir 

 Package of seeds

 Started medium (Rockwool cubes, Peat cups, etc.) 

 2-propagation trays, one with and one without perforation

 1-propagation dome

 1-propagation tray heating mat 

 Required nutrients, as per the QAP and Master Grower’s schedule

 Reverse osmosis treated or otherwise filtered water 

PROCESSING: SEED PROPAGATION

1. Prepare the required nutrient solution, and adjust for pH, as per the formula created by the 
Master Grower and the QAP

2. Moisten the chosen medium 

3. Place the perforated propagation tray on top of the non-perforated tray

4. Place heating element beneath propagation tray

5. Lay enough propagation medium to receive the required amount of seeds upon the propagation 
trays

6. Each medium will have a small depression in which the seeds can be placed and covered, 
making sure the seed is not exposed to light 

7. Once all seeds have been placed within their respective media, the propagation dome can be 
placed over the tray 

8. The tray is then be placed within the propagation (Seed/Mother) room, under the light specified 
by the QAP and Master Grower 

9. Leave the propagation tray under light, making sure to maintain the moisture levels in the 
propagation medium, for between 5-14 days, at which point small stalks sprouting 2 small 
proto-leaves will emerge from each seed spot

10. When the stalks have emerged, it is then time to remove the propagation dome, and place each 
sprouted seedling in a larger medium, according to the QAP and Master Grower’s instructions

11. Adjust lights to proper levels using Adjusting Light Levels sub-task



12. Begin the next stage of the cycle: Mother plants. 

MATERIALS REQUIRED: PROCESSING MOTHERS

1. Cultivation medium (coco, soil mixture, hydroponic rock, etc.) 

2. Reverse-osmosis or otherwise filtered water

3. Plant training stakes (bamboo, fiberglass, etc.) 

4. Plant training wire 

5. Required nutrients, as per Master Grower’s schedule

6. Pruning shears

7. pH/ppm/temp meter

PROCESSING: PLANTING MOTHERS 

1. Prepare required medium, as per the QAP and Master Grower's instructions

2. Prepare required nutrient solution, as per the QAP and Master Grower's instructions

3. Using either the sprouted seedling or rooted clone (see SOP3100/process/cloning) gently place 
each shoot within its required medium, as per the QAP and Master Grower's instructions

4. Moisten medium with required nutrient solution, and place under specified lighting

5. Perform Adjusting Light Levels sub-task

PROCESSING: MAINTAINING MOTHERS

1. Maintain proper moisture levels at all times in growth medium, as per the QAP and Master 
Grower's instructions

2. Mother plants required a minimum of 18 hours of light every 24 hours 

3. When each Mother plant reaches the predesigned level, they will be pruned at the peak of each 
branch, the top 1 or 2 nodes being removed as per master growers requirements 

4. Individual branches are staked and trained as each Mother Plant develops, to create an increase 
in overall node production 

5. Mother plants can be cloned once the plant has developed a sufficient number of available 
cuttings 

6. Perform the Pruning sub-task as needed 



7. Continuously check plants for pests and other contaminates 

8. Mother plants should be replaced with fresh cuttings every 6 months, using either the Seed 
process described above, or the cloning process described in SOP3200

9. Continue to perform Adjusting Light Levels sub-task as needed

PLEASE NOTE: All supplies, equipment or instrumentation used for handling or processing within 
the Seed Mother Room is to be recorded as “Assets” in the TheracannSYSTEM pursuant to 
SOP0002 and carry an easy to identify specific Green Zone Colour Tag and marked “Seed Mother
Room” using Black Sharpie Pen to separate these tools from those designated for use in other Zones.  

PLEASE NOTE: ONLY AUTHORIZED USERS AND STAFF ARE PERMITTED TO 
RECEIVE AND PERFORM PROJECT TASKS WITHIN THE SEED MOTHER ROOM THAT 
REQUIRE EITHER HANDLING OR PROCESSING.  

PLEASE NOTE: BEFORE ANY PROCESSING ACTIVITY TAKES PLACE ENSURE THAT 
the room is clean and tidy, that all surfaces have been effectively sanitized, and that the Seed 
Mother Room itself will be left in a condition that will not contaminate or otherwise introduce 
extraneous substances into the Medicinal Marijuana Processing Procedure SOP0003. 

PLEASE NOTE: That all Premise handling or processing Procedures for the Seed Mother Room 
shall require that any Medicinal Marijuana related debris or trash that is found, be retrieved and
placed into a Debris Bag and recorded directly into the TheracannSYSTEM – as such, it can 
NEVER be disposed of in the garbage as would NON-Medicinal Marijuana debris or trash AS 
PER SOP0001 CLEAN PREMISE. 

HANDLING, PROCESSING PROCEDURE

1. The step-by-step procedures for handling or processing of Medicinal Marijuana is provided as 
individual work-flows within the TheracannSYSTEM:



2. The TheracannSYSTEM work-flows represent the Licensed Producers SOPs procedures that 
have been reviewed and accepted by the QAP for each processing area at the Licensed 
Location:  

3. The TheracannSYSTEM auto-generates these work-flows upon the creation of a new Batch/Lot
of Medicinal Marijuana.  This is done through the creation of a new “Project” within the 
TheracannSYSTEM that then auto-generates a unique Project Number to provide for a unique 
set of records associated with that particular Batch/Lot at this Licensed Location:

4. Once a new Project has been entered into the TheracannSYSTEM, the SYSTEM auto-generates
a series of “Project Milestones” associated with the procedures of handling and processing of 
Medicinal Marijuana and assigns.  These “Project Milestones” have estimated dates of 
completion to assist with Project planning and allocation of resources including personnel, 
assets and sundry supplies:

5. A GANTT Chart Calendar showing the scheduled completion date of each Milestone is 
provided by clicking on the arrow symbol next to the “Charts” heading:

PLEASE NOTE: Clicking the GANTT Chart will open a new Browser Window.  Clicking on the 



GANTT Chart in this new window will enable a “zoom in” on specific Project Milestones dates.

6. For each Project Milestone, the TheracannSYSTEM auto-assigns “Project Tasks” that provide a
consistent and logical order of tasks to be performed.  Generic Project Tasks are provided by the
TheracannSYSTEM to new SYSTEM Users that are then reviewed and customized by the QAP
to better suit their specific Licensed Location. 

PLEASE NOTE: All Project Tasks associated with handling or processing shall be verified by the
QAP as required to do so by SYSTEM Work-flow handling or processing Verification Schedule 
and Corrective Action Report (CAR) Work-flows. 

7. Project Tasks are then assigned to authorized Users of the SYSTEM.  The SYSTEM then 
provides those Users with notification of a “Start Date” and “End Date” as well as providing an 
allotment of “Allocated Time” measured in minutes, to complete those assigned tasks:

NOTE: Handling or processing within the Seed Mother Room shall be verified by the QAP as 
required to do so by SYSTEM Work-flow processing, packaging, analyzing, or labelling 
Verification Schedule and Corrective Action Report (CAR) Work-flows.

8. The TheracannSYSTEM, prior to 24 hours of its proposed “Start Date”, shall auto-generate an 
e-mail to the assigned User notifying them of the Project Task, the Start Date, End Date, area or 
room that the Task is to take place and a description of work that is to be performed:

From: Licensed Location 123145

Date: 2015-03-05

RE: Begin propagation of strain XXX

A Project Task has been Assigned to You 

Details of the Project Task are:

Location: Seed Mother Room 

Project: P10028 SOP3100 Handling Seed Mother Room 



Start Date: 2015-03-05

Start Time: 00.09.30

Expected Completion Date: 2015-03-05

Expected Completion Time: 00.16.30

Allocated Time: 420 minutes 

Category: QC 

Zone: Green

Description:  Please visit http://crm.vessellifesciences.com/ndex.php?module=Assets&parent

Thank You

Quality Assurance Manager

The assigned User can then proceed to open the Project Task either by clicking directly on the link 
found in the email or proceed directly to the Project (e.g., “P9980 Oct 11 2014 Batch”) to open a 
Project Task from the Project Module directly:

10. To open a Project Task simply click on the link below the “Task Name” header:

11. The clock will then begin to record time spent on this Task until you hit the “Stop Button”:

PLEASE NOTE: Once a Project Task has been opened, the Time-Controller Clock begins 
recording the time it takes to complete this task.  If the time taken is significantly greater 
or less than the “Allocated Time” value, an automatic Trouble Ticket will open to request 
explanation for the cycle time difference (the root cause for the variation in time taken to 
complete Project Task).  Therefore, it is critical that you do not open the Task until you are
ready to begin and to then focus on the Task until it is done by clicking on the “STOP” 
button beside the clock.

12. In the event that the “Description” provided to the assigned User is not sufficient to complete 
this Project Task, the Assigned User can go directly to the individual SOP Document, by using 
either the Universal Search Box or using the “Search for” box found in the “Document” 
Module:

PLEASE NOTE: These SOP documents serve multiple purposes including how to set-up, operate, 



maintain and repair, clean and dispose of products when they are no longer usable.

PLEASE NOTE: A document in the SYSTEM can be deleted but only from the view of the average 
User.  All documents Deleted from the SYSTEM are simply moved into “Archive” whereby they are 
still accessible by the SPIC and Government or Regulatory Auditor.

PROCESS OF HANDLING OR PROCESSING CONFIRMATION & VERIFICTION 
PROCEDURE BY QAP:

1. Once the handling or processing Premise Project Task “Progress” status has been saved as 
“100%,” the TheracannSYSTEM will auto-generate an email to the QAP with the need to 
confirm and verify that handling or processing was completed to acceptable standards as outline
below.   

SUMMARY REPORTS:

1. Summary Record Report for a list of all historical “Project Tasks” associated with this SOP can 
be found by clicking on the “Project Task” Module:

2. Summary Record Report for a list of Project Tasks performed for the Seed Mother Room can be
found by clicking on the “Project” Module and clicking on the Project associated with handling 
or processing that is specific to a room or zone, clicking on “More Information” and clicking on
“Project Tasks”:

3. Summary Record Report of a list of Trouble Tickets associated with this SOP can be found 
by clicking on the “Trouble Ticket” Module:

Summary Report of scheduled handling or processing and/or maintenance of the premise 
associated with this SOP can be found by clicking on the “Calendar” Module:

SOP-3200 HANDLING VEG. FLOWER ROOM 

AFFECTED PARTIES: All site staff who handle and/or process Medicinal Marijuana.

PURPOSE: To provide a Procedure for the Handling and Processing of Medicinal Marijuana in the 
Vegetative Flower Room within the Licensed Location as well as to confirm a Procedure for 
Confirmation and Verification for the QAP that this procedure has been performed correctly.

DEFINITIONS:
1. Authorized User: The person authorized to perform Project Tasks within the TheracannSYSTEM. 
2. Project Milestones: Step-by-step instructions of Handling and Processing of Medicinal Marijuana 



in the Vegetative Flower room within the Licensed Location that are related to the “Project Tasks” 
requiring Handling or Processing.

SCOPE: This Procedure applies to the Handling and Processing Medicinal Marijuana conducted 
within the Vegetative Flower Room at the Licensed Location.

KEY WORDS IN SYSTEM: Handling, processing, storage, cultivation, vegetative, flower, Zone, 
clone

GENERAL PROCEDURE PROCESS FLOW:



USER PERFORMANCE TASKS (PT) SOPs SPECIFIC TO FLOWER ROOM ZONES:



GENERAL RULES AND GMP REQUIREMENTS:
1. The rules and GMP requirements apply equally to Contractors and Operations staff.
2. All staff shall undergo an introductory walk though of the site, be trained on the use of specific 

procedures as they apply to specific zones within the site prior to being able to conduct any 
handling or processing.

3. All handling or processing is to be supervised by the QAP, who must also record daily, weekly, 
monthly, quarterly and annual reports as required by the SYSTEM auto-work-flow tasks.

4. Trouble Tickets must be used in the case of any failures in handling or processing protocol 
observed by the QAP.

5. Clean uniforms, factory shoes and hairnets or helmets must be worn as applicable in the 
particular areas.  (All cleaners working in the Production areas must be familiar with the 
requirements of SOP0005 Hygiene.)

6. Equipment and Instruments used for handling or processing shall be clean and in proper 
working order prior to use.  (Refer to SOP0002 Clean Equipment for more details.)

7. No food or drink can be taken into any zone during the handling or processing process.
8. NON-Medicinal Marijuana Debris or Rubbish shall be collected in either bins or bags and 

disposed of cleanly in the correct vessels.  However, any Medical Marijuana Debris or Rubbish 
must be collected and stored in accordance with SOP0001 Clean Premise.

9. Nothing shall ever be picked up from the floor and returned to any work surface without being 
fully cleaned and sterilized (unless it is a consumable product, in which case it should be 
disposed of accordingly).

10. No container that comes in contact with product shall be placed directly on the floor.
11. All handling or processing Tasks shall be either auto-generated by the TheracannSYSTEM as 

“Project Tasks,” or manually entered as “Project Tasks” to ensure proper record entry and to 
ensure confirmation and verification of cleanliness has occurred.

12. The QAP shall receive and complete auto-generated Project Tasks by the TheracannSYSTEM 
pursuant to QAPSOP0100 to ensure proper record entry and to ensure confirmation and 
verification of cleanliness has occurred.

13. All problems shall be reported to the QAP and registered using the Trouble Ticket Module of 
the SYSTEM.

14. All handling or processing processing activities shall be performed only by Users of the 
TheracannSYSTEM who are deemed to be proficient in completing assigned SYSTEM Project 
Tasks.

15. No handling or processing processing activities may be conducted without recording those 
activities as “Project Tasks” in the TheracannSYSTEM.

REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS:

1. Access to Cannabis for Medical Purposes Regulations, Section 73, Subdivision D Good 
Production Practices, August 2016). 

TRAINING REQUIREMENTS: Read, understand and demonstrate proficiency training (PT) as 
indicated in the SYSTEM User Profile Record.

RELATED REQUIREMENTS: Read, understand and be familiar with the following related 
documents:

1. SOP3100 Process Seed / Mother Room
2. SOP3200 Process Vegetative / Flower Room



3. SOP3300 Process Harvest / Cure Room
4. SOP3400 Process Lab Analysis Room
5. SOP3500 Process Packaging / Label Room
6. SOP3600 Process Storage Room
7. SOP0001 Clean Premise
8. SOP0002 Clean Equipment
9. SOP0004 Handling Storage
10. SOP0005 Health & Safety Hygiene
11. SOP2600 Vault

AUTO-GENERATED WORKFLOW(S) REQUIRED TO RECORD LOG: 

1. WKFL0001: Assign Authorized User, Project Task, Record Date/Time Completed

2. QAP0001: Assign Authorized User, Inspection Log, Record Date/Time Completed

3. CAR0001: Description of Trouble Ticket auto-generated and emailed to QAP

SAFETY REQUIREMENTS:

 Refer to the relevant Material Safety Data Sheets for materials being used for handling or 
processing. 

 Refer to SOP0004 in relation to Storage to be used for all materials.

 Refer to SOP0005 in relation to Hygiene, Health and Clothing to be used.

 Refer to SOP0006 in relation to Safety during handling or processing.

GENERAL MATERIALS REQUIRED:

 Wireless device to log-in to TheracannSYSTEM.

 Food Grade Nitrile Gloves, Clean Suit, Boots, Boot Covers, Hair Net, Protective Eye Wear.

 Utilizing only the assigned equipment or instruments designated to the Green Zone.

MATERIALS REQUIRED: VEGETATIVE GROWTH

1. Grow medium (QAP/Master grower approved) with proper containers
2. Nutrient schedule determined by the Master Grower
3. Filtered water



4. Proper sized nutrient reservoir 
5. Air Pumps with air diffusers 
6. 6in x 6in plant-safe netting
7. Zip ties with minimum 40lb rating
8. Pruning Shears
9. pH/ppm/temp meter
10. pH adjustment solution
11. Plant training stakes
12. Plant-safe training wire
13. Plant labels/pen

PROCESSING: VEGETATIVE GROWTH
1. Fill the required amount of grow containers with the proper amount of grow medium
2. Using the Mixing Nutrient Reservoirs sub-task, mix the required nutrient solution, as per the 

schedule laid out by the QAP and the Master Grower
3. Place one rooted clone in each grow medium container, and cover 
4. The automated AEssence aeroponic system will water the plant with the nutrient solution 

immediately following planting the clone, and then continue to water each according the 
aforementioned vegetative growth schedule 

5. Perform the Netting sub-task on the schedule dictated by the QAP and Master Grower
6. Perform the Plant Training sub-task as needed throughout the vegetative stage
7. Perform the Adjusting Light Level sub-task as determined by plant growth and the Master 

Grower’s schedule 
8. Perform the Defoliation sub-task throughout the vegetative cycle as needed
9. Continuously check plants for pests and other contaminates 
10. Once each batch of vegetative plants has completed the growth cycle determined by the Master 

Grower, the plants can then be moved into the next stage of growth; the flowering cycle 
MATERIALS REQUIRED: FLOWERING 

1. Grow medium with proper containers
2. Nutrient schedule determined by the Master Grower
3. Filtered water
4. Proper sized nutrient reservoir 
5. Air Pumps with air diffusers 
6. 15 cm x 15 cm plant-safe netting
7. Zip ties with minimum 18 kg rating
8. Pruning Shears
9. pH/ppm/temp meter
10. pH adjustment solution
11. Plant training stakes
12. Plant-safe training wire
13. Plant labels/pen

PROCESSING: FLOWERING
1. When plants have reached the end of the vegetative cycle, they can then be moved into the 

flowering room
2. Place the proper amount of plants under each light to create a sufficient sized canopy, as per the 

instructions of the QAP and Master Grower 
3. Using the Mixing Nutrient Reservoirs sub-task, mix the required nutrient solution, as per the 

QAP and Master Grower’s schedule 



4. Begin to utilize the Flowering Nutrient schedule, as determined by the QAP and Master Grower
once the flowering stage has begun

5. Automated watering of the root system, and maintain proper moisture levels according to the 
QAP and Master Grower's specifications throughout the flowering cycle

6. Perform the Netting sub-task on the schedule dictated by the QAP and Master Grower
7. Perform the Plant Training sub-task as needed throughout the vegetative stage
8. Perform the Adjusting Light Level sub-task as determined by plant growth and the in schedule
9. Perform the Defoliation sub-task throughout the vegetative cycle as needed
10. Perform the Flush cycle Defoliation routine in the final 2 weeks of the flowering period
11. Continuously check plants for pests and other contaminates 
12. Once the flowering cycle is determined to be complete, the plants can move to the Harvest stage

of the growth cycle (refer to SOP3300)
PLEASE NOTE: All equipment or instrumentation used for handling or processing supplies for the 
Veg. Flower Room are to be recorded as “Assets” in the TheracannSYSTEM pursuant to 
SOP0002 and carry an easy to identify specific Green Zone Colour Tag and marked “Veg. Flower 
Room” using a Black Sharpie Pen to separate these handling or processing tools from other handling or
processing Tools and Supplies designated for other Zones.  

PLEASE NOTE: ONLY AUTHORIZED USERS AND STAFF ARE PERMITTED TO 
RECEIVE AND PERFORM HANDLING OR PROCESSING PROJECT TASKS WITHIN ALL 
ZONES.  

PLEASE NOTE: BEFORE ANY PROCESSING ACTIVITY TAKES PLACE ENSURE THAT 
each area or room is clean and tidy, that all surfaces have been effectively sanitized, and that the 
Zone itself will be left in a condition that will not contaminate or otherwise introduce extraneous 
substances into the Medicinal Marijuana Processing Procedure SOP0003. 

PLEASE NOTE: That all Premise handling or processing Procedures for specific Zones shall 
require that any Medicinal Marijuana related debris or trash that is found shall be retrieved and 
placed into a Debris Bag and recorded directly into the TheracannSYSTEM – as such, it can 
NEVER be disposed of in the garbage as would NON-Medicinal Marijuana debris or trash AS 
PER SOP0001 CLEAN PREMISE. 

HANDLING OR PROCESSING PROCEDURE

The step-by-step procedures for handling or processing of Medicinal Marijuana is provided as 
individual work-flows within the TheracannSYSTEM:



The TheracannSYSTEM work-flows represent the Licensed Producers SOPs procedures that 
have been reviewed and accepted by the QAP for each processing area at the Licensed 
Location:  

The TheracannSYSTEM auto-generates these work-flows upon the creation of a new 
Batch/Lot of Medicinal Marijuana.  This is done through the creation of a new “Project” 
within the TheracannSYSTEM that then auto-generates a unique Project Number to 
provide for a unique set of records associated with that particular Batch/Lot at this 
Licensed Location:



Once a new Project has been entered into the TheracannSYSTEM, the SYSTEM auto-
generates a series of “Project Milestones” associated with the procedures of handling or 
processing Medicinal Marijuana and assigns.  These “Project Milestones” have estimated 
dates of completion to assist with Project planning and allocation of resources including 
personnel, assets and sundry supplies:

A GANTT Chart Calendar showing the scheduled completion date of each Milestone is 
provided by clicking on the arrow symbol next to the “Charts” heading:

PLEASE NOTE: Clicking the GANTT Chart will open a new Browser Window.  Clicking on the 
GANTT Chart in this new window will enable a “zoom in” on specific Project Milestones dates.

For each Project Milestone, the TheracannSYSTEM auto-assigns “Project Tasks” that provide a
consistent and logical order of tasks to be performed.  Generic Project Tasks are provided by the
TheracannSYSTEM to new SYSTEM Users that are then reviewed and customized by the QAP
to better suite their specific Licensed Location. 

PLEASE NOTE: All Project Tasks associated with handling or processing shall be verified by the
QAP as required to do so by SYSTEM Work-flow handling or processing Verification Schedule 
and Corrective Action Report (CAR) Work-flows. 

Project Tasks are then assigned to authorized Users of the SYSTEM.  The SYSTEM then 
provides those Users with notification of a “Start Date” and “End Date” as well as 
providing an allotment of “Allocated Time” measured in minutes, to complete those 
assigned tasks:

NOTE: handling or processing shall be verified by the QAP as required to do so by SYSTEM 
Work-flow handling or processing Verification Schedule and Corrective Action Report (CAR) 
Work-flows.

The TheracannSYSTEM, prior to 24 hours of its proposed “Start Date”, shall auto-generate an 
e-mail to the assigned User notifying them of the Project Task, the Start Date, End Date, area or 
room that the Task is to take place and a description of work that is to be performed:



The assigned User can then proceed to open the Project Task either by clicking directly on the 
link found in the email or proceed directly to the Project (e.g., “P9980 Oct 11 2014 Batch”) to 
open a Project Task from the Project Module directly:

To open a Project Task simply click on the link below the “Task Name” 
header:

The clock will then begin to record time spent on this Task until you hit the 
“Stop Button”:

PLEASE NOTE: Once a Project Task has been opened, the Time-Controller
Clock begins recording the time it takes to complete this task.  If the time 
taken is significantly greater or less than the “Allocated Time” value, an 
automatic Trouble Ticket will open to request explanation as for the cycle 
time difference (the root cause for the variation in time taken to complete 
Project Task).  Therefore, it is critical that you do not open the Task until 
you are ready to begin and to then focus on the Task until it is done by 
clicking on the “STOP” button beside the clock.

In the event that the “Description” provided to the assigned User is not sufficient to 
complete this Project Task, the Assigned User can go directly to the individual SOP 
Document, by using either the Universal Search Box or using the “Search for” box found 
in the “Document” Module:

PLEASE NOTE: These SOP documents serve multiple purposes including how to set-up, operate, 
maintain and repair, clean and dispose of products when no longer usable.



PLEASE NOTE: A document in the SYSTEM can be deleted but only from the view of the 
average User.  All documents Deleted from the SYSTEM are simply moved into “Archive” 
whereby they are still accessible by the SPIC and Government or Regulatory Auditor.
PROCESS OF HANDLING OR PROCESSING CONFIRMATION & VERIFICATION 
PROCEDURE BY QAP:

1. Once the handling or processing Premise Project Task “Progress” status has been saved as 
“100%” the TheracannSYSTEM will auto-generate an email to the QAP the need to confirm 
and verify that handling or processing was completed to acceptable standards as outline below.  

SUMMARY REPORTS:
1. Summary Record Report for a list of all historical “Project Tasks” associated with SOP can be 

found by clicking on the “Project Task” Module:
2. Summary Record Report for a list of Project Tasks performed for a specific area or zone (e.g., 

Harvest room) can be found by clicking on the “Project” Module and clicking on the Project 
associated with handling or processing that specific room or zone, clicking on “More 
Information” and clicking on “Project Tasks”:

3. Summary Record Report of a list of Trouble Tickets associated with this SOP can be found 
by clicking on the “Trouble Ticket” Module:

4. Summary Report of scheduled handling or processing and/or maintenance of the premise 
associated with this SOP can be found by clicking on the “Calendar” Module:
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PROCESSING AND EXTRACTION (CONTD.) 
PRANA -STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR RAW MEDICAL CANNABIS PRODUCT RECEIPT, 
HANDLING AND SAMPLING 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Purpose: To provide for the consistent and effective receipt, handling and transfer of Medical Cannabis 
Products produced for Prana Bio Nutrient Medicinals when received in the processing area on the 
licensed premises of Vessel Life Science. 

Scope: This document covers the duties of the RPIC and Quality Assurance as they pertain to the receipt 
of, and handling of intake of Raw Medical Cannabis Products upon receipt in the designated “Processing 

or MIP” area. 

Responsibility and Authority 

Quality Assurance 

Warehouse Staff  

Responsible Person in Charge 

Alternate/Responsible Person in Charge 

Senior Person in Charge 

Acronyms 

GPP Good Production Practices 

SOP Standard Operating Procedure 

QA Quality Assurance 

MJ Pennsylvania Medical Cannabis Law 

RPIC Responsible Person in Charge 

A/RPIC Alternate/Responsible Person in Charge (herein refer to as designee) 

SPIC Senior Person in Charge 

Definitions 

Satisfactory (S): No parameter exists that causes the integrity of the Raw Medical Cannabis Product to 
be questioned. This is determined by Quality Assurance or designate. 

Non-satisfactory (NS): A parameter exists that causes the integrity of the Raw Medical Cannabis 
Product to be questioned. Quality Assurance or designee determines this. 

Receipt Procedure 

When the Medical Cannabis is moved into processing storage, it is placed into Processing. 

The RPIC completes a TRANSFER Signature and firmly affixes a tag(s) one to each container of product. 
The product is not available for distribution.   
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The total Quantity Packaged is weighed and noted on the Product Transfer Record. The person 

performing this task and the person verifying the action both initial the form. The product is now 
transferred into Processing. 

If any damage is noted it is reported on the Product Transfer Record.  The designated Staff Member, 

overseen by the RPIC, inspects the entire batch. The RPIC provides the Product Transfer Record to the 
Quality Assurance to determine the extent of the damage, contamination, testing, cure, age, etc. Quality 
Assurance determines if the product integrity has been compromised then Quality Assurance will reject 
the batch. 

If there is no damage or contamination the Staff Member will sign the Product Transfer Record. 

The RPIC will verify that the product lot number is the same as that stated on the Product Transfer 

Record.   

Also the Staff Member will count the Raw Medical Cannabis Product and reconcile the count with the 

quantity stated on the Product Transfer Record. If there is a problem this is recorded on the Product 
Transfer Record and the RPIC is contacted.  The RPIC will prepare a deviation as per the SOP – Deviation. 
The deviation report is reviewed by Quality Assurance and determines any necessary actions to be 

taken.  The Medical Cannabis Product remains on Hold until the situation has been resolved. 

If the product integrity has not been compromised and the quantity is reconciled then the product is 

received into the computer inventory system with the lot numbers and expiry date being entered. 

The RPIC then arranges for the product to be transferred to the retail outlet for sale.  

Quarantine 

The Raw Medical Cannabis Product will be identified as to the “Processing” status until the completion 
of final product(s) produced i.e Prana Capsules, Prana Sublinguals, Prana Topical’s.   

Vessel Life Science will ensure that all Raw Medical Cannabis Product remains in “Processing” in the 

designated “Processing or MIP” until the final products are manufactured for transfer and/or sales 
distribution. 

Inventory transfer 

The products will be received in large air tight containers, non-porous plastic sealed bags, or glass jars 
with a TAG A (tracking) tag. The products will range from raw flower, water hash, flower rosin, hash 

rosin, or kief.  

The RPIC will be responsible for printing the labels and cataloging the inventory into 
THERACANNSYSTEM.  

All staff members will wear disposable safety gloves and masks at all times when handling raw flower.  

The RPIC will complete an inventory report log and upload the inventory into the TheraCannSYSTEM / 
POS system.  

The RPIC or designate completes the RPIC Section of the Inspection Report Form with the following:  

 Date Product Received in Processing 

 Product Name 

 Weight 
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 Batch Tracking # 

 Expiry Date 

Condition of Product (based on the inspection of the product and is recorded as Satisfactory or Non-
satisfactory) 

The RPIC will sign and date the Inspection Report Form and forwarded to Quality Assurance.   

If a discrepancy is found then Quality Assurance records a notation on the Inventory Report Form and it 
is returned to the RPIC for correction and/or for explanation.  If a correction is required then the RPIC 
will make the correction and return the Inventory Report Form to Quality Assurance.   

Rejected Status of Raw Medical Cannabis Products 

If the Medical Cannabis Product is rejected and/or denied, Quality Assurance will inform the RPIC both 

by email and verbally to remove / pick up the Raw Medical Cannabis Product from the “Processing & 

MIP” area.  

The following reasons qualify for denied product: 

Mold 

Age 

Seeds 

Moisture 

Pesticides  

Pests  

Retention of Records 

Transfer & Retention Records are retained as per SOP – Records. 

The information required by this SOP will be retained on the premises of Vessel Life Science and Quality 

Assurance for a period of at least 1 year.  

Controlled Documents  

Product Transfer Sign 

Product Transfer Log 

Product Processing Sheet  

Weekly Inventory Report 

Product Transfer Record 

THERACANNSYSTEM Product Transfer Log 

Related SOPs 

Storage and Handling 

Destruction of Product 

Inventory Control  
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Handling of Damaged Product 

 

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR MATERIAL STORAGE, HANDLING, SAMPLING, AND TESTING 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Purpose: Material storage, handling, and testing is critical to the integrity of the Medical Cannabis 
Products produced for Prana Bio Nutrient Medicinals by Vessel Life Science. This SOP states the controls 
in place regarding the raw and processed storage, handling, and testing of products manufactured for 
Prana Bio Nutrient Medicinals.  The use of this SOP will ensure that all materials meet the required 
specifications before use. 

Scope: This Standard Operating Procedure covers the storage / testing requirements of raw and 

processed materials used to create medical cannabis products specific to Prana Bio Nutrient Medicinals.  

Responsibility and Authority 

Quality Assurance 

Responsible Person in Charge 

Alternate/Responsible Person in Charge 

Purchaser 

Receiver 

It is the responsibility of Quality Assurance to determine and approve the raw material specifications 
and to ensure the material adheres to GPP requirements and the specifications. 

It is the responsibility of Quality Assurance to determine the status of the raw materials as approved or 

rejected.  

It is the responsibility of Quality Assurance and RPIC to test all raw material, processed batches, and final 

products produced for distribution / sales of Prana Bio Nutrient Medicinals  

It is the responsibility of the RPIC to ensure that the raw materials are stored in a segregated area within 
the designated “Processing or MIP” area.  

It is the responsibility of the Responsible Person in Charge to ensure that only approved raw materials 
are used, and properly handled with non powder coated gloves at all times. 

It is the responsibility of Quality Assurance and RPIC to keep a sterile and clean work area at all times. 

It is the responsibility of Quality Assurance and RPIC to track raw and processed materials within a range 
of (.1g - .5g) tolerance. All product MUST be accounted for without exception. 

It is the responsibility of the RIPC to store raw materials that have been approved by Quality Assurance 
under surveillance in restricted access only areas at all times.  

It is the responsibility of the RIPC to store raw materials that have been approved by Quality Assurance 
with proper THERACANNSYSTEM Tags. 

It is the responsibility of the RIPC to retain records for all storage of raw, processed, and final products 

produced within the designated “Processing or MIP” area. 
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It is the responsibility of the RIPC to store raw materials that have been approved by Quality Assurance 

in an environmentally controlled area with a average temperature range of (40 F - 75 F), and relative 
humidity of (15% - 35%). 

It is the responsibility of the RIPC to store processed materials and/or infused processed oils that have 

been approved by Quality Assurance under refrigeration for storage of all Prana Bio Nutrient Medicinals 
products. All Prana products that are “non-activated” i.e. (Sublingual & Capsule Form) must be 
refrigerated at all times prior to distribution / sales to a patent.  

Acronyms 

QA Quality Assurance 

GPP Good Production Practices 

SOP Standard Operating Procedures 

RPIC Responsible Person in Charge 

Definitions: 

Raw Material:  Cannabis flowers, water hash, flower rosin, and/or kief intended to be used in the in 
processing of Medical Cannabis Products created for Prana Bio Nutrient Medicinals.  

Processed Batch:    For the purpose of this Standard Operating Procedure the word processed can 

refer to Raw Materials that have been heated, vacuum distilled, or infused with Neobee 895 MCT in 

batch preparation of final products produced for Prana Bio Nutrient Medicinals.  

Final Products:    For the purpose of this Standard Operating Procedure the word Products can 
refer to the final Medical Cannabis Products created under the product brand name Prana Bio Nutrient 

Medicinals i.e. (Sublingual, Capsules, Topical)  

Test Date:  The date when samples of the drug substance were tested for potency, mold, pesticides, 

moisture, and contamination.  

Expiry Date: The date placed on the container/labels designating the time during which a batch of 
product is expected to remain within the approved shelf life specification if stored under defined 
conditions, and after which it must not be used. 

Receiving  

Upon receipt of the raw material the staff member or RPIC receiving the material (Receiver) must 

determine the correct use of the raw material for processing into products by attaching a Processing 
Sheet to the raw material.  

The Receiver must count or weigh the total quantity received and reconciles records within 

THERACANNSYSTEM. Also recorded in the Incoming Raw Material are quantity discrepancies 

(shortage/overage) observed by the Receiver. 

The Receiver must determine if there is visible damage to the boxes, drums etc.  If damage is observed, 
the Receiver writes a description of the damage on the Receiving Report.  

Once the reconciliation is done and the damage determination is done then the Receiver notifies the 
RPIC and Quality Assurance. 
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Quality Assurance determines if the raw material is damaged or cannot be reconciled. This is a 

redundant step in the acceptance of the product because their may have been natural occurrences such 
as a roof leaf or flood that has occurred since the initial acceptance of the product by the RPIC or Quality 
Assurance into the designated “Processing or MIP” area.  

The RPIC will issue a Quarantine Sign and affix this sign to the raw material as directed by the QA. The 
sign will be placed in such a way that there is one sign per container or per skid, depending on the 
configuration of the shipment.  

The RPIC will ensure the containers of different raw materials are segregated sufficiently to prevent mix 
ups.  Bagged raw materials are not mixed and multiple lots are not on the same pallet unless each bag is 

individually tagged as to its contents and lot number. Raw materials are stored in a designated area 

within the designated “Processing or MIP” area and/or a disposal vault designated for such remediation 
action.  

Handling 

Gloves and coveralls or scrubs must be worn during any raw material sampling. Masks, hair nets and eye 
protection are used as required. 

Safety Glasses shall be worn at all times during processing / infusion of raw materials into the oven or 

under vacuum purge.   

Sampling 

The RPIC will sample all incoming raw material in clean containers.  

Sampling will be performed in designated locations where no environmental influences may affect the 

integrity of the sample pulled or the container from which sample has been selected. 

After sampling all containers must be resealed in such a way that there is no exposed raw material. 

The sample quantity is determined by Quality Assurance for testing purposes 

The quantity of the sample taken is recorded on the Processing Form and entered into 
TheraCannSYSTEM.  

The samples are labelled with the Raw Material Name, Raw Material Batch Number, TheraCannSYSTEM 

/ Batch Number, and Dated. 

The samples are sent to a contracted laboratory for testing. 

Specifications 

The specification will include at a minimum the following tests to ensure the determination of the 
following: 

Pest 

Mold 

Potency / Age 

Appearance / Color 

Odor (if applicable) 
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Microbial attributes  

All specifications are approved by Quality Assurance. 

Testing 

Quality Assurance is responsible for testing the raw materials for cannabinoids profiles, mold, and 

pesticides. If any mold is detected or pesticides used during the cultivation detected the product MUST 
be rejected for ANY processing without exception.  

Quality Assurance will test the raw materials prior to processing to determine the available cannabinoids  
available in milligrams per gram of weight for proper formulation of the products produced.   

Quality Assurance will test the processed materials prior to creating final products. If the required mg / 

ml doesn’t meet or succeed the potency (+1% Max), ratio (CBD:THC) the batched processed materials 

must be readjusted to meet the product specifications.    

If at any time the raw material tested results find mold or pesticides it must be reported to the RPIC, 
Quality Assurance, and center owners via Email and in person immediately! 

Contracted Testing Laboratory Results 

The results generated by the contract laboratory are reviewed by Quality Assurance. 

Quality Assurance will determine if the results are satisfactory. 

If the results are satisfactory then Quality Assurance will stamp the Certificate of Analysis as approved 

and sign and date the document. 

If the results are Non-satisfactory then Quality Assurance will record the status as Not Approved on the 
Certificate of Analysis and will sign and date the document. This must be reported immediately! 

Release (approved) 

If all test results (supplier’s and contract laboratory) are Satisfactory the raw material can be released 

for processing products for Prana Bio Nutrient Medicinals.  

The status of Approved will be noted in the inventory system. 

Quality Assurance will complete an Approved Sign(s) (see attached) with the following info: 

Raw Material 

Batch Number 

Test Results 

Approved By 

Date 

The RPIC will affix one Approved Sign to each raw material container.  The Approved Sign will be placed 
over the Quarantine Sign.  The containers will be moved to the designated “Processing or MIP” area. 

The raw material is now available to be used. 

Rejects (not approved) 

If all the tests (supplier’s and contract laboratory) are Non-satisfactory, the raw material is rejected. 
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The status of Not Approved will be noted in the inventory system. 

A REJECT Sign is placed over the Quarantine Sign by Quality Assurance. 

An investigation is conducted and recorded on a Deviation Report (with the SOP covering Deviations) 

The suppliers are contacted by the RPIC or Quality Assurance and arrangements are made for the return 

of the raw material to the supplier. 

Inventory 

The RPIC will keep a record of the net weight of all Raw Cannabis Material, Processed Cannabis Material, 
and Final Products each day. The PRIC will conduct weekly inventory audits to ensue both the digital 
THERACANNSYSTEM and manual entries match records. Quarterly reviews of the information recorded 

in the inventory system will be evaluated / reviewed by the owners of the licensed premises.  

Record Retention 

All records generated pursuant to this Standard Operating Procedure will be retained on the premises of 
Vessel Life Science by the Quality Assurance for a period of at least 3 years. 

Controlled Documents 

Incoming Raw Material Sampling Form 

Incoming Raw Material Log Book (as generated) 

Sampling Quantity Required Form 

Deviation Report (with the SOP covering Deviations) 

Approved Sign  

Rejected Sign  

Quarantine Sign 

Related Documents 

GPPs 

Contracted Testing Laboratory Certificate of Analysis (as generated) 

Raw Material Specifications 

Related SOPs 

All SOPs 
Deviations 

Vendor/Supplier Qualification 

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR PRANA BIO NUTRIENT MEDICINAL: FORMULATING, 

PROCESSING, STORAGE, PACKAGING, AND LABELING 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Purpose: Processing Raw Materials for Prana Bio Nutrient Medicinals are critical to the integrity of the 
Medical Cannabis Products produced by Vessel Life Science. This SOP states the controls in place 
regarding their receipt, sampling, analysis, processing, storage and use.  The use of this SOP will provide 
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formulation and processing requirements of raw materials being processed into Prana Bio Nutrient 

Medicinals meet specifications before use by patients.  

Scope: This Standard Operating Procedure covers the raw materials being formulated and processed to 
create Prana Bio Nutrient Medicinals.  

Responsibility and Authority 

Quality Assurance 

Responsible Person in Charge 

Alternate/Responsible Person in Charge 

It is the responsibility of Quality Assurance to sample and test all the raw materials, processed batches, 

and final products which require testing. 

It is the responsibility of the Responsible Person in Charge to accept raw materials from the in-house 

cultivation department (OPC), or outside centers, that have been approved by Quality Assurance as per 
the SOP covering “Raw Cannabis Receipts”. 

It is the responsibilities of Quality Assurance to ensure that all the raw materials are received into the 
Vessel Life Science designated “Processing or MIP” area are in accordance with this Standard Operating 

Procedure.   

It is the responsibility of Quality Assurance to ensure proper security, access, and storage of cannabis 

materials according as per the SOP covering by “Storage” 

It is the responsibility of the Responsible Person in Charge to ensure that only approved raw materials 
are used and properly handled throughout the entire infusion process.  

It is the responsibility of the Responsible Person in Charge to ensure that the raw materials, processed 

materials, and final products are stored in a controlled secured access area under refrigeration or 

climate controlled environment that meets the guidelines of local Public Health Department.  

It is the responsibility of the Responsible Person in Charge to ensure the grind, steep, heating, and 
vacuum processes are carried out according to the included instructions.   

Acronyms 

QA Quality Assurance 

GPP Good Production Practices 

SOP Standard Operating Procedures 

MJ      Pennsylvania Medical Cannabis Law 

RPIC Responsible Person in Charge 

SPIC Senior Person in Charge 

Definitions: 

Raw Material:  A substance, other than an in-process Medical Cannabis Product or packaging material, 
intended to be used in the manufacture of Medical Cannabis Products, specifically including Neobee 

MCT 895.    
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Processing: The process of formulating and infusing raw cannabis materials with Neobee 895 MCT 

into categorized batched solutions for Prana Bio Nutrient Medicinal products. Batched categorized 
solutions would include specific ratio’s of THCa, THC, CBDa, CBD, CBN.  

Products:    For the purpose of this Standard Operating Procedure the word product refers to Prana 

Bio Nutrient Medicinals categories P1 (THCa), P1A (THC), P2 3:1 (CBDa:THCa), P2A 3:1 (CBD:THC), P3 2:1 
(CBDa:THCa), P3A 2:1 (CBD:THC), P4 1:1 (CBD:CBN), P5 (CBD) 

Test Date:  The date when final samples of the products have been tested for molds, pesticides, % 
of cannabinoids, accuracy, and deemed suitable for use. 

Expiry Date: The date placed on the container/labels designating the time during which a batch of 

product is expected to remain within the approved shelf life specification if stored under defined 

conditions, and after which it must not be used. 

Formulating: 

Upon receipt of the approved raw material testing results the SPIC, QA, and RPIC must review the results 
collectively to determine the total available cannabinoids in milligrams per gram with specific ratio’s 
based on the specific starting raw material.   

Raw Cannabis Material without CBD shall be categorized into P1 (THCa), P1A (THC), and P4 (CBN) 

batched solutions.  

 

Raw Cannabis Material with a CBD dominate ratio range of 1:1 to 50:1 shall be categorized and blended 
based on milligrams into P2 3:1 CBDa:THCa, P2A 3:1 CBD:THC, P3 1:1 CBDa:THCa, P3A 1:1 CBD:THC, P5 

CBD.  

Batched Processed Cannabis Materials into Neobee 895 MCT are tested for desired mg / ml and 

categorized by the purity of the individual cannabinoid (THCa, THC, CBDa, CBD, or CBN), or specific ratio 

desired for formulating P1 thru P4.    

Processing: 

 

1. RPIC shall separate strains based on the P1 thru P5 categories with test results of CBD to THC ratios. 
P1 = THCa & THC, P2 = 3:1 CBDa:THCa & 3:1 CBD:THC, P3 = 1:1 CBDa:THCa & 1:1 THC:CBD   P4 = 1:1 

CBD:CBN, P5 CBD 

2. RPIC shall use the “Product Sterilization Log” and track all raw cannabis material in the specified Lab 
Grade Forced Oven. All cannabis material prior to being batched shall be heated at 250 degrees 

Fahrenheit for 15min. If this step is NOT carried out then all “Non-Active” formulations MUST be 
refrigerated with proper labeling to identify the product MUST be refrigerated at all times.  

3. RPIC shall prepare whole plant categories by cryogenic freezing the plant material and sieving all 
material thru a 160 micro screening system. This can be accomplished with LN2 or Dry Ice.  

4. PRIC shall heat THC whole plant cannabis material in preparation of CBN cannabis material period of 
275 degrees Fahrenheit for approximately 16 hrs prior to infusing into Neobee 895 MCT. This 
process utilizes 70% oxygen chambers with gentle heating and constant movement. This product will 
be subject to testing prior to infusion of Neobee 895 MCT to guarantee all THC has converted into 
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CBN. Once testing results prove THC is less than 2% the combination of “Active” CBD cannabis 

material can be vacuum brewed into Neobee 895 MCT at a 1:1 CBD:CBN ratio. 

5. RPIC shall initially infuse all sterilized cannabis material under “Non-Active” P1 thru P3 formulations 
with Neobee 895 under vacuum for a 30min cold boil. Neobee 985 MCT and the infused cannabis 

material is separated with a vacuum driven Buchner funnel and lab grade filtration from 25 micro to 
2.5 micron. 

6. PRIC shall prepare all “Active” Prana P1 thru P3 by continuing to heat all “Non-Activated” infused / 
filtered oil with a second activation at 285 degrees Fahrenheit for approximately 3 hours. 

7. RPIC shall identify and document all sterilization and infused batched solutions with the proper date, 

product category, and measurements / weights.  

8. The QA and RPIC is responsible for testing each batch prior to creating individual medical cannabis 
products.  

9. Upon receiving proper testing for processed batched solutions the RPIC shall then initiate fulfilling 
product orders for Prana Capsules, Sublingual's, and Topical's.    

10. The RPIC shall utilize a liquid filler machine, sterile syringe application, sterile auto-repeater precision 

pipette systems, automation filler to fill sublingual bottles, individual capsules, or topical bottles for 

distribution / sales. Each glass container must be carefully checked prior to filling for contamination, 

and exposed areas of the bottle i.e. (lid and dropper) with UV & Steam sterilization. 

11. The QA & RPIC shall ensure that all product filling, packaging, labeling, storage, and final testing 
meets the SOP’s provided for Prana Bio Nutrient Medicinals.  

Handling 

The RPIC will ensure that gloves, coveralls, and/or scrubs, must be worn during any raw material 

sampling. Masks, hair nets and eye protection are used as required. 

The RPIC must store all processed batched solutions in glass containers under refrigeration.  

The RPIC must keep sterile tools and clean work environment at all times.  

The QA and RPIC must report / request all cleaning supplies, tools, scales, equipment necessary for 

conducting their job to the SPIC.  

The QA & RPIC must have proper testing confirmation of processed batched solutions prior to fulfilling 

final products orders for distribution / sales.  

Sampling 

The RPIC will sample all incoming raw material and out bound processed materials in clean containers.  

Sampling will be performed in designated locations where no environmental influences may affect the 
integrity of the sample pulled or the container from which sample has been selected. 

After sampling all containers must be resealed in such a way that there is no exposed the cannabis 
material. 

The sample quantity is determined by Quality Assurance. 
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The quantity of the samples taken is recorded on the Processing Forms until the delivery of final 

products recorded in TheraCannSYSTEM for transfer.  

Specifications 

The specification will include at a minimum the following tests to ensure the determination of the 

following: 

Purity 

Potency 

Appearance 

Color 

Odor (if applicable) 

Pesticides 

Microbial attributes  

All specifications are approved by Quality Assurance. 

Testing 

Quality Assurance will determine which tests are required. Testing will be performed on the composite 

sample (Number of containers 10 or less). 

All incoming Raw Materials, Processed Materials, and Final Products will be tested according to the 

Specifications approved by Quality Assurance. 

Upon receipt of the raw material on the Vessel Life Science premises each lot of raw material will be 
tested for Purity, Potency, Appearance, Color, Odor, Pesticides, and Microbial Attributes. 

Contracted Testing Laboratory Results 

The results generated by the contract laboratory are reviewed by Quality Assurance. 

Quality Assurance will determine if the results are satisfactory. 

If the results are satisfactory then Quality Assurance will stamp the Certificate of Analysis as approved 
and sign and date the document. 

If the results are Non-satisfactory then Quality Assurance will reformulate by re-processing the solution 
until the desired ratio or testing results are achieved for product specification. 

Release (approved) 

If all test results have been are Satisfactory the products are released for distribution / sales.  

The status of Approved will be noted in the inventory system, and transferred to the appropriate 

division.  

Inventory 

The RPIC will keep a record of the raw materials, processed materials, and final products that are in 
inventory in the “Processed or MIP” area. This information is recorded in the TheraCannSYSTEM 
inventory system.   
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Record Retention 

 

All records generated pursuant to this Standard Operating Procedure will be retained on the premises of 
Vessel Life Science Quality Assurance for a period of at least 3 years. 

Controlled Documents 

Transfer Form 

Transfer Log 

Process Form  

Weekly Processed Log  

Sampling Quantity Required Form 

Approved Sign  

Related Documents 

GPPs 

Contracted Testing Laboratory Certificate of Analysis (as generated) 

Raw Material Specifications 

 



 

 

   
 

 V E S S E L L I F E S C I E N C E  
  

  

  

United Cannabis Corporation Enters Licensing Agreement 

With Vessel Life Science LLC.  

  

Agreement Grants Vessel Life Science LLC Exclusive Distribution Rights To Company’s Prana 
Bio Nutrient Medicinals In The State Of Pennsylvania  

  

Denver, CO – February 23, 2017‐ United Cannabis Corporation (OTCQB: CNAB) (the “Company” or “United 
Cannabis”) today announced that it has signed an exclusive licensing agreement with Vessel Life Sciences 
(“VLS”) to produce and distribute its products, including the award‐winning Prana Bio Nutrient Medicinals, 
throughout Pennsylvania.  

Established in 2016, Vessel Life Science LLC is dedicated to advancing the use of cannabinoids in 
medicine, with a focus on the refinement of genetics for medical grade strains of CBD‐rich cannabis 
plants for the commonwealth of Pennsylvania’s patient base. Founded on the principles of patient‐
driven results, VLS’ mission is to offer the highest quality of products that indisputably prove and 
reinforce the use of medical marijuana for patient benefits and health advances.   

  

United Cannabis’ Prana line offers a wide selections of raw and active cannabinoid supplements with 
multiple delivery methods that have accurately dosed medicine from 1mg to 100mg. These products and 
patient‐driven programs are designed to help regulate the body’s endogenous endocannabinoid system, 
perhaps the most physiological system in maintaining human health. Prana products are most effective 
when used in conjunction with the extended services provided by the A.C.T. Now Program.  
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Collin Palmer, CEO of Vessel Life Science, commented on the agreement, “There is a strong demand for 
medical cannabis in Pennsylvania, and we are looking to become a leader in this market.  Our exclusive 
partnership with United Cannabis and their Prana Bio Nutrient products will enable us to deliver clean 
and effective medicine to thousands of patients in need as soon as Act 16 is fully implemented.”  

  

Tony Verzura, United Cannabis’ Chief Technology Officer, went on to say, “Vessel Life Sciences is ideally 
suited to bring our products to Pennsylvania. Their team has over 30 years’ combined experience across 
the spectrum of the cannabis industry, including engineered facilities, regulatory compliance, genetics, 
cultivation, good manufacturing practices, proprietary extraction methods, branding, marketing and 
wholesale distribution. Their expertise gives us a distinct competitive advantage as we work to execute a 
fast and efficient launch of our Prana products and ACT Program throughout the state.”  
  

About United Cannabis Corporation  

  

The Company’s Prana Bio Medicinal products provide patients a simple, safe, accurate, and easy way to 
mix match cannabinoids for therapeutic purpose. These products are broken into 5 easy to follow 
categories that are available in capsules, sublingual’s, and topical delivery methods. The company uses a 
patent‐pending infusion process utilizing select fatty acids, lipids, and specific combination of cannabis 
derived terpenes to increase bioavailability. Prana Bio Medicinal products are NON‐GMO, ethanol free, 
alcohol free, glycerin free, gluten free, 100% naturally derived, chemical‐free, solventless, and 
hypoallergenic.   
  

For further information, please visit www.unitedcannabis.us.  

  

About Vessel Life Science:  

  

Vessel Life Science's Strategic Pennsylvania MMJ Partners have been involved with medical cannabis since 
it was permissible in California in 1999, turning their focus to Colorado during the infancy stage of 
legalizing medical cannabis in 2009. With the benefit of more than 30 years’ combined experience, our 
partners have accumulated an extensive knowledge base across the spectrum of the cannabis industry, 
including engineered facilities, security, regulatory compliance, genetics, cultivation, good manufacturing 
practices (GMP), proprietary extraction methods, branding, retail operations (SOP), marketing and 
wholesale distribution.  
For further information, please visit www.vessellifescience.com.  

  

  

Contact: Staff@UnitedCannabis.us  

  

Phone: 303‐386‐7321  

    

Certain statements in this news release may contain forward‐looking information within the meaning of 

Rule 175 under the Securities Act of 1933, and are subject to Rule 3b‐6 under the Securities Exchange Act 

of 1934, and are subject to the safe harbor created by those rules. All statements, other than statements 

of fact, included in this release, including, without limitation, statements regarding potential future plans 

and objectives of the company, are forward‐looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties. There 

can be no assurance that such statements will prove to be accurate and other results and further events 
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could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements. Future events and actual results could 

differ materially from those set forth in, contemplated by, or underlying the forward‐looking statements.  

 




